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ABSTRACT

A Study of Participatory Field Based Research, Development,

Dissemination, and Implementation

The project examined "participatory" approaches (i.e., those

Approaches that use.teachers and others as active pirticipants).to the

conduct of educational research, development, dissemination and implemen-

tation (RDD&I) across programs within the Far West Laboratory.

This project attempted to discover how those affected by research

actually participated in ongoing research: Various types of participation

were looked at - decision making, data collection, advisory council member-

ship, pre-program planning, problem definition, etc. Iaterviews with project

directors and project participants to all the twenty=one programs at the

Far West Laboratory of a participatory nature have u3covered a number of

interesting findings;

1) Definitions of participation in RDD&I work vary_from project to

project and from person to p on; therefore; Participatory RDD&I hat

no agreed-upon meaning; _[By the end of data analysis of this one-yearsiudy,.

various definitions of Participatory UDR were generated and lists of.

ways school peitSonnel and others can participate in various 'Phases of the

research, dissemination and implementation process were repdrted.]

2) The hypothesis that participation in a project will facilitate the

expe-Cioutcomes of the project was found to be_ oo general a hypothesis

to test.

3) Perceived participation is important. Differences in perceptions

about participation seem to have an impact on actual participation; [SOMe

people feel they are not participating in research unless they are part`bf

o
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the decision-making team that decides thetype Of research that will take

placeithe questions that will be asked and the tools that will be used.:

to conduct the research. Others feel just to be asked what problems

they;face.in the clasttbbm is participation in reseatth.1Plk

4) Pradtitioners seem to endorse.more enthusiostically the notion

of participation ihan do project directprs.

5) The literature surveyed Overwhelmingly supports the notion of

practitioner participation in RDOE.

6) A successful climate for participatory research is based on the

intention and skills of the change agent; the institutional guidelines;

inclinatiOns and habits of the host institutions; and the intarestOf

practitioners.

F
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CHAPTER ONE_

INTRODUCTION

This. Study of Partiipatory_Research,
Development, Dissemination

and Implementation 0DOWwas a one=lear analysis of participatory
_

literature and twenty-one RODE projects at the Far West Laboratory for

Educational Research and Development (FWL'). All Principal Investigators

(P.I;s) at FWL were surveyed to, find those'Ocojects in which educational

practitioners participated in project work.r All projects ident4fied as. ,

_participatory in nature were included in this study.

An extensive.literattlre search of practitioner participation both

in educational and other settings was conducted before any data was

collected froiii projects. This literature was extensively analyzed; the

review and analysis are found in Chapter Three of this report. As a

result of this review and analysis an initial conceptual frame for the

-study was built.

It was decided that this frame.for the participatory study would be

given added.stringth"andmore specifitity if preliminary information.

aboUt participation could be gathered. A pilot study site was selected at

an elementary pilot school that had an FWL project in proCess4 .Interviews

were .held With the school principal,,the
Principal Investigator, and an

FWL project staff member who worked on-site at the school. The question

that provided the, focus for each of these interviews was ,"What factors*

inhibit or reinforce participatory involvement ?" Information collected in
. -

-the pilot study reinforced some of the notions uncovered in theliteratUre

Search and drew attention.t0 the importance of the-qualgty and character

of.the relationships between the FWL project (its leadtrship, staff and

purpose) and the host institution in the community (its leadership, staff-



and purpose). rt became apparent from the results at the pilot site that

participation might falter or flourish because of a variety of variables

that clustered into four general categoriet:

1. Change agent behavior (leadership) in the FWL project
and school or host institution

Preconcepts; attitudes, beliefs, values and knowledge
of participation held by the project and the school or
host :institution staff and leadership

=

3. The;structural elements of the project and the school
or ilt6St institution

4. The character and quality of the working relationship
between the'FWL project and the school or host
institution

The major work of the study was to obtain information from the

RODE projects underway at FWL regarding the four general categories

and,the ways practitioners have participated; the a feet participation

had on pr9grams and the effect participation had o participants4 This

infoimation was collected by interviewing eduCational practitioners and

Pis whe.participated in:the projects. The information froM those sources

was compiled and ordered so that various partiCipatory approaches, com-

ponents, definitions and support Mechanisms could be...uncovered and reported.
._!

The work of Chapters Five, Six and Seven of this report is seen by

the authors as groundwork for future study and suggested points of dis=

..cussion for-people planning to implement or evaluate a participatory

ROOM project. It is hoped that the complexity of participatory

ROM will become more apparent after reading this work and th=at

de'initions of terms including the term "participatory" will become a

serous first step in any future participatory action.

13



CHAPTER TWO

PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY

Before designing the study of practitioner participation, an exten-

sive review of the literature on practitioner participation was-conducted.

This library research.focused on partioipatory research and particularly

on studies of participatory decision making. (A summary, review, analysis

and interpretation of this library research is presented in Chapter Three.)

interviews were held with Pau) ChristenSen,- PiUt Hood:and William'

Tikunoff at the Far West Laboratory. These men formed the Laboratory's

Internal Review Group for the Participatory Study. Their thoughts

guided the development of concepts for the study and helped to extend -

the scope of the literature search.

After sharing the resUltS Of the literature search with Dr. .John

Hemphill and Dr. Betty Ward; the Director and Deputy Director of the Far

Wett Laboratory, the scope of work planned -for the Participatory Study

was expanded. The study's definition of "participation".was broadened

to include any and all types of practitioner participation in ROOM

activities. The study was planned to uncover the various forms of

practitioner participation that exist in OBI projects; delineate the

individual and organizational structures and forces that encourage,

maintain or inhibit practitioner participatiOn; and assess the perceived

impact of.participation on the project and practitioner.,.

Twenty-one projects at the Far West Laboratory were originally

identified asjiaving some form of practitioner participation. Table'l

contains the names of those projectgi.
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Table 1: Participatory RDD&L,Projects
at Far West Laboratory

o Critical Television Viewing Skills Curriculum Project
o Teach &-o

Research find Development Exchange '(RDx)
Cirps Dissemination Project

o ED Materials/Support Center
o Continuing Education Technical Assistance Center
o Teacher kevelopment and Academic Learning Time
o Clast-Sizand_Instruction__Project

*0 Region IheAdult Education Staff Devel- opment ConsortiumP
o Learning Coordination_ Project
o The ReSponsiVeducatiohProgram
Otxperience-BasedCareer Education Developer/Demonstrator Project
o Women's Educational Eqiiity Proposal Development Project
o Women's EducatiOnal.Equity Communications Network
o Teachers! Centers Exchange
o Educational Dissemination Studies Program
o Experience=Based Career Education_
o Project Equity Sex Desegregation Assi- itance Center for Region
o The Linking Consortium
o Interactive Research and Development on. Teaching Project
*o AA( Values Project
*co The.National Rural Career Guidance Communication Network

*See missing data section of this chapter

Two sets of interviews provided data for the study. First the

Principal Investigators of each project were interviewed. Then selected

practitioners in each, project were questioned;

A tentative interview questionnaire for Principal Investigators was

'designed. The items on the questionnaire were drawn to a great extent

fromhconcepts uncovered in the review of the literature.

The interview questionnaire was then field tested and revised. The

final version of the interview for Principal InvestigatOrs consisted Of

twenty-one questions designe'a to shed light on the following areas:

1. The scope: and form of individual practitioner
influence/participation.

2. -The scope and form of group practitioner
influence/participation;
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3. The relation of the project's organizational and.
structural characteristici to practitioner's 'influence/
participation.

4. Motivational dimensions of influence/participation.

5. Principal Investigtor's perceptions of the value
of participatory RODE.

The twenty=one question instrument created for use in,interviews

with each Principal Investigator follows in Figure 1.

Figure 1 .

Practitioner Influence/Participation Questionnaire

1. an your opinion, what it the purpose of participatory ROMP
Wh5hare its advantages and disadvantages?

-2. Do practitioners exercise mLa influence/participation upon
the program/project? How often and in what ways do they do this?

3. Are practitioners invited and encouraged to attend administra-.
tive and/or other program/project meetings where progrgm/project
goals and ways to achieve them are discussed? If so, what do they
do when they are there?

4. Does tho,program/projecthave a formal practitioner advisory
council? IT so, what powers does the council have? What does it
do?, How often does it meet?

5. What demographic characteristics describe the practitioners in
the program/project who exercise lEpRa influence/participation on
a regular basis?

6. Do practitioners exercise individual tnfluence/participation
upon_the program/project? If so, how do they exercise this
involvement? What percent of practitioners in the program/project
.exercise individual influence/participation on a regular batis?

7. What demographic characteristics describe individuals who
exercise individual influence/participation?

8. In what ways do individual practitioners contribute to the
development of the program/project beyond the average or normal
expectation for their involvement? What percent of practitioners

.involve themselves in extraordinary ways? Are incentives or_
rewards given to individual practitioners for their involvement?
-If so, what are the incentives and rewards?



Figure 1 continued

9. _What are the demographic characteristics of program/project
staff and practitioners? (Race, ethnic/cultural identity, age,

'language spoken; social class and sex) ;:

10. Have there been any effects upon the program/project that were
the results of individual or group practitioners' participation/
influence (i.e., changes in policy, procedures, focus; cost
outcomes, etc.)? If so, briefly describe: 1) the changes that
took plate and 2) how the practitioner influence, that caused the
change was manifested.

.

11. Have there-been any effects upon-the program/project that were
the result of_extraordinary, practitioner involvement? If so;
briefly describe: 1) what the changes were and 2)- what practitioner
involvement (behavior) was responsible-for causing the change?'

12. In whith component area(s) within the program/project has prac-
titioner influence/participation been most evident?. Least evident?

13. What would'you say have been the factOrs responsible for
encouraging, motivating and sustaining practitioner influence and/

- or participation? What factors were: 1).informal, 2) formal or
structural, 3)'associated with leadership attitudes and
behavior, and 4) associated with staff attitudes and
ehavior? Be specific

14; ..What do you think practitioners believe motivated or
hindered them in exercising their influence/participation in the

%. What do you think they believe:sustains their
influence/participation?

15. What changes in program/project policy or procedures,_if any,
were made by the program/project staff or administration that
motivated, sustained, or retarded 1Y-individual and 2) group prat-
titioner,interest, participation /influence? By Far West Laboratory?

16. Do you believe that the working relationship between Far West
Laboratory and the program/project has had any effects upon
practitioners' influence or participation in the program/project?
If so what effect has there been and what have been_the_significant
factors within the relationship that have had an effect?

17. Do you believe that_Far West Laboratory staff has been on-site
and sufficiently available to the program/project to insure smooth
and efficient program/project operations?

18. What knowledge/experience, if any, with practitioner influence/
'participation did the program/project staff, and administratton have
before the beginning of the current program/project?



Figure 1 continued
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19. What feelings (attitudes; beliefs and values) regarding
practitioner influence/participation diTyou and your staff have' .;
before the beginning of the current program project?

20. .In the course of the-prOgram/project's history, 'has anything
(e'vent; passage_Of time, staff change; circumstanceetc.)
influenced (positively or negatively) the degree and/or type of
practitioner participation? Be specific. .-

21. -As Director; what risksi_pirOblems; costs; barriers or con=
straints have impinged_UpOn the program/projectias a result of
practitioner participation? What were the impinging factors?
When. didthey occur? HOW were they handled, sustained or
resolved?

The above instrument was administered in individual face-to=face

interviews with each Principal InVestigator. Handwritten notes were

taken of the Principal Investigator's responses to the queiVons. These:

notes were typed and returned to the-Principal Investigator for revieW.

and-correction. The modifications made by each Principal Investigator
,

. _ _were incorporated and typed into the final interview grotocol. The first
* r

stage of data collection was thus completed.

The setond:stage of da.4 C011ection wato interview- practitioners

in each-project:

A list of tentative questions was developdd and submitted to the

,Theh'panel thoughtmembers of the Far West Laboratory's RevieW Panel.

that -the proposed questions were not appropriate because they asked the

practitioner to make evaluative judgMentsabout participation. The panel

suggested that the questions would be of greater value to theparticipatory

study if they were descriptive, rather-than evaluative-. The Review Panel also

felt'that the Priniipal,Investigators of the projects studied would net favor
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*---interviews that called upon practitioners.to evaluate their partici-

patory relationship with the project. Another questionnaire for

practitioners was created and pilot tested an a sample Of-Practitioners.

BaSed on this pilot test and disCUSSiOnt with the.Project Officer at NIE=

the seven-question interview instrument in Figure 2 was developed. The

Principal Investigators were.told the nature of the interview to be

conducted and were asked to recommend people Who: represented the dominant

forms of practitiOner participation existingin their projects. Each

Principal Investigator provided an interview pool=of five or six'project.

practitioners. From the list provided by the Principal Investigator; two

practitioners per project were Chosen and interviewed. All.practitioner

interviews were COnducted by telephone.

Figure 2

-N\

QUestionnaire for Clients/Practitioners

1. How (in what.ways) do you participate in the project? (Both
types and amount of participation).

2. What has participation meant to you? How would you define
pirticipation?

3. Have you been involved in making decisions about project
policies and/or procedures? Also, bow were you involved? In
what decisions?,

.4. When during'the course of the project did you participate? At
what stage did you participate least? Most?

5; What effects, if any, on the project came-as a result of your
participation? 'What impact did your participation have

6; What effect, if any, on yourself came as a result of your
participation in the project? (Personal and profesSional).

I. What have been the factors that have motivated or hindered
your-participation in the project?

19
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any approaches to this study were considered. The decisions to use

an open-ended form of questioning, an analysis by an ethnographer, and a

descriptive rather than an evaluative approach were based on judgments
.

Of the complexity of participatory issues and of the. imprecise state

which the art of participatory RDD &I findS.itSelf. Most obvious were .

the need for clear and precise detdriptions of various types of partici=

p'ation and the OlUdidation of the various factors that support or hinder
MC=

participation.
.T;

The analysis and interpretation of the literature is seen as ,a

strong and significant part of this document and is presented as a

product of, rather than a review for, this study.

An ethnographic analysis of the 'interviews of the Principal Investi-

gators and practitioners was designed to probe for descriptive information.

The analysis addressed the contrasting views of participation held by
. _ 4_

Principal Investigators and the various reasons expressed by Principal

Investigators for having practitioners participate in projects; The
_- -_

analysis of the data revealed the existence of various structures and

orientations that affect participation; The-impact practitioner partici-

pation had on the project and on the practitioners themselves was also

analyzed. A taxonomy of participation was developed from the interview

data. Figure 3 contains the time line of activities of thestudy.

f

ti_



Figure 3

Study of Participatory,
Field-Based RODE

Time Line of Activities

Feb; .March I ApH1 May

1. Assess existing literatu

searches in the area of educate

participatory decision making

June 1..JUYY

_ARrindipal Investigator'

2. tonduct of an.original
literature

search on the specific topic of

practitioner partitipation of

OBI decisions

3. ASSOMble and convene the Internal

R6446 Grou p ;

i

4. .Develop a plan for collection,

reduction and use of data _

a

Aug

1.

Sept. Oct. j NOT._

(Practitioner'
.

5. Pilot testing

6. Collect information regarding

participatorpapproaclies used

in Failest Laboratory program

Analyze and interpret data

Prepare.participatory report



Missing Data

Two. Principal Investigators asked not to have/their clientsinterviewed.

The Principal Investigator_of the WOrk Values project-stated that;he did'hot

believe his project tad participatory characteristics and therefOre did not

think it would be productive to'talk to clients. The Principal Investigator

of the RegiOn.IX Adult Education Staff OeVelopment Consortium project stated

that because his clients are currently involved innegotiationtlregarding

the renewed funding of hit Project; he preferred that they not be interviewed.

Only one client in the National Rural Career Guidance Communications
,

k was interviewed.: Attempts to locate a second client in this project

were made; however,. three peOple whose names had been given to us by the.'

Principal Investigator eould not be located and a fourth had no recollection

of ever having.participated in the project...

>-

"1.



CHAPTER THREE

:RETTEM;AND ANALYSIS OF -THEE ATERATURE:

An extensive library-and ERIC computer search w..Wconducted to

harvest the literature on participation; The studies searched 'con-../

tairid a broad rerigeOf variables and dynimicsthat affe6t the

participatorY.Proc6S.' The review of the literatifir4- pITSepted in this

sect n reflebts the investigative approaches-taken .by;,.most stUdents-

of p- icipation. "-Most studies defined participation to include some

aspect of decision making.. Many studies focused on thd personality

chaiaCteris'iics of the'indiViduals involved; organizat4nal st ctures

or situational cheracteriSties Festudies analyzed the

'these elements.

erplay of

This chapter is divided into fiVe-sections ea h of which reviews

and analyzes'the dominant themes in the literature an participation:
(;

.:;$
Personality rectors, Decision Making and Participation, Organization

and Participatory RDD&I, and Implemeritation bf Participatory.RDD&I.

coicluding analysis ends the chapter.

Personality Factors
,

Review of Personality Factors Literature

-Hollon and Gemmilll studied the relationship between high levels

of interpersonaLtftst, perceived job satisfaction, job tension,,and

participation,io decision making. They hypothesized that individuals

with;Stropg orientation toward trusting would express greater partic-,

ipation_in,decision making, greater job satisfaction and lower job

tensidn,thap tt se ,with a weaker interpersbnal trust orientation.

Mollopand Ge
...

1 used fdll-time community college faculty to test
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their hypothesis. Their data supported the notion that orientation

toward interpersonal trust is positively associated with bbth perceived

participation in decision making and job satisfaction and is negatively

related to job tension.
N_

Other characteristics of personality are mentioned in the literature

on participation. The, work of Vroom2 supported his hypothesis that

participation in decision making would have a more-positive effect on

the attitudes (or satisfaction) and perfbrmance (or effectiveness) of

subordinates with stronger independence needs and a less positive

effect on authoritarian personality- types. Since )1-of:Ws work,:many

investigators have studied the relationship between:need for independence

and/or authority in participative work rlationships and job performance

and satisfaction. Abdel=Halim and Rowland3 have. summarized this research.

Their summary reveals mixed support for the hypothesizedrelationship

between personality and participation and the effects thereof., Support

comes' from studies of laboratory experimentS using student subjects.

No support for the relationship, on the other hand, was found in field

stUdies. Tosi4 also attempted to replicate Vroom's2 study and obtained

,Contradictory findings which led him to conclude that "until more
'..

deuce is obtained, it is best that personality deterMinants remain

:'hypothesized' with respect to their effects on p ticipation." 'In

reviewing' their own,research and the research of others, Abdt1=HaliN

and Rowland3 suggest that since much of the research tb.dite has

focused only on two personality:characteristics, need for independence

and authoritarianism; perhaps other personality diMensions might be

eqUally associated with participation. theseresearchers suggest that

the degree of job structure may also have_a:Moderating effect upon an
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individual's needs, on the relationship between leadership and motiva-

tion, and on job satisfaction.: For example, ff-an individual with a

strong need for independence had
a relatively nonstruttured job, but

perceived his superior as centralizing moskt of the -decision- making

. .

poWer,he probably would not be very satisfied with his Workor wi

the supervisor if the latter asked his opinion abdut ce ain t

related manners. If, on the other hand, an individual felt that he

lacked autonomy because of the nature of the task it was highly

mechanized or routine), then.he might find participation in joint

decision making rewarding since this would give him some feeling of
. ,

;importance Non 6h-TS job.

Rithard SteerS5 was also interested 1n the relationship beiweeh,

personality variables and participation. Ifestudied theimpact of.

individuardifferences by focusing on,personality variables and sex

..differences-as:they affect -the degree of participation allowed subOr=.

.dihatet by their supervisors.

In his study of supervisors! personalities, stett hypothesized

that the need for succorance would.be:strOnglY:and inverselyfelated

to participative behavior' with subOrdinates. Need for acnievement

Was positively related to it. In his summary Steers states that both

individual and situational
factors7represent-significant influences on

participative behavior. However the situation represents a more impor=

tant influence than individual characteristics;

In an excellent article that provides a meani,gful bridge between

the situational and individual factors relative to participation, Mohr6

creates a detailed; multivariate analysis of his findings 'regarding

participation in organizational life. Mohr hypothesized that there

exist in the world of work natural, spontaneous variations along the
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autocratiademocratic dimension of supervisory style. He also states

that it should be possible to increase participativeness indirectly-by

manipulating -such contextual factors as job content, organization

structure, information, and the fit between people. His findings did

not completely support these contentions. However, a detailed analysis

of them did reveal several conclusions of interest. First, supervisory

behavior is influenced significantly by the affect between supervisor

and subordinates. When affect is not a factor; supervisory style is

more rational With participativeness depending on the training of the

subordinates and their perceived capacity to contribute constructively.

Willingness to allow subordinates to help make decisions' epends to

some extent on whether or not the supervisor is preoccupied with status

- and status recognition as well as the supervisor's opinion as to whether

the group can contribute construe ively or not. Mohr's data revealed

that decisions about influence sharing become more "rational" and less

subject to affective fofces when there is a marked difference in status

between the subordinate and his supervisor. When there.is no status

distance between the two, then personal affect - interpersonal strains

and affinities - interferewith the utilitarian conduct of supervision. -.

In other words, psychological distance appears to lealCto better role

relations and an emphasis on the task. A supervisor who decides about

employee participation, positively or negatively, on the basis of a

perception of the potential of the group for contributing and the

objective qualifications of each employee to do so does so best if

.psychologically distant from the employee.

Mohr is critical of those organizational theoristt who suggest that

"power equalization" will produce more participation from employees. Mohr

does not believe that participation is guaranteed when the power held by
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indiVidues in oeganizationS is made equal. Mohr posits the existence

of "zones of authority" = the distribution of unequal but legitimized

power, legitimized, that is, from the bottom up. Mohr suggests that

When, in fact, power is legitimized, equalization bedomes a far less

urgent matter. Mohr then suggests that organizations take time and make

the effort to engage all employees in mapping.the zones of authority

in their organizations. To do this he suggests attention be paid to

the following dimensions:

1. The size of the zone; i.e.,_the number of content areas
over which authority is:felt to be retained. Hopefully,
these "areas" could be_put_ih terms that are general
enough to apply to mostjObt, not just one, e.g., changes
in equipment or tools,; deing of new group members,
quantity of output, and working hours;

2. The degree of authority felt to be retained in an area:
Some of the scale points would be (1) none; (2) the
right to be heard, (3) having a vote, (4) the right
to be part of a decision by consensus and to help
shape the outcome, (5)- having a veto, (6) having final'
decision rights,.and (7) having exclusive dominion.

3. The intensity with which this degree of_authority is
felt to be retained - how strongly people feel about it..

4. The extent of group agreement on the degree of authority
retained in an area.°

The zones of authority idea has been around since the thirties, but

little has come of it. What is suggested by Mohr's analysis is a norma-

tive conception of participation. This would lead to a new eMphasis for

research in which participativeness, as a variable, would not simply be

some observed or reported actions, but some fit between actions and

expectations. The measurement of participative management, the)", Mould

depend not only: on the overt behaviors of the-manager and the 'oup,

but on other facts as well, namely, empirically determined zones of

subordinate-retained authority.
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rature

The review of the participatory literature that studies the'impact

of certain personality variables on participation has provoked Several

thoughts. The study that links trust to participation is particularly

interesting because it raises several issues that can have a direct

impatt on'participation. it may, be that employees who in their approaChes

and interactions with administrators convey-an open and trusting nature
_ _; AI

help to create a climate and an interpersonal working relationship that

encourage administrators to:invite their participation. In other words.'

administrators maybe moreikely to include as participants those

employees who they feel trust them and are open to thbm and not include

those employees who do not create a trusting climate and may, therefore,

be perceived as neutral or even disti-ustful and threatening. In other

words, being of a trusting nature may earn trust in return and unlock

the door to participation.

The literature that relates trust to participation also suggests

that_for employee trust to-be maintained for long in a work setting,

administrators cannot betray it. For example, if the thoughts, feelings

and ideas of employees are received by administrators in a fair, thought-

ful and sensitive manner, the trusting will endure and along with it the

inclination toward participation. However, if employees, believe that,

their thoughts are not desired or valued by administrators or if they

feel their ideas will consistently be overruled by administrators they

will cease to contribute them.

Another personality factor discussed by students of participation

is that certain personalities may be more suited to participatory

strategies than others., If one thing emerged from the literature review
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and from the :interviews of Principal Investigators and clients it was that

implementing workable and effective participative strategies is an uncer,

tain, complex and often undelineated endeavor for all concerned. It

requires great patience and the ability to tolerate enduring uncertainty

and ambiguity. It also requires people who can interact contructively

with others who express differing outlooks, personal priorities, perspec=

gives and needs. It would appear, therefore, that People who desire or

need in their work consistently clear and linear paths to follow might''

not lend themselves to the demands of practitioner participation.

Mohr recognizes that some personality traits might detract from

efforts to institute practitioner participation. Mohr understands the

demands participation makes of people. He understands that the quality

of the.interpersonal climate that exists between people in the work=

place.affects participation._ Participatory strategies that employ Mohr's

suggestion to map and delineate zones of authority will have more chance'

for success if the zones are treated.and described as fully as Mohr sUg=

gests and if the-it indiVidUality and integrity are respected. Progtess

,
might, then be made in preventing and/or overcoming the barriers to partic-

ifiation that tend otherwise to occur within and between personalities:.

If this article by Mohr has served to bridge the gap between stUdiet

of participation that focus on personality variables and those that

focus on situational and organizational fattors it has also under-

scored the fact that the behaVitie and attitudes of employees cannot be

studied in isolation- rom the organizational setting in which they occur.

There is an interdependent relationshipsbetWeen the structure and proceSs

of the workplace and the employees Whith effects participatory attitudes

and behavior.
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Decision Making and Participation

Review of_Decision Makins_and Participation Literature
In their paper Crockenberg and Clark7 reviewed literature written

On the interdependence
of personality and organizational factors as they

affect Oarticipation on the job.: Of particular interest to them was
partidipatton related to decision making.

In thit_ttuntry several studies firtt drew the attentionof_pSythologistt and sociologists to the questiOntrof therelationship between the formal_ttrUtture of organizationsand the character and conduct of-employees in those organiza-tions._ The_ mOst important, of these were- -by Lewin; Lippit andWhite8, Metton9, Coch and French19,
and Morse and Reifferli.In the course of.thiS research_ it

hatlbecome.increatingly__cleati_at,the theory_Of participatory
democracy states, that

.

the behavior and attitudes of indiVidUal employees = -in theaboVe studies thecOncerns of the researchers_ were the allegedapathy-of employees, their lack of pride in their work, andtheir inability to work efficiently
without close sUperVition--were_noti as had been assumed, antecedebt

personality_dharacter=-istics of_workert
necessitating centralized, hieratthicalmanagerial authority._ Rather these behaviors and_attitudeswere the self-fulfilling consequent-et of the way in Whichcentralized managerial aUthority had been exercised over time.And because_these forms of manageMent in effect generated -theirown supporting evidence they precluded easy recognition -of thepossibility that what was required to- enhance organizationaleffectiveness was not more

centralization of decisiOn makingbut.lett. Studies by_a variety_of Organizational theorists-=Among them
Oouglas_MeGregorlz:, Rentit Likertlii FrederickHer2berg14,Lhrit ArgYris15,:and Peter brucket 16___

have.shownthat
organizational:effectiveness as.well as employee job_satisfaction_are in_general better served by reversing thetraditional_logicand giiing.employees more rather than less,decision making responsibility within the organizatiOn.The most widely read and cited book -in the literatUte onmanaging workers and working

is,prObably McGregor's TheAumanSide Of_Enterprise17. In that hdok
McGregor'forMUlated twotheories of work. Theory X was ed on_the_assdMed irrespon-sibility of people and pictured tam as indolent, passive,

2Woodrow Clark, who analyzed the interviews for this study,contributed this lengthy quotation from one of his earlier workson participation.
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dependent, unimaginative, self- protective; and in need of -

hierarchical control and close supervision if 'they were to
work well. Theory Y assumed on the contrary that people
were inherently curious; capable-of growth, and trustworthy;
and that workers enjoyed their work and thrived on-the,
increased responsibility they incurred when given greater_
control over work goals and procedures and when allowed to
participate in management decision making.

Essentially Theory Y and its variants assume that the degree
of control individual.workers feel they. have over their own
work is One of the crucial variables in explaining the effects
of work environments on the attitudes and dispositions of
workers; In other words Theory X Organizations, where
management has sole control over and responsibility for the
enterprise, cause employees to feel dependent, subMissive,
and to use on 71 very few of their abilities. The result
is that workers then adopt antagonistic adaptive activities--
rate setting, shoddy work, and so on--that interfere with
organizational effectiveness. According to Theory Y' hese
workers would be given more opportunity to use more o 'their
important abilities, in particular their "opportunities
for work in which they are able to define their immediate
goals, define their own path to these goals; relate
them to the goals of the organization, evaluate their
own effectiveness; and constantly increase the degree of
challenge at work15;"

Most of the_psythOlOgidal-eVidence upon which McGregor and-
the Others in thit tradition have based their_conclusions-,,
about the organization of work came frOM Abraham Maslow'sm
research on motivation and selfactualilatiOn. And Maslow___
himself remained until his_death a strong belie:* in Theory_
Y - thoughsith qualifications. In his.Eupsychi-an Management
Maslow argued that

. , there =it insufficient_grounding_for_a firm
and final trust in Theory Y management_ philosophy;
but there is even less firm'evidence for
Theory X._ If-one adds lip:all the researches that
have-actually _been_done under scientific auspices_
and in the indutttial situation itself, practically
all of them come Out on the side of one or_ another
version of Theory Y; pradtically none of them
come -out in favor of TheorpXphilosophy except in
small and detailed and specific special circum-
stances ; And as soon as we take into account
such factors as the long=eange health of the
business .. ; ., the duties to a democratic society,
the. need in -an indiViduated situation for pretty
highly developed human beings as workers_and
managers; etc.; then the necessity fOr Theory-Y
management becomes greater and greater.



There are, then, essentially two claims made for Theory.Y
management.

The:firtt is that it' leads to more satisfied Workers; the
= second that it leads_to more effective workers. EAch.
claim has stron4empirical suppdrt. Robert Kahnil after
reviewing over one hundred studies of job satisfaction;

--concluded that 1. . .workers in all occupations rate
.

self-deterthination highest amog the ideals that. define
an ideal job.' Paul Blumbergu'was even more emphatic.
The job satisfaction literature, herioted, is characterized
by considerable 'diversity in the academic_ background
and:theoreticalorientation_of the_researchers; diversity
in -the chatacteristics Of the population studied.- . It

is-just this-impressive diversity in the participation
which makes the of the findings; by contrast,
even mere profound, significconsistency.ant; and valid; There is

'n-the entire literature which fails to'
demonstrate at satisfaction in work is enhanced-or that

0,

other general acknowledged beneficial consequences
accrue from a genuine increase in workers' decision-
making power. ch .. -. . I submit,
is rare irLsociai_research

. .

. .

The findings with regard to productivity: are Similarly
compelling. Basid,on a review-of 550 studies, including
fifty-seven work experimentsi pblished_since 1959, T. Gi
-Cummings.41found that increases in .employees' autonomy
and,discretionary.control over the work were sufficient.
by themselves to account for increased job

. In addition to more autonomy and%discretion, however,- .

increases n productivity required increases in informa-
tion, performance feedback, task variety, and in socially
supportive, interactions among'Work group members and '

between work group -members and Supervisors. Of critical
. importance was the enrichment- activities: as-legitimate

parts of-their work, supported_and sanctioned by the
. -highest implicatedlevel_ipi the Organization: Further,

the changes had-to. be introduced gradually, involving
the employees from the beginning_in planning the redesign-
Of their work,addressing and-allaying,whatever anxieties
and doubts they might have about their new-respOnstbilities,
and providingthem with the. social and technicalresources
necessary to dischargetheir responsibilities--effectively.
Attention had to be addressed in particular to' helping
employees atquire.thOnferpersonal skills needed to work
effectixely in groups

Increased participation fp:decision making enhances job
satisfactidn and, in combination with'increated technical
-aid social support, increases the level-of.jot u
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special circumstances.' As.the literature on the manage-
ment'of work and working has developed, the circumstances
for the appropriate application of Theory X and Theory Y
management principles have been specified. Organization
-theorists have for some time now agreed that participative
forms of management are particularly appropriate for tasks
which-are difficult, complex, or unusual; and in work
settings where direct supervision is difficult, task
interdependency is low, creative requirements high, where
flexibility in adapting to changing environmental demands
is required, and where workers have high levels of skills
and knowledge to contribute to decisiofl making The
traditional hierarchical structure of decision making is
useful only/when time is of the essence, in simple and
routine matters, and where environmental demanOs are
clear, benign, and relatively stable (ArgYriS10, Katz42,
and Kahn 19). Those familiar with teaching and with the
schools will readily agree that all of the former and none.
of the latter characterize schools as work settings.

Other evidence points to the appropriateness of participa-
tive management in the schools; One of the most important
factors in the expressed .lack of satitfaction of many
teachers with their work, for example,-is their lack of
autonomy in deciding, matters of policy -- etpicially
matters of curriculum and instruction -- that bear directly
on their classroom teaching; The research is absolutely
clearson this point. When the factors which contribute
to the job satisfaction of teachers are separated and
distinguished'from the factors. which contribute to the
quite different experience of job dissatitfaction (see
Herzberg14), teacher satisfaction levels are unequivocally'
relat4d, to levels -of effectime,ilegitimate participation'
in.school-decision making. The lower the level of such
participation, or_the greater the discrepancy between
desired and actual levels of participation, the lower
the.expressed, satisfaction of teachers with their work.
and with 'the school es a_ place to work. (By way of note,
teacher dissatisfaction levels are related primarily-to
such things as cumbersome administrative procedures, too
many clerical and extra-duty tasks, the principals'

.

unwillingness or inability to support teachers in front
of_students or to discipline recalcitrant students, low
salaries, and large-classes.)

To date; however, there have been only a few reported
experiments in giving teachers more decision-making .

responsibility in their schools.. The results of these
experiments have been generally successful; in the
instances in which the experiments failed, the 'results
are instructive and could have been expected.

There is general agreement, for example, that curriculum
.decisions -- especially decisions to adopt innovative
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_materials and teaching -- are significantly more likely
'to beimplethented in schools where the classroom_ eachers
were effectively and extensively-involved, as indiVidUals,
in the curriculum decision-making process than in schools
Where they were involved only marginally or through a
representative.

Rogers and Wooley23 have described in some detail the
administrative_benefits,of_giving teachers increased
control over school._operations. The junior high school
they studied_Was widely _regarded as a problem school;
It had experienced a_wide'Variety of teacher and student
Morale problems;:including_high levels of teacher_
.absenteeism and student vandalism; To deal with these

_

problems; the teachers were given, with the fullsoo-ot
and encouragement of the superintendent ind_the.bUilding
principal,_ full control over all school decisions --
including hiring, class scheduling; parent conferences,
and_the curriculum and instruction program - -_and the

authority toorganize in any wey_they chose in order to
function'effectively; After .this transfer of power,
teacher turnover dropped from thirty to four percent.a
year; teacher absence rates fell twenty-two percent
below the:previous_fivetyear.average, student suspension
rates_fell Sik_hundred percent, and school vandalism was
preCtically eliminated; Unfortunately, the Rogers and'
Wolley study and the othdrs mentioned_above-illustrate
the weaknesses of the available school retearch; .None
of these studies includes data_on_the_effects; if any,
of the instructional_ program adopted by the_teachers
on_the academic__ growth and development of their students.
And Rogers and Wooley could hardly be called disinterested
ObServers. They are the above-mentioned district superin=

,tendent and building principal, respectively;

Several case studies have documented impressive failures
of increased teacher particIpation in decision making.
Charters and his associates4, SwIth and Keith25, and
Gross, Giacquinta,' and Bernstein 40 have studied in detail
various attempts.to involve teachers in developing and
implementing various educational innov4tions. Each Of
the attempts floundered for one reason or another --
either_ the teachers were overwhelmed with new respon-
sibilities for which they had little preparation or
training, or they were unclear about what was being
implemented and what they were supposed to do to affect
the desired change, or.they found themselves entangled
in a webof confused jurisdictions where no one was
sure who had legitimate authority to make what decisions.
In the best-of situations, however, as Argyris15 and
others have continually pointed out; workers' initial
efforts to exercisetheir autonomy are likely to be
feeble; tentative; and frequently frustrating; Laissez=
faire management, which provides. no direction or support,



only exacerbates that situation and increases tension
and anxiety. Uncertainty about role requirements,_
inadequate provision of resources and facilities, and
the inability to cope with new interpersonal demands
Within the organization all contribute significantly
to undermining the effectiveness of participative
management programs and to employee dissatisfaction.

Analysis of DecisionAlatimLand_PaTticipation Literature

The review of the literature on decision making and participation

reveals some interisting findings. The dominant then that pervade' "the
:k

literature reviewed in this section is: for participatory strategies to

succeed and be effective, all levels of mangement- must promote, encourage,..,

sustain and reinforce it.. The literature reveals that:as management

moves more and more to control or enforce productivity, it erodes

autonomy and extinguishes the desire of employees to participate. This

not only erodes the desire to participate in decision making but even dis=

courages the investment of personal effort necessary to produce

quality service or product.

Clearly the administration of the workplace gives structure to

participative behavior and greatly affects-the quantity and.quality of

the work performed. Administrators of non-T.participatory. activities Who

wish to begin participation are advised to develop strategies that

implement participation thoroughly and with support and guidance during

the transition period. Once participation begins the administration

would be wise to adjust the strategies to sustain and encourage the

participants' involvement. Employee participation cannot exist long

without organizational and administrative nurturance.
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AarganizatiJamiand-Participatory RODE

Review of Organizational Impact Literature

In a dFitiqUe of the literature on participative sti.ategy, Lowin27

points out that participatory strategielltat aretuttttful in one

organizational setting may not be successful ina different organiza7

tional climate. The effettiVeness of:participatiOry strategies is

subject not only to the structure ofactor motives; Ot also to ttiO

paths that the environment providg'Or dOet not provide for motive

attainment. Lowin notes that the promises of partfcipAi0orOie not only

in productivity; but also:in quality improvement; technicannovation,

cross-function coordination, and monitoring and controlling management

and staff activities. For these promises to be realized, haWever, La in

prescribes a real relaxation of the unilateral .power by'management.

Realizing that some form of conflict between management and subordinates

is a practical' reality of organizational life, Lowin,argues that effec-

tive participation is realized not by the absence of conflict but its

constructive resolution through a subtle blend of conflict, cooperation,

and restraint:

Lowin reminds those interested in instituting participatory organi=

zational behavior to recognize that for participatory strategies to

succeed the entire organization' must have an "organic" commitment to

the process. "Superficial or tactical approaches to participation by

management are not inclined to Work," he writes.

Underlying Lowin's reminder is the acknowledgement of the role

confli# plays: in OrganIzational life. Few articles study con-

flict origin, expression, mediation or resolution in the participatory

management strategies of program implementation. Paul Nutt28 studies
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the merits of using experts and consumers as members of planning groups
_

for health services organizatIons. In his report,he states that although

bureaucrat's often ignore the needs of their-clients when planning programs,.N.
-planning groups composed of experts were judged consistently superior in

quality to consumer planning groups; Furthermore, he notes that experts

systematically influenced the consumer to the point that the consumer

members merely reflected the values, and preferenCes of the experts.

Engstrom 9 recognizes the crucial importance to successful program imple-_

mentation'of developing a positive climate and working relationsip

between research/implementor and client/user. He states that if, at the

beginning of a relationship, the researcher and the user do not carefully

listen to each other and reach mutual agreement on a real operational

problemi not much will come from either one's participation; In this

light hepoinis to the finding by Glaser and Taylor30.that conflict at
,

the onset tends to characterize successful demonstrations because, if

used constructiverk,lt can become a vehicle for establishing real

communications and agreement early in the life of a project which, in

:=tuth, will - -assure greater utilization of the findings.

Recent work by Richard Elmore39'has generated'models that can guide

future attempts to study participation in organizations. In his article,

"Organizational Models of Social Program Implementation," Elmore presents

four distinct models: "a "systems management," a "bureaucraiic process,"
w

an "organizational development" and a "conflict and bargaining" modtl.

Each model focuses on different features of. organizations and prOVidet

different perspeCtiVes on the program implementation procest.

Elmore's article takes'helpful Sttides in the direction-of providing



tools that can be usedto analyze participatory activities. What Elmore

has done is to show that for participation to succeed it must fit the

underlying organizational assumption and patterns of the system in which

it is to be implemented, or alter thdse assumptions and patterns. Since

participative strategies have underlying assumptions and identifiable

organizational implications it would be useful to analyze those areas o

compatibility, and incompatibility between participation as a strategy
. .

and the intended host's program management/organizational systems.

The first model Elmore introduces is the "systems managment" model.

The essential featimes of systems management organizations are that they

1) operate as rational value maximizers, 2 are structured on the

principle of hierarchical control, 3) alloca responsibility to sub=

units and 4) define a detailedset of.objective that reflect the intent

of policy, and assign responsibility and performance standards. Issues

of participation affect this model with problems of..the correct mix of

hierarchical control and subordinate discretiOm Utore recognizes

that although it can be a problem, allowing subordinate, subunit dis-

cretion also provides a degree of.management flekibilityi Elmore states

that the literature provides no Successful examples of the operation of

this systems management model.in' social program implementation. "The

literature records only failures;4'

The second model Elmore presents is the "bureaucratic process model."

The essential features of this model are l) individual workers exercise

discretion. in day-to-day decisions,-2) power in organizations is frag-

mented and, spersed among small units that have relatively strong control.

over specific tasks within their Spheres of authority, 3) deciSibn making

consists of controlling discretion and changing routines, and:4) inducing

units to replace old routines with new ones. Elmore states that the basic39



problem confronting those who wish to implement participation in these

organizations is overcoming the resistence of tndividuals 'to changes -

in their operating routines. A gap is created in large bureaucratic

organizations between gtreet-level bureaucrats who serve clients

directly, and their superiors., This gap breeds autonomy and discretion

at lower levels. The amount of stress present at lower levels causes

the street-level bureaucrat to develop defense mechanisms = formal

,procedures - which, when in place,` resist change. These defensively

based-routines have a utility to the people who use them in that they

reduce the stress and the complexity of work.

The third model Elmore discusses is the "organizational development".
.

model. The essential features of this model are: 1) organizations

function to satisfy the basic pgychological and _Social' needs of-

individuals for autonomy and control over their work and for participa-
,

tion in decision making, 2) organizations maximize individual control,

participation and commitment at all levels, 3) work groups exist

Characterized by mutual agreement an goals:, open-communications,-imitual

trust and support among group members, and effective managment of

conflict, 4) implementation consists of building a consensus between

policymakers_and impleMentors:

In discussing this model, Elmore contrasts it with the:Previous

two models. He illuminates the.basie conflict between the individual_

need for autonomy, participation, and commitment and the organization's

requirement for structure, controland.gUbordinkiiin. The "organi=

zational development" model includegUst of the deMOcratic process and

an emphasis on the quality And interpersonal relations in work, groups.

Organizations functioning ,along the lines of this model encourage indi=



viduals to give.and receive feedback in .a way that creates minimal defen-

sivenes to give honest expression to their feelind's, values and

attitudes, and remain open tojiew ideas; Responsibility for decisions

would devolve to lower leveli of the organization with non-manipulative

support coming consistently from high=level 'administrators'.

The fourth model Elmore presents is the "conflict and bargaining" mOdel.

The essential features of this model are: 1) organizations are places

wheresubgroups and individuals compete for advantage:, 2) power is never

stable but flucI tuates toward those capable of mustering resources' and

.influencing behavior, 3) decision makingconsists-of bargain and 4)

implementation consiqt'Of the bargained decisions being applied

to the implemented project. This is more a model of whithappens when

organizations fail. The organization lacks structure, 'goal-linked behavior,

the coordination of resources and re6ponsibilities and binding regulations;

Elmore concludes his article b stating:

In fact, every-implementing
agency probably has_a set

of management _controls, a firmly entrenched tollectiokof
operating routines, some process for eliciting the involve=ment of iMplementors, and a set of internal and external
bargaining relationships. The important question is not
whether these elements exist or not, bilt,hovi-they affect
the implementation process. One way of disentangling the
effects of these factors is to analyze the same body of
evidence from the perspective of several different models.
In some instances, wholesale delegatiop of di§cretion is
the obvious_course of action to` follow, while in- others
firm control of discretton is necessary. The point is
that models Can help analysts_ and decision-makers
distinguish among different kinds ofjsroblems. ,%Using
managment controls in a system fn which Oweris extermely
diffuse, for example, is like using a r$cent wrench to
turn a phillips screw. The problem ig'to Understand
when certain tools of analysis and Wategies-Of action
are likely to pay off and when not.i

Elmore's articie can help those interestedin fostering participative

strategies in organizations to develop a clearer picture of how the Organiza=
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tion works and assess the implications such strategies might have for the

organization.

Analysis of Organizatkabl Impact Literature

It seems that the implementation of participatory structures in

organizations should follow rather than precede detailed long-range

planning. "Trial and error" and "Let's see what will happen" experiments

that do not nurture the participatory
process will probably end in disas-

ter. It'would be wise for administrators. to truthfully assess their

own reasons for implementing participatory strategies. If their motives

are tactical or superficial and do not reflect a personal as well as

organizational commitment to participation, the effort-will be less able

to meet and-endure the Conflicts-and-digh-d-rmonits
tit partiapadry----

strategies must create if they are to grow to be valid and worthwhile.

Elmore points out the importance of identifying and considering

the underlying assumptions and pa er s of any organizational system

.where par6cipatory activity is to take place. These assumptions and

patterns have direct and indirect impact on the participatory.ttructures

that evolve, the personal rewards and punishments to be dkpectedand

the way that the success and failure of participation will be judged.

Participatory strategies drawn from assumptions that conflict with

the-assumptions of the organization in which participation will take

place will mett'fundaMental resistance. The introduction, for example,

of a participatory:management
program based on assumptions from systems

management theory into an organization that operates.on bureaucratic

process assumptions will be fraught with difficulty. Am introduction

of this kind, without an understanding of the assumed differences,

will probably .be doomed to failure.
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The notion of building and funding models to study participatory

implementation strategies seems difficult to orchestrate.but eminently

useful. Elmoee's work, points to the need for change agent's and

researchers to understand an organization's_operational systems. Simple

'questions like, "Does participatory RbD &I work?" must be asked in

relation to cther questions such as "In what organizational settings

does participatory RDD&I work?" and "What type of participatory RDD &I

works in various organizational settings?" Elmore's work highlights the

importance of matching participatory style with-organizational assump-

tions, and, brOadens'both forchinge agenti and researchers the range of

input and outcome elements to be.considered.
. e.

Review and Analysis

Engstrom believes that user participation in research and program

implethentation is essential if effortsare to have long range success.

He cites-four principles for obtaining participation:

First there are the users, be they clients, practitioners,
administrators or lawmakers; their needs must be addressed,
and they must also provide incisive input. Second there
must be a researcher sound in understanding user needs,
knowledgeable in research methodology, and skilled in
pairing bibectivity and relevancy. Third there must be
a system of mutual trust between researcher and user
that will support both communication and commitment and
will keep long-term goals in mind. Fourth there must be
an appreciation that research is an ongoing process. The
challenge is; ,to generate new knowledge in a usable form,
then use it.2'

Ina simiiaryiew Hal131 discusses the'importance of participator);

research.
.

Participatory research is not a guarantee of ideological
purity (what is?). But it seems clear that research
concerning itself with aspects of people's lives, partic-
ularly field research, needs to involve people in a.
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different relationship than that of actors to be acted
upon-or of subjects seen as objects. If change is to
occur adult educators need to be more deliberate about
involving people in research. We must not, however,
"confuse preoccupation with the truth that should
characterize any serious scientific effort with the
so-called neutrality of Science which in actual fact
does not exist."34 Participatory research, based on
the assumption that man is a social animal, offers a
process that is more consistent with adult education
principles, more directly linked to action, and more
scientific because_it produces a more complex and
thereby more accurate picture of reality.

Ward and Tikunoff33 have labeled this participatory process "an

interactive model of research and developMent." They use this model

with teachers in schools. They state:
r

Only when the individual expertise of teachers,
researchers, teacher trainers, and others is
jointly applied to solving educational problems
is full use made of the available resources. When
such a concerned effort-takes place the potential
is increaied.

In addition, each person involved in such an ongoing
process gains from the experience even while con=
tributing to the, effect on the others.. Teachers,
for instance, gain greater insight into:their
teaching when they are deeply engrossed==investi-
gating, and experimenting--in collaboratjJ4 on with
other teachers and researchers (Chall)0In
fact, Goodlad and Klein, infer that innovations
occur only when teachers are involved in the
process of Seeking s'lutions to their own
problems. This invc'vement can insure greater
consonance of teachers' objectives and'values
with those being research d, and ii is this
feature-for which Berman30 predicted.greatest
success in his evaluation of federally funded
programs.

Trainers gain greatly from such interaction as
well. _Development of_training strategies as
an entirely separate_process following
tion of research toritributeS to -the time lag
in achieving classroom applicatiOn. Equally
significant, it isolates researchers and

,trainer- from each other. As a result;
trainers generally have no knowledge'of what
teachers need to' learn (or unlearn) in order
to apply the research findings;
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_When resarchers are constantly interacting:. __ _ _

with teacherSi.a great deal can he:learned
early in the inquiry_process and the result
can be:more completely formulated research
questions. Forinstance, researchers are
often accused of asking questions the answers
to which ar* not as immediately useful Or
important as_others_a teacher -might want to
pursue. Additionally; input from teachers
during the formulation of the questions-might

eit
alter_the assumptions about teaching nd
learning upon which.-the research w u: be based.;
The nature of. such collaboration,_threforei

might result in the saving of both time -and
money and/or the ekpatitiOti Of the payoff from
the research.

or ;...

Ultimately, bringing together teachers, --eacher
trainers,developers and researthers==the
separate pieces of ihe.knowledge production and
utilization system under the linear &D model--
would result in what Clark anTGuba3/ label a'

educational knowledge production." Building
on the community-sense, they believe, is more
likely to produce the ultimate utilization of
knowledge.'

Ward and Tikunoff state that' if the rinteractive model is to succeed

a great deal of its success will rest upon the people who participate

and the,process utilized to put it into oper4tion33n (pg. 18). They

list several criteria to guide the implementation of the process.

These criteria were developed by Ward and 'Tikunoff in Collaboration with

a review panel of practitioners and ekperts and are listed here in the

panel's order of importance.

Selection of team members

It is clear that the participants in an interactive
process, such as the one proposed, are integral 'to its
success. Thus, the selection of participants is an
important criterion, and was cited by seven revieweri.
as critical to the implementation of the model. Their
concern and subsequent advice is thus.eemingly of
paramount importance.
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A Selection process sometimes impTieS an election.
If such is.the case; there.q..4 -danger that .those
"elected" might not represe-nt the needs and interests
-of peers. Reviewers suggested.instead thit an ideal
situation is one-in which participants volunteer to
work on such a:team, and that the rationale, objectives
and tentative procedures be workedout at an initial-
planning meeting, thus allowing.for early withdrawal
of.any who might wish to do so.

Partictilarly in the instance of teachers, such
volunteering is necessary. Already:faced with an
overloaded day some .teachers might not want to
.participate. Tooivalunteering
desire to change, and those teachert who want to
change are more likely to- learn from the experience
and to grow.'

_Ta.be_succetsful, it would appeae that-the com:..
-position of such ateam must reflect a

.

Willingness to cooperate and a desire to Ark together:
. -To insure this, a-selection process which is both

flexible and equitable--ShOuld_b_e_utilized., _Because
circumstances will. -vary with sites, this could mean
that the process will differ among sites;

2. Released time for teachers

If teachers 101 to participateactively 4nd daily
with the team, a plan will have to be devised that will
allow them to be available for such participation.
Because of the nature of their responsibilities, this
necessarily means some time away'from their 'claSsrooms.
Without this time for planning,-for observing, for
identifying and assessing and for training, teachers'
participation could be. only.minimal at best. Five of
the eight reviewers felt strongly about this.

Solutions were suggested and these may work
depending on the characteristi s of a specific site.

part of the day in the class om and 4part of the11F

A half-time assignment, wher the teacher spends a

day in other activities, is one_arranglIOnt. This
arrangement would be easierto facilitiV6 at a
larger school' because_ of the availability of addi-
tionarsupervisory help; e.g., vice-principals,
counselors, etc.

The problem of releasing teachers from teaching
time in orderto:focus on activitieS_On the R&D team._
is- essentially a_ problem of alteehative human-resources.
One_source that hat worked well 'is utilizinvteachers=
in-training at a nearby teacher training institution
to teach part of a school day. .The advantage here is
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to both the student teacher and to the classroom
teacher: the student teacher fulfills the require-
ments.of a practice teaching experience under the
guidance of an outstanding teacher, while the teacher
is freed for portions of the day to do other planning.
An additional source of such manpower rests in the
hands of the principal and the superintendent. Their
active involvement in activities of this nature leads
to support, including the commitment of personnel
and time.

Each site will offer unique resources as well as
differing prOblems in this respect. Thus, solutions
will depend_greatly upon,the creativity of the team
in providing solutions; One sensitivity concerning
manpower-expressed'by the reviewers is that of cost
effectiveness, i.e., the monetary support of additional
personnel by sourtes outside the'riormal budget during
a project's operation_has often been withdrawn at its

- completion. WaYS_must therefore be developed to insure
teachers' participation,without applying undue stress
on a --s chool -'s operatihg. budget.

3. 'Incentives to enlist teacher pirticip tion

beingIncreasingly, teachers are being asked to assume a
a broad range of activiities for
which neither time nor monetary remuneration is provided.
Consequently, teachers'have.become more and mdre ,

-tant to volunteer for responsibilities which take them away
from their teaching and their classrooms; When they'd() .

4Dlunteer, the same teachers seem to Se involved
consistently in leadership projects such that little
time is available; Clearly, if teachers are expected
to participate, the incentive to do so must be provided.

As authors of the proposed new educational R&D
model, we naturally hope 'that the product of such-a
collaboration is sufficient incentive; However, wt
ealso recognize the realities of time constraints and
the American system of reward, monetary and otherwise.
As with the previoustwo criteria, the solution to
this one will.rely.heavily on individual site
characteristics and creativity of the participants.

Revieweis proposed a vary` 'of: incentives that
have Worked in the past: college course credit,
additional salary increments, reduction of contracted
responsibilities, sabbatical leave, promise.of pro
motion, etc. Each would be dependent on local site
.characteristics, however.



. Inclusion of\others_on_the_RSD_team

'As-discussed in. this paper, the team which Would
operationalize the Oroposed,.new interactive. R&D pro-
cess would be composed of teachers, teacher trainers,
`developers,,and researchers. This constituency is.
representative of the educational knowledge'production
and utilization community. The reviewers,"however;
felt- thatothers ought to be considered as posSible
participants

The national move toward dee tralization of
school district_functions has el ated the principal
to a position of considerable ponsibility. Thus,
increasingly More decisions abo t assignment of.
personnel; support of program, a d budget ardtheing
made at this level. It would therefore appear that
the principal's participation is an important
consideration. This is partteularly true in light
of the research that indicates that while pri6cipals
are not often 1-eaderfkvin innovations, they can block
an innovation if theirs support is not obtained.

Another national rend is parental involvement
in educattonal decisi n making. Parents can provide
positive, supportive_ ssets, and parents or school
advisory groups s d somehoW be involved.

5. Parity in decision_making

The proc6s of decision making is always critical
when people are asked to cooperate in order to achieve
common goals, and inherent in this is the issue to,parity.

.

TWO. underlying philosophical:points support the
thinking that produced the. new interactive .R&DLprocesS.
The first is that np single person is imbued with all
knowledge and skill; and that there is muctrto_be_gained
by drawing on the specifipexpertiSe. of ihdiVidUals
rather than developing_ that eXpertise_in oneself; By
-putting together onua team_people with functional exper-
ience in teathitigOn teacher training;. in.development,
and in_research:we:had koped to draw on this_principle
by Utiliiing the expertise of each individual.

Given that each person on a team brings a partic-
ular, needed expertise and assumes equal responsi
bility for working toward the fruition of mutually
agreed-upon goals,_then each member of such a team '''

ought to have equal decision-making power.-. Of course,
the notion of working together in a cooperative
relationship implies that-each team member`recognized
his/her own expertise as well as:Ahat of'eVery other -

member, and both draws and reliet'on others.
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Reviewers expressed concern that, such a decision-
making prgcess be in existence, and that teachers and
others share equal.pieity in that process. In fact;
a site that demonstrated success in utilizing such a
process might provide; more opportunity for implementing
the new R&D process.

Although Ward and Tikunoff33 discuss school-based research and

development, and Mohr's6 recommendations (see above) were generated

from studiesiof business organizations; their opposing views on power

equalization are interesting to note. Whereas. Ward and Tikunoff

advocate "parity in decision making," Mohr suggests that the creation,
-

and delineation of zones of authority in organizations may be a more

effective Strategy for developing practitioner participation. Mohr's

concern, it will-be remembered, was to neutralize the effects of person:

alities that do not lend themselves to participation by creating zones

of authority. EmplOydei Would decide. the limits of authority and.

responsibility within this zone and would also operate according to

their on guidelines and interpersonal wayS0f.behaving. They would;

in fect,:particjipate in creating zones of style as well as of authority.
,

for Mohr, thete,COnsitierations are.morp.important.to the fostering of
_

participation than parity;

Fallon38 introduced participatory management to a child development

center;and a multiterVice children's agency. Each staff adopted a

participatory process to be applied to al-1 major decision-making tasks

and to include all elements of the staff. DecitiOns were generally

made by voting.:' Fall-On litted the rules for limiting the democratic

process adopted by the two groups. They include:

l.-. No segment of the staff-is empowered to make any
deCision that affects the workOf another segment.

-.,.(Example: A group. home staff may not make a decision
'affecting staff:in a residential treatment center.)
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2. Democratic process may not invade areas thatare a
matter_ of designated expertise of specific staff members.
(Example: Speedh therapists may not make decisions_
affecting psychometric tests used by psychologists.)

3. The competence or performance of staff is not.subject.
to the democratic process except at_appliedtO elected
staff representatives. (Example: The professional
expertise of a speech therapist must be evaluated_by a.
.speech th&aOist, whereas the perforMance of an .ad hoc
committee, elected by the staff to study a budget
question; may be subject to democratic process.)

4. Staff may not make dedisions that require expenditure
of funds not _Under their authority. (Example: Child -care
workers may decide how to use recreational funds - available
to their particular cottage,_butnot how_ recreational.
funds are to be used by.another cottage.)

5; Agency policy decisions are reserved for the board
Of directors in the case of the Alaska.agency, or the
adminiitrator of the Department of Environmental and
Community Services in the tase of the North Idaho agency.

. (Example: Decisions to develop a ribw group home, half-
.------way-houseT-etc:, were-- reserife-d-fraFt_he 6-bard of dTfiEfOrs

of the Alaska Children's Services. Efeeisions to develop
an educational.program for eider retardates rested with
the administrator of the DePartment of Environmental and
Community Services in the case of the North Idaho Center.)

There is one firm rule regarding participation of
subordinates in the decision=making'process: that the
prerequisites for participation must be ability and
knowledge. Participation in decision making must be
restricted to individuals with ability to comprehend
what is requi d and the knowledge to contribute to
the position.

Fallon points out that the client communities in both instances

played major roles in determining the priorities for each program.

The staff h d no vote or role in setting these priorities. The initial

re4onse to participatory management by bath staff groups was one of

suspicion and ambivalence. However as individual members became

involved in the process, especially in.developing the budget, they

became more committed to it.

Echoing the experience of others, noted' above, who have implemented-
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staff participatiOnAn the management process, Fallon notes that the:

staff is sensitive.to whether the administratiOnis *committed to up-

holding the:principles of participatory management. He states that

when a manager has already made a decision, he should never. ask hit

subordinates to participate because they.soon will recognize that the

executive has made the decision and is merely attempting to placate

them. Fallon concludes his article by saying:

Participatory management requires a_commitment
in practice by management, which will also be the
watchdog and guarantor of the participatory processi

If that Commitment is lacking or if upper management
uses an authoritarian or benevolent - authoritarian

management practice, middle management will have
great-difficulty_ lLimplementing a participatory
management system in specific areas.38

The review of the-literature on participation and on efforts to

implement parti atary strategies suggests that some preliminary steps

might help to create a supportive foundation for participation. Three

of these steps are: 1) help people gain the attitudes and skill's

necessary to participate effectively with each ottier;. 2) structure the

metberthip of participatory groups to overcome inhibitions and enhance

contributions; and 3) institute team-building efforts with participants.

These initial Steps. are examples"pf the kinds of preparation that is

necessary to build*a climate and process that Will nurture participation.

'The lite'rature that addressed the relationship betweep personality

types and participation states that certain personalities lend themselves

to participation in the workplace more than others. A challenge is'pre-

sented to administrators who wish to institute participative strategies.

but who have some participants who do not have the attitudes and/or

skills that are necessary to willingly and productively engage in



participatory strategies. The literature:Suggests that there may be

phases that participants Can pass through to gain the reqUired skills

and attitudes. The literature also:tuggests that these may be qualita-

tively different forms or typet of participation and that.ktkillfUl

administrator will assess which' participants will.retpOnd favorably to

whichoPportUnity:ttiOarticipate:

Mohr's concept .of zones of authority allows a work mnit of partici-

pants to decide, within their zone of authority, how andto what extent

each participant wishes to participate. It is realistic to assume that

some participants within a giVen zone would iike to participate in

administrative kinds of decision making. These.decis.ions might.govern

the work of-the zone or the relationship of zones to one another. Other

participants within the zone may not wish to participate in decision.

making. They may represent certain personality types that do not lend'

themselies to participating in decision making or they may just prefer

not to be involved ih.that. way. Mohr's theoretical construction of zones

of aUthority suggests that these :persons cantecome.participants in the

work zone by taking on tetpontibilities that both satisfy the mission of

the zone and are in harmony with individual personality and inclination;

Exactly what effort this would be depends' upon the service or product

created by the unit. It is possible to imagine that a given participant

might. choose from a variety of ways to participate in the zone. Some

task-related activities that come to mind are planning, locating or

linking with resources, developing new procedures, evaluating the service

or product of the zone, and evaluating the functioning of the zone itself.

It is also ftalistic to foresee that participants, over time, may

wish to change the way-in which they participate. The desire to change
-%,
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may come about as a result 6f:changes in attitudes and skills- caused by.'

training, work -team or zone building; and/or experience. It:might

therefore be advisable for administrators to periodically reassess, with
=4,

participants, the level and form of their partitipation so thaf.individ-

uals have an opportunity to adjust and reinvest their participative

efforts in a way that best meets the goals of the unit and matches the:

participants' skills andnclinations.

Those wWhave implemented participatory strategies, 'for the most

part, support the,findings=:Of.resear'th studies epractitioner:partiti=

pation. They reiterate the need'for organizations to build a climate of

mutual trust, implement strategies that prepare andsencourage partici-

pation, institute collaborative feam-building and administratively

support participation at all levels of the organizatfon.':In addition,

they suggest that patticitioners be allowed.to choose the degree'and

ways they wish to participate and be rewarded for their:partieipation.

Concluding Analysis

The literature on participation is complek. A good deal of the

,research on partjpipation has been narrowly designed to focus On one or

two variables at a time ignoring powerful iariables that seem to have a

great impact on outcome. Although many people involved in social science

research and development espouse the usefulness of participatory strategie

in program development and implementationi.empirical -evidence on the'`

process itself appears uncertain and unclear:. The interplay.of.Oarge.

numberof organizational and personality variables which affect partiti

patory strategies in anyOnesetting.makes it difficult to generalize

the results of research. '-Research is required that analyzes the critical,

. dynamic elements of the participatory process as they interact. Model
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studies would be useful to help conceptualize organizational relationships

and account for the psychological mechanisms that underlie effective

participation. -They would also help define'.the conditions for successful

implementation of participatory programs in organizational development.

A theory of\practitioner participation in organization could be con-

structed that deals with rfferences..in
organizational environments; in

work situations and in the individuals who perform organizational roles.

Characteristics of organizational envirOnment, decision tasks, and

individual motives will affect both participation and an individual's

affective responses.to it. An examination'eif the effects of participatory

strategies on multiple organizational consequences would lead to a more

complete understandtrig_Af priiit-i-pattorr: for exampl'e,---tfleiretatironship

of participatory decision makdng to Tole performance could depend on

organizational-parametep, such as decision-reward contingencies and

individual expectancies. The contributions of participatory approaches

to system effectiveness could depend on methods of implementation,

longevity and pervasiveness of the approaches, and the feedback of thefr

consequences to future participative procedures and trganizational

development programs.

EffettiVe organizational participatory detigh rests upon an under,.

standing of individual and situational mediators. Tbeconsistentuse of

participative strategies may require extensive change in organizational

structure, detitibn processes and individual attitudeS: TWT-esolutionof

the theoretical and pradtical issues concerning practitioner participation

in RODE effbrts may come from newand innovative research approaches

designed to identify and link causal relationships- Organi2ational

applicatiOns deSignedto discover critical inUraCtive variables and.to
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evaluate the comparative utility of different participatory approaches

may also yield important data.,.

Examination .of intervening processes seems crucial to more complete

understanding of the dynamics of organizational change. Research is
. ,

needed to identify specific variables within broad categories of boundary

conditions that contribute to variance in partiCipatOry undertakings.

It is also important to systematically delineate interactions and to

.develop baiic participatory theory that addresses tasks and people.



CHAPTER FOUR

PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS AND INTERVIEW SUMMARIES

This chapter provides descriptions of each project studied. Each projeCt

description is divided into three parts. The first part, Projeet Summary,

provides abrief, general overview of each project's purpose and nature. The

second part, Principal Investigator Description.bf Participatory Nature of

Study, presents a summary of the views on client participation held by the

project's Principal Investigator. The third part of each -project description

presents a summary of the perSpectives held by clients on their participation

in-the project.

The views of the Principal Investigators and clients on participation are

condensations of responses made in individual interviews held with each 'Prin="

cipal Investigator and a representative sample of the partictpatfng clients

in-each projeCt. ,The individual interview protocols from which thee=

summaries were made are not included with this report but are on file at the

Department of Human Development of Far West Educational Laboratories in

San Francisco, California. The projects desCribed are listed below.

!r.,..

Critical Television Viewing Skills Curriculum Project
Teacher Corps Dissemination Project
Research and Development Exchange (RDk)
ED Materials/Support Center
Continuing Education Technical Assistance Center

o Teacher Development .and,Academic:Learntng Time
Class Size and. Instruttion Project
Region IX Adult Education Staff Development Consortium--
Learnfng Coordtnation Project-

I The Responsive Education Program
s Experience=BaSed Career Education

Developer/Demonstrator Project
.Women's Educational Equity Proposal Development Project
Women'S Educational Equity Commoications Network
Teachers' Centers Exchange

o Educational Dissemination Studies Pro4ram
OVExperience-Based Carder Education
Project Equity Sex Desegregation Assistance Center for Region IXs The Linking Consortium

.

Interactive Research and Development on Teaching Project
Work Values Project
The National. Rural Career Guidance Communication Network-



CRITICAL TELEVISIONyIEWING SKILLS CURRICULUM.PROJECT

Program_Sumary

In conjunction with Boston public television station WGBH, the

Critical Television Viewing Skills Curriculum projectis one of a group

of four projects developing curriculum materials to assist high school

students to become active, discriminating consumers of television pro-

grams; commercials, and news. The final products of the project will

be testedsby the Educational Testing Service in Berkeley. .A palpl of

nine students, representing seven high schools in the Bay Area, and a

national panel of six parents and teachers met with.the project staff to

help set curriculum goals. The dissemination phase will include 10

teacher morkshops and 10 parenticommunkty organization leader workshops

across the nation. The project was funded by U.S.O.E. in October, 1978,

for one-year periods through September, 1980;

Principal Investigator Description of Participatory Nature of Study

The Principal Investigator defined participation as 'reality testing"

and a means to determine the needs of a,target audience. Early in the

project; the student "curry review board" met to advise the project

staff about goals and objectives. Later, a mini-conference composed of

students elected from the panel, three teachers; three parents, project

staff and consultants met for the same purpose. A second meeting of this

group was dncelle'd because the P.I. felt frustrated in trying to elicit

information from the group. Instead, a questionnaire was sent-to them

and they were paid $100 to fill it out. Minority parents did not respond.

The P.I. did not feel that she learned very much fi.om the questionnaire

responses. Although the'goals of the project were to be discussed at'the
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mini-conferendrrparticipants accepted them as they were. This was the

only time pro' i goals were discussed with participants. The mini-

conference did have some impact, however, on the development of curri--

culum materials. The teaching approach was modified slightly, the title

of the book was "brainstormed", and a decision to write a non-consumable

textbook rather than a workbook was reached. The mini-conference also

determined which critical TV viewing skills are most important. After a

curriculum had been developed, a student panel was taught the curriculum

and thirty=five teachers; selected by ETS, were paid $400 each to evaluate

it. Three of the nine stIlidents on the curriculum review panel were each

paid $15 to'read textbooks and comment on the comprehensibility of them.

Curriculum evaluation was alsd given by a teach& with a personal 'vela

tionship with the' P.I. She circulated some chapters to teachers and

forwarded their comments to the project. Two high school teachers were

hired by .a subdintractor in Boston to review materials.

The P.I. believes that participants were motivated to become involved

for various reasons. Students got a day.off from school, were curious

about Fit, and flattered to be asked. Teachers got a trip to San

Francisco, were flattered to be asked, and were interested in the project

because TV, has a large influence on their students. Parents were paid

$100 a day, were .given a trip to San Francisco, and were flattered to

be asked. Consultants were motivated 6 the prafessional recognition

and the chante to work in their professional content = . The P.I. felt*

that 'participation was retarded because the project staff did not ask

for more input and that the P.I.'s frustration with

might hae been felt by the participants.

the mini-conferenCe

Prior to working onethis project, the P.I. 'and the staff .did not,



have any experience with practitioner5.,/ But the P.I. was optimistic

about working with them. However, because the mini-conference became

diffuse and did not accomplish its purPose,,the P.I.tsoptim4m turned

to frustration.. She gave several reasons for the failure of the meeting:

a specific set of tasks were not giVen to partitipants; for budgetary

reasons the meeting, was held too early in the year before the staff Was

ready to make the best use of it; and the composittori of the group was

badly mixed.. The felt that the consultants shoUld have brainstormed

first, then asked parents and teachers for feedbaCk instead of hiving

parents and teachers brainstorm.

In reviewing the process, the P.I. felt thatthe small number of

participants on the Curriculum RevieWtBoard was,a drawback because it

was difficult to assess individual comments. In addition, the short

deadlines imposed by the funding agency placed some strain on the project.

The P.I. feels th4t the lack of more extensive practitioner involvement

is regretable because publisher feedback on the curriculum materials is

A( that they are not sufficiently adaptable to a variety bf classroom

settings.

During the second year of the project, extensive use of practition-

participation will be made. Numerous workshops for teachers and parents

will be conducted across the nation for evaluation of materials which are

still beiri4 revised and for evaluation and revision of the workshops.

Client_Descriptioii_af_Participatory Nature of Study

Both adult t-participants perceived their participation to have been

leis extensive and usefyl than theY would have liked. Both said they had

not participated more fully because they were. not asked. Each stated they

would like more involvement, especially with decision-making responsibility..
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The teacher felt that her participation had no impact because she saw no

change between the initial plans and the final plans. There was no indi=

cation that her discussion group's concerns had been taken into considera-

Mon. She was involved initially in the project in reading the grant

proposal and was invited back after ,the objectiveswere written and field

testing.had been completed: The children's program director defined

participation as "bringing her awn resources and expertise to the meeting

and giving her most convincing discussion on her views on TV viewing for

children". She hopes to use part of the viewing curriculum at her

national network and looks forward to participating-more and exchanging

Views with others in'the fteid.,

The spdent, who described-participation as getting together and

getting thoughts out", felt that he.had,impact on the project and the

project had impact on him. His suggeStiPn, that the emphasis of the

curriculum materials shOuld'be changed, was acted upon, according to his

opening statement in the interview. But at the conclusion of the inter-

view he states, "I had-some.input into materials in the form of suggestions.

The author had final say ". He does not say Whether his ideas to bro#den

the scope of the materials were incorporated. The project had impact on

him in that it offered new experie ces .to He came to appreciate

different types of people to learn extensively about television, and to'

experience writing as an easier task than he had thought. His participa-

tion, was motivated by his interest in television, its influence in

America, and its potential for change. Touring a TV station showed him

that "1 could possibly get 'a job doing research for news at KQED on a

volunteer basis". His'parti ipation was hindered by "desultory conversa-

tion, boring feedback, ands plistic concepts",



Project Summary ..

TEACHER CORPS DISSEMINATION PROJECT

-w.

Since its inception in 1965, the Teacher Corps has invested over .,

a quarter billion dol. lars.in programs to enhance the educational oppor-

tunities of children from low-income families and to improve programs'

of training and retraining for teachers 'and teachers' aides. In 1978,

an effort began to 'validate and to seek the most cost=effective means of

sharing information about proven Teacher Corps educational pbgrams,

product& and processes. The Teacher Corps Dissemination ProAet is

Providing 1%,olilcy formulation assistance to help design and,Olot both

internal and national information-sharing systems for the Teacher.

.Corps.. Such sharing will include a proceis whereby Teacher Corps groups

will be alerted to new developments-and administrators and other educationa.

leaders will be made aware of'romising new products and practices. A

system will also be devised so that those involved 'with the Teacher Corps'

will be-able to cOmmunicate their needs to the research and development

community; 14S.M.lunded the. project in October, 1978 for one year

and again in Octoberi.1979 fOr: 18 months.

-PrincIpai Investilort of Study

In general, the P. I. described.participation in this dissethination
r.

project as "ownership in the, system being designed for them". He believes

that ownership in the system encourages implementation of new ideas and

use of products. The P.I. feels'that the required extra time," money,

and political comprises required to work with practitioner participants

are disadvantages but are outweighed by the advantages.

The practitioners in this, project are 14 Regional Network Executive

Secretaries who. Meet four times a year It is aformal requirement of
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the project that they maXe consensus agreements on products: -Itjs

J.InpliCit that the di$sergination systems designed by the PrOjeCt
;

.. .

receive consensus approval. Final decisions are made-by the Washington

Teacher Corps office.The role pf-the advisory panel isnot cleir

to,the P.'1' ;, but it does review products and offer advice: It has

met once.

Alhost half of t EXeCatiVe Secretaries- invite the. project. staff

:Ab
on a reguiar'baiis.

.

This is perceived as "individual participation" by the P.I. .These

same participants voluntarily suggest things fothe project to do.

One contribution to the project made by three Secretaries was

considered to...be. beyond
aVerige.eXpeCtation.for,involvaMent and

.contributed to the development of the prOject. Together they worked

out a formal procedural systial to validate products and practices.

Incentives for all Executive Secretaries .are that_eadwis a contractor

with the Washington Teacher Corps and writes a proposal for operating 'a

.network. Involvement with the Far West Laboratory program puts them in

a favorable light in Washington and they 'are often asked to serve in

planning groups. This is important recognition and is perceived as an

As a result of participatory involvement, the scope of the work.has

incentive by the P.I.

changed from only designing technical reports and papers to include also

training workshops on dissemination for three representatives from each

of 12 regions plus representatives from two special networks. This staff

idea came from visiting people in regions, talking with Washington staff

and brainstorming. Five secretaries volunteered to design the training

workshop.
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The P.I. believes th$t the opportunity of secretaries to have

influence in'Ojigh places is a strong informal motivating factor for

sustaining their involvement in the project. FOrmally, the necessity

for group consensus on the validation process also encouraged sustained_.

participation. In addition, the travel and social'exchange may motivate

some participants, according to the P.I.

The initial relationship between the project and the participants

was hindere&,because the p#4ipants thought the 'ect was funded byproject

money which came from their resources: The P.I. also believes that the

participants realize that the training and support they give to their

ProJects will be made easier by using informatt6N46ols an0 skills made
. . " .6.-...'. .

. . ....
. _ ' .

available to them through the project. This helps sustain their intereSt.:-

To aiaid jealousies among the *.ftlf., ipants, the project staff increased,

"t

A

atal number of secretaries involved from the original four, who helped

in the pilot stage to implement dissemination designs, to include all 12

secretaries, if they wish 'to volunteer.

All stafflembers had experien with participatory work before

joining the project. Over time, the taff has become more knowledgeable

about what they can ex=pect from.participa on. .For example, at the first

meeting of the executive setrefaries much negativity was-expressed toward

-,roject's valjdatioiplan which had been developed by three-Secretaries..

caused it to. be revised and sent well ahead olWie,fiext meeting to

the secretaries. This reduced the, anxiety of the other secretaries and

.t.he-territoriality of the three pebple who produced the design. The pro-,

ject staff has modified its procedures by not requiring 'statistical vali-
-

dation and rigor from. those who could not or woilld not do rigorous

evaluations. The staff has traveled considerabiy to increase credibi

lity and to get input from oners3



The sponsor and funding source encouraged the project to increase travel

monies so that the project could'find out more from practifioners.

Client Description_of_jarticipatory Nature of Study
.

ti

Twooftheprojectueutivesecretarieswereintervieweci-one
.3.

defined participation as "a chance to look at alternative models for
03

endorsing programs and practices" and the attempt to examine valid ion

processes. This was done by Sharing information'and Materials. He'ff

conceived of his involvement as being outside policy decision=makin§,.

but that the secretaries were "involved in programmatic matters in locaA

activities and in collaborative network decisions". He felt at thethat

Far West Lahoratory staff was open to receive suggestions from him and -'

meet his regional needs. This attitude on the part of the staff motivated

him. Profetsionally, his participation has meant that he has been able

to keep up-with and informed about endorsement strategies_ which he could

share on a regional level. ThiS had an impact on his thtnking about

educational alternatives and dissemination issues.

The other se ry, however, saidcthat "participation his been

confusing ".. w led to believe that her region-or network wOuld;

have more input in determing model plans.but instead she felt that the

"Laboratory staff drew up the Olahs and.gave me the choice of accepting

or not accepting them without considering their (her network's) feelings

aliout the plan". She felt that the secretaries "should have been involved

in policy decisions, but that the. Far West Laboratory staff took over

that function". She said that they were asked to contribute some ideas.

'and theY were asked to give feedback on issues, but they did not receive

any feedback on their ideas in turn from the Far West Laboratory staff.
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"IMO .

She is not sure if her ideas were cepted or not. She was motivated to

participate in the project because of her interest in new ideas, partic-
%

ularly new concepts on dissemination. Her participation was hindered by

a personality conflict with'he project erector. Her participation was,

also hindered because she feels that some federal policies overlap and

cause confusion, inhibitin project flow and participation. The project

had a positive effect on her. She-was able to put her network into

place fastei. than. She would have been able to without participation in

the project. She felt that participation was "a greatlearning experience

because of 'the exchange of ideas", The activities in which she was

involved included attending -a training mectipcylad.readinind ,responding
- ,

to written M3terials.

Both participants termed.thetK4nliolvemenf.°he44",. The-first

secretary said it was varied over a two-year Period, but consistently

-

heavy. The second was significantly involved during the .first six Months

when her involvement was particularly. heavy. Her involvement now i s at

a minimum because she is viiting Mor direction from Far West Laboratory::

-!!



Project Summary

-RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENt CONGE (RDx)

The Research and Development Exchange (RDx) provides design and

Toordinationsupport to a consortium of seven Regional-Exchange con-
.

tractors and four Central Service contractors who provide teiChers with

information_about and assistance with research-based innovations. The

consortium also gathers information about educational research. and
44i., 1

development and its delivery. _!fie Exchange staff is responsible for

designing mechanisms to documenework in progress, exploring means to

identify and communicate practitioner needs, orchestrating research and

development exchange Planning activities, and proiiding support for R

and'D meetings:' jhe project is in the,third year of funding by N.I.E.

Principal InVesti_gatorDeicription of Participatory Nature of Study

The P.I. differentiates between public and less public pdrposes of

practitioner participation. By including practitioners, a project cap.

proVide better service because the sum of the 1;artt .1t- greater than the

individUal arts. For less public purpOles, practitioner-involvement

is politically advantageous: = potential adversdries are eliminated.dh&.,..
4

a network is strengthened: The M.-finds thdt.the"heeci to entertain

disparity and yet come to an agreement is there tithe consuming than making,

arbitrary decisions. There is also a danger of dominance by a fewindi-

viduals.

The participants in this project belong to three groups:.

1, National Advisory Group which meets twice each year to
provide direct-W.; and advice. The members are nominated
by the 11 project directors of the RDx projects.

a coordinating body which meets three or four times a
year to decide upon the future of the networ* and the
priorities relating to the development of a resource base,



s advisory boards of each of the regional service centers
_-

,

Practitioneri are represented at regional and natiohal meetings and

-are selected to be on:these toards. NIE approvei the,selection

practitioners to the regional service center boards." The power that

these practitioners have depends on-the varying powers of the national

service centers. The P.I. obgerves that individuals with'experience

oftencinfluence the intern1 coordinating committee. On thii Commiitee

several people are-effectfvely able to persuade others-to their point

of view. Newer members are not as vocal.

There have been no'instances of extraordinary contributions in this

,..project: Participant& are motivatediv being part of an advisory group

and having national exposure. Travel, expenses.a?e paid.,

Each of the three advisory groups decides what the projects and

priorities will be for he following year. One year the staff at each

of the seven regional service centers interviewed principals to determine

what the state dissemination needs were and to find out where the centers

could provide servirce. A panel of teacher was convened to answer ques-

tions on reading and math and to provide a knowledge synthesis.
. fowever;

most of the practitioner influence on the project is exercised by groups.
<
Ite regional groups have been most effective in influencing the work of

the'service centers. .(

The P.I. feels that positive aititudes about collaboration and

practicipation encourage involvement. Rather than demonstrating competi-

tive attrudes, an espi -rit de corps is developing and participants are

learning from one another. These informal attitudes have been more

encouraging to participation than formal structures. The P.I. perceives,

that the *conflict between building a collaborative network and serving

1
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the needs of clients is a hindering factor to the.project, The NIE

regional advisory boards and the internal coordinating group sometimes

-.entertain conflicting directions. Tht;szalto hinders the project,' The

P. 1. has learned that wendOrteMent from the Laboratory Director:is

; essential'when the P.I. is:caughtbetween the way alabOratory:directOr''
.

Inot, the far'kestlaboratory) wants to rUn'tfie project and the way the

ip?Oject group.wahti-to rUn:ItThe-P.I.:-.4lso:belie4es that collaboration

occurs-ata.personal -Putting-Structurts i n place may-facilitate

participation, but it does not insure it. Participation presents ..the

need to balance an autonomous selfwith involv4ment in a-group., He-has.,

learned that a certain,amount of perspective is-needed if collaboratign

is to be successful.
175.

Over time, the ProSect.,has been affected by a change in HIE leatler-
_ -

ship and thelintroduction'Of nevi views about the way the network-gBould

operate. The P.I. sees the project at looking out for'thef common' gopd

of- the network and not as an extension a risk.-

Client Descriptioh_of_Participatoty Natur4:of Study

Two directors were interviewed: .a director of an educational

services division and a director for the mid-Atlantic area. When asked

how they participated in the project, both responded by listthg ahumber

of-tasks, some of them similar. For one director, participation helped

him more,qUickly accomplish his Oiority of turning theiboratory fl-to

a more regional activity. As a participant in the project h! wrote a

proposal to NIE, challenged their guidelines, and described other
.` .

principles which his laboratory has subsequently adopted. In terms of
.o.

decision making in he says that he has. the laSt wor4.d. He

tried, t0. influence NIE's policy about regional exchanges and laboratories.
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He: says he ihflueqoa_the" project and conceived of the general role of

the exchangei. As a iesult of his, participation in t0 project, he has

become associated with the term "disseminatioe. He now meets with and

talks to many people on this subject.

For the/other diitector, 'participation in the project has meant a

better understanding of the needs of those the Laboratory services.

Increasingly those clients perceive the importance of R and D and see

the difference that it makes.' As a decision=maker, the director is

responsible for all decisions relative to client services in his

laboratory. He participated in developing the, RFP for the project. The

director is motivated to participate in this-effort because of his ,back

ground and professional interest In diffusion research, the challenge

of starting something new and the chance to work with people he finds

attractive. a'



ED Materials/Support' Center:

:
project Summary[

The Educational Diffusion Materials/Support Center has three major goals:

to bring National Diffapion Network participants more,closely together through

materials and consultations; to study the impact-of centrally prepared mater

ials in strengthening a network; and to collect and spread news about dissemi

nation aWvities. During the first two years of the'project, a wide.variefY"
-.7

.._

of resources and materials were provided: the sixth edition of the Departmen'l

of Education's Educational Programs al-Work, three new comparison charts .0'.

NDN programs for reading and career-= education, nine issues of the ED neWs-
- .

letter,zand five 'issues of the NDN Reporter. Three videotapei about

;
.._,1

'41;.p,-z,,,,benefits and responsibilities of membership in the network mill add to . -7.i';= ,,L

d*Twing inventory of resources produced under the direction of the EDCe

The project is funded by the USOE.

Principal _investigator Description of ParticiLpatar Nature of Study

Because she has a-field service contract, the P.I.Jbelieves :that input

into the services is a basic tenet of her contract. Participation gives
e

limited ownershi: of the contract to those it serves andvkeeps theM informed-

-lof its general direction and its effect on their work:
. The P.I. also believes

that if people help to produce something, they afe:m6re likely to use it: -

;Practitioner participation is time consuming end- -agencies are not funded for

the amount-of time'it takes. Other disadvantage ifictude the di,fficulty of

avoiding group biaSes and determining when advice is representative and gen-

.1'

nine.

The participants in this project are

4 people within National Diffusion Network (NDN)

o federal agencies (funding office
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recipients of,services offered by NON

s the broad based disiemination community

-Individual influence' is excercised by NON members in informal conversa-

tions with the P.I. at NDN meetings': The P.I. takeg "litte pieces of cm=

ments' from a variety of sources, fits them together and returns to NDN to

. --
get feedback. The; suggestions are for new major needed:products and/or *Dor-

taut linkages to agencies or people. The incentives fiir "participating in

this process, according to.,the Project directors, are that the participants

have their ideas used they beCome part of an inner circle that they see

as-important. They also become visible to the funding .agency becauie the

_.?-purPosefully crtts ideas. Individuals also influence the project by

commentfng on produo and by responding to mail surveys or phone interviews.

The promotion of the project officer, who bad a great deal: of influence
4

t

in'the fiild and with the NDN, 'caused the P.I. to set up new communication

channels. This change retarded participation temporarily.

Participation in the project has been motivated by:,

. i a staff that encourages feedback

the funding agency which has encouraged people to react and-make
suggestions -2;

Atthadvisory council

surveys

P.1.'s belief that clients should be convinced rather than tola

informal interaction

The project director thinks that practitioners are motivated because

of project's.i513e0ibility and because the project staff listens and

uses the:ideii of practitioners. They also believe that by Workihg

;0 with the project, they will assume some power with NDN and will be

;,

able to influence its direction. The project director thinks that practi-
A`'.



tioners believe they are hindpred in their participation bOtuse the contract

has been preset by OE and that the size and fame of FWL gives the messa0

that "they have got to be right "..

Changes in the project have occurred because of the different inter-

personal .skills of the staff.. The: staff does not probe participants to get

extensive enough feedback, so it now allows for widespread evaluations of

products.

The project director feels that the lack of: o -site contact with clients

is detrimental to the project. The staff e at meetings to establish

.., ---o-contacts and create relationships upon wh'
--w

ey then try to build.
a

T :roject director says that the followiii-g have-influenced -the course

of participationin the project:

the P.I.'-s time was reduced-which had a negative eff
project _

the staff was expanded and the, workload reduced which made the staff
more active

the lack of the competetive award of the' inittarcontract created a
negative climate toward .the Far tiest..26aboratory

the "reasonable job"- that the project is doing has had positive
.effect upon the NDN'network

One of the risks involved in individual praPiitioner part:.:ipation comes

with the amount of power that the staff allows individuals to have: An indi-
,

vidual can exercise "undue influence" and may not reflect the majorfty view.

The project would likt-more reactions to its products and finds response,

especially to indirect requests-,- bre 41 ow .

Client Description df Particioatory_Nature of Study,,

A state facilitator was interviewed. He said that he participated in

the project by receiving information and reviewing materials,sent by the
AT.

7,
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staff. He felt that his-comments about the cataloi format used in the

materials and his ideaS for it seem to have.made a difference in the final

product. He has been involyed heavily in the projeti' since its beginning

with peaks from time to time He and his staff continue 2thei r-involvement

because the koject staff is so competent. This pariiipant has been moti-

vated by the eicellent working relatiOnship with the NI :staff and-he likes

their response and service. _The project has had "tremendous" local impact

and they use all the materials and infoinmation on the local level:



. CONTINUING EDUCATION TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CENTER

Project Summary

, Under authorization in 1978 to provide technical assistance to

coliegei and universities and:to.state boards, commissions, and agencies

associated-with higher.education, the Continuing Education Technical

Assistance Center project began a one-year planning effok to develop a

continuing, education and community service network for technical assis--.

tance. Activities during the first yearof the project included

conducting a technical assistance needs assessment, -publishing a monthly

news bulletin, developing case studies on critical program development

needs; and holding a series of regional meeting* on network issues. The

project ,it ill4tsApcond year of funding by the U.S.O.E. Funds are

available until September 30, 140.

Principal Investigator Description_of_Participatory Nature of Study

The project P.I. believes that needs sensing and involving practi

tioners in the dissemination process are the primary purposes of practi-

,,tioner participation. One Of the disadvantages is that sometimes

,Astfvergent points of view have Ito be reconciled.

when political issues are invo ved.

This can be difficult

The participants in this project are deal* of continuing education

and state administrators of Title I of the Higher-Education Act. BOtii.

groups were invited to a briefing about the project: Some administrators.'

were concerned that they had not been consulted earlier. They now have

a significant voice in the project's direction. They also attend field

seminars, react to products, serve on the advfilOry board arid-attend

workshops.
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Members-e%the advisory group, Web hia-S never met asa group,

reacted as individuals to'staif products and attended regional meetings.

Four percent of the Title I adminthrators (1 for each state) influence

the project by phontpg--often with suggestions. About 1% of the deans

(about 10 people) call and wrote the project to give it direction. The,;.

small percent that is involved is heaVily involved. Travel is paid for

the administrators to attend meetings. One continuing education dean is

,paid as a consultant to the project. As a result .of participation the

following project procedures have been changed:

a workshop for Title I administrators will be'held

budget increases were made to cover the travel costs of two
administrators and of mailings

s .the content and form of information in the bimonthly bulletin
has changed (more program information and less staff development)

the project=staff decided to work with the existing networks
instead of putting a new one in place

w neither group wanted a review committee or panel to evaluate
programs as OE had suggested

8 in response to both groups, the project will produce a catalogue
of information on continuing education programs for dissemination
to each group

Practitioner participation "has varied. = There was little response

to a needs assessment, medium response to program profiles in continuing

education, but great response in terms of the way programs should be

described. The bimonthly bulletin receives much response from deans and

directors who add names to the mailing list. The national and regional

meetings brought big turn outs and active participation. The project

receivednegativefeedbackonits-developrriteria.

The P.I. feels that the mailings, the small group structure of the

- -

field seminars, and the review of products all sustain involvement in

75



the project. .In addition,, the project staff see themselves as facili=

tators and not presenters. The participants realize that the staff

responds to them. The project staff and the participants agree that the

project goals should be to come up .with an information design that

reflects the needs of the field.

The P.I. believes that the deans and directors are motivated because

they Will get her technical assistance. They were hindered in their

participation because they were not paid. The Title I directors were

hindered because they didn't approve of the contract and thought they

should have gotten.the money directly. After the P.I. attended a Title

I meeting and gave a briefing on the project, participation from the

project, Title I administrators improved. The staff also began making

.efforts to call people who were marginally-involved:to as'k- for= their

ideas. The staff has,;attempted to put themselves on the agendas of

meetings and respond to the new names added to their outreach list. The

P.P. believes these efforts have motivated participants to beome involved.

Participation costs more time and money on the telephone: Further-

more, when advice is solicited, a response is-expected. Conflicting

advice can therefore represent a problem. The4project makes recommenda-
. _ '

tions to OE which makes the final decisions.

Client_Description of Participatory Nature of Study

The state toordinator for the EIC project saw his participation, on

one Of the project's advisory committees;-as being thit of a state repre=

sentative instead of an institutional bne. He wanted to present a

different perspective. He attened-ti 6 meetings and has been partici=

pating for one year. He is motivated to participate because:

76
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, '

o. he .is concerned about this area. of education

he had developed a network in thiS area and: this work feeds
into it .

th

.o he

group is active, open and stimulating

asked by the Executive Coordinator to become involved

He said that the lack of time to read All materials was a hindrance to

his involvement. He felt that his ideas were heard and that the group

was responsive to participant input. He felt that he was enriched,

personally and professionally, by the experience of meeting others

from all over the country who shared his ideas, and values. He said

he learned how to build a voluntary. network "by observing and

Orticipating in the process that CETAC used".
.

A member of the projecladvisory council, a' f.6ipant for

past year, described hi§.participation as atiendfrg meetings and com-
.

mupicating by letter and telep7one with:the P.I. The project involves

an exchange of ideas and information and fosters new ideas as well as

to implement them, the participant says. He feels that he has had

the distribution of materials, coordinating, assessing and

g information, and creating professional development,

strategies.. This participant feels that the materials are good and that

the program irrun in an efficient40 organized manner. He was uncer-

tain whether he had any influence or not because of the consensus

approach used by the projett. He was motivated to participate because-

he is committed to this field. He enjoyed working with the 'project. Onotel,,%,"-

a professional level, he says that he gained a broader-knowledge and

ibase of information and was able to expand his ideas. He was able to

'make a better adaptation of his program.



TEACHER DEVELOPMENT AND ACADEMIC LEARNING TIME

Project Sweaty "...:,

,r.

---z-
Using a case study approach, teachers in a ruther- of oikl and Publ ic

...,

Schools work with Teacher Development and AcademicLearning Time project
...

staff to Collect-data, particlpate-in,.planhing workshops'andproduce
./ _.

.

...

Materials thato,provided staff development modelS:for other teachers.,

.: .;::..7,--,--_ _ _
. .

The research, conducted over, a three7year period,IocuSet on ii.ig tion

in mathematics'and reading at the second and fifth-grade levels. The

case studies examined teacher and student perceptionsAbout success and

attention rates, the effects of teacher interventions on student

learning time and a process for workinq-with teachers in the classroom

setting. The core of the program is a series of classroom studies

designed to develop and document procedures that help teachers to

optimize student learning time.i6 their classrooms. The project is in

its second year of funding by NIE.

Principal Investigator_Descriptiorr_of Participatory Nature-of Study

Participatory. involvement in RDD&I makes research more relevant

and, therefore, brings agreater reality to it. A certain amount of

'control is given up, though, in participatory research:- The P.I.'s

accountability to the project and the participants' accountability to

the project differ., This can cause a conflict. The project staff does

try to encourage teachers to be active eventhough the staff and the P.I:

do Shape-eepts independently of practitioners.

The teachers meet together about three times a year in workshops,.

to examine their own classrooms and their work with the project. They

do not exercise grOup influenCe on the project. Each teacher is paid a
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$100 tiOnorarium and given extension credit toward a-de4ree 'or higher

spay frogu.the district. Some teachers volunteer for the project. Others

are 4pointed but see it as a privilege to become involved;

The Nee4. Sensing and Program Review\Committee, which meets twice-

.,

a year to review plans, also generates ideas that become project plans.

They do not have decision-making powers. The committee consists of

'teachers, a-'princfpa4 a universitl professor, a district representative

and a state-level representative.

On a One-to-one basis the teachers influence the project by

evaluating clasiroom activities. Principals ilso.exert'individual

inbuence, The degree to which the principal supports ''the project

effect-4' the attitudes of the participating teachers. The P.I. believes

that the "principeli.§ le0ershiThis important but neither necessary nor

.

sufficient to determine now a jorttCular taacher,will roatt".,

oiie teacher has been extraordinarilyjnyolved She applied the
_

'things:she:learned to a current'events prtoje6t:Thiwill-Aellence
_

other teachers in her school This project will= become Part '37f her

Master's thesis.

At first the Far West Laboratory staff did not give direct solutions

to problems that the teachers brought to them. ,TheyApere perceived as

_`withholding or uncaring. A s a result,ihe staffdecided to give more

advice to'teathers in these situations: The teachers indirectly in-

ffuenced a ehangefrom.focusing on evaluation to develOping a pilot,

controlled study of student success rates. Over4Iime the project staff

411
_has come to spend more time with the teachers and to praisg and encourage

them more:"

TheP.I. believes that incentives were a. factor, but not the main



bel.ieAs that the -principal is support
,

in interacting_ with another adult about"

corns were more important: They lcke "being

° involved research" The te chers also percei4 Far West Laboratory

to be leaders. This is a motivator.:;

. The project staff is concerned about the gap that often exists-
,.

between research and practice.' Itey want to ao better in _narrowingqhis

gap. Three of the staff wanted te get- involved with the school life_of

low &thieving children.,

The P:I. believes the- teachers are .motivated by a desire to do a

better jobsby helping children who are 'hot learning: 'He also believes

that they want other adults to be inliblved with their professional: work.

The P.I. thinks also that teachers desire ,self=knowledge.

Client Descr' tidi ator Nature of St

jhree. teachers who participa

helpful' to their child;eiiC lhoo comm

y interesting and

first-, '.the detailed

record=keeping seemed tedious but) as they began t6 way, the children .
. ,

.,

more cloSely; they began to notice different .b= aviors. As' a result,,

they changed their teaching strategies or grouping arrangements.- One

said she alway§ thought children learned when they were challenged., Now-

she was questioning, that. The teachers pariteipated by monitoring

children, talking with the Far West Laboratory staff once aweek,

attending meetings, and filling out forms. The teachers had varied

opinions about the impact of their participation. ,.One said she talked

freely but had no 'idea what impact her ideas had. Another said that

her ideas were incorporated with the research ideas to make aeally,'r,

v.4orkable teaching technique. The third said that she voiced her

t,-
31-)
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opinioni proceduoeS was adaptearThe

f'

tea6herslisted.A:.-Vatiety.of motivating factors: to become more aware
. ,

of children, to hell chi)dren achieve, to see the results of\t.he study,(

to make a new friend, to improve-the quality of time in the classroom,

to earn more money, to follow the advice of the principal.

r.

r.

<
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,CLASS SIZE AO INSTRUCTION PROJECT

The goal of the Class Size and Instruction Project is to determine'

how and in what, ways the quality of instruction changes when class size

is reduced. The project involves a consortium of teachers, teacher

educators, and researchers who meet regularly to plah the study, react

to 'emergent findings, and to synthesize and describe,results. Second

grade classroOms at two 'sites -- the San-Francisco Bay Area and

Charlottesville, Virginia: -- are participating. Some of the information-

"...that the study hopes to gather includes determining what teachers can

do with small groups that they can't do with larder groUps,waYs that

instructional group size can be reduced in larger classes, and, the

'economic and'policy.issuerthat relate to class size and instruction.

Participative methodologieswhich have been employed include obServation,.

teacher interviews, and detailed case studies.. The project is in its

third year of fdnding by the NIE.

Principal Investigator_bescription of Participatory' ature of Study

16cording to thezP.I: of the Class Size Stddy, the purpose of

participation is to-combine research and dissemination and-to-give. the

researcher a deeper understanding of classroom procedures and behavior.

Participation in research helps a teacher to use research methodoVogy.

and to reflect 'on what he/she is doing in the classroom. The'P.I:

perceived classroom teachers as participants. The practitioneri. who,

comprise the projeces advisory group meet once or twice a year to
- ,

review project'plans, advise on research and interpret research findings.

The P.I. does not perceive adv4iory group members as participants An the

study.



Noneof the project participants a're seen as decisibn m4ers.:

five teachers who participated in the stuidY mel'everrtwo-weel:s to

discuss what happened in the classroom in*felation-to class'slle.ah4'

discuss the journals they kept. They,were asked td think about how

class size influenced their behavior,and whWt they-would do if their

classes were smaller. They-chose taiget children to follow who Would

benefit from smaller classes. One teacher became involvecito a greater

extent than the others. She wrote a report of the project and gavel a

symposium on class size. She is paid for the extra time.' The P.I.

believes that.this teacher gets ideas froMt e inservice training and

tries them out in the classroom. This has;added to her professional

abilities.

According to the P.I., the major reason why teachers w- =d to be
2

oject
,

was that they would be given smaller classes..involved in

Other incentives included $300 per year, a day off from school to meet

with other teachers, and the advice and problem=solving received from

the project stiff. At. the end of the year, the teachers werettakenPout

to dinner. The P.I. felt tfiat participation was sustained in the

project because the teachers lad made a commitment to it. the staff's

belief that the teachers' views were important may'also have sustained

interest.

The R.I. thinks the Far West LaboratOry and the funding agency
- -

have supported the project but have had no impact on the way the project

- t
was carried out. The fact that other-participatory_ research is done at

the Laboratory-encobraged the project staff to include pa cipants_in
Amk.

this study and contributed to a amore thoughtful, systeme'ic approach

to-participation:: The staff had Hvery..:little". prior experience'with

:83



practitioner participation, Because of. their beliefs about i.t;eatch,

the staff felt they could, learn more about classrooms by developing

collegial relationships, with teachers:

The project P.I. points out several lessOns to'be learned in

participatory research:

it helps to use verbal and reflective teachers who are..:
not "set in their ways"

a school may impose certain restraints such as:required texts

a principalcan have an inhibiting effect=bn teaCher?-4hen
he attends °.a meeting, eventhough he is supportive of the
project

it is difficult,to be critical of participants in, a study

decisions about how to; ti,e credit for contributions and,
at the same time, presee9e confidentiality:can be difficult
to make'

Client Descrii:ttion_of_Participatory Nature of Study

Two of the participatory teachers were interviewed about their

p- articipation. One .teacher saw 'her participation as permi g.the
.

"Laboratory staff tecomplate their evaluation of my tea techniques":

She says that shtgave them a basis-for comparison in thelPrin. As

fOr the benefit of participation to he;self, she said;that.s1;e:learn

she was able to work with a constant streaM"of visitors in the class-

room without ha4ing it bother her. Originally she had thought that the'

project s aff would assist her in the classroom and "lift some of the.
-

'teacOng burden. She did not find this to be the cate although they

did give her niw.techniques Mhd materials. She said that, 'she partici=

Rated in'testing-activitiei and cOmmentZ'd-on child progres.s_ Shesaw.
,

...
, -)-

6erself involved in the decision=making p7tess "to a small degree".

,The:"tap'session", in which she participated,;-Melped VmotivatiO her.
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The other teacher in the Proj iscussed participation in -terns
,

-benefits to her and to the dren. in the classroom. -In this

'case, the teacher's class s e was reduc This rirovided more time for

individual attention,and :increased the space in ihe room. a,yesult,

tension and frustration was-reducg in the class, attendafici- increased,

and a petter'atmosphti=e 'in the claisroolii'was treated. The teacher
0 J.

also aPPreciated "the opportunity to talk with stimulating people vutside,

of the schoca dittrict. As: ,,a result of her participation, she says. her

edthusiasm for teaching gre64..- At the meetings which took place with ]the
tr V

Fir West Laboratory staff, she participated by sharing materials and

ideas, planning changes, planning the implementation of the chan9es,

hosting observers, keeping a journal; and counSeling and informing

children about what was to occur: Sht reports that she Wis involved .11

,

in the Project fi7om,7 to 10 ..hours per week. . This. teacher claimed thats.

.

her strongest motive:ftir iriVOVVement was her_ comm itthent t eaching

6hildren.

effet gn

Other mgfiyati*fact6rILInClUded_Natchng the Vatic.
_

-themelds and ail 'the wonderful things thatthey-Tuld do,

seeing their gibgresS, havini ereased time for parent contact" and

being able. to give parents positi9e feedbacic

with them around.problems.

I

t/t

instead of only dealing

4 ."

.



REGION -IX ADULT EDUCATION STAFF DEVELOPMENT CONSORTIUM.

Program Summark;-

The goal of -this*project is to .develop a regional_network'of adult

edueators who will identify, explore, and implement ,aPproaches leaittng to

*establishment of exemplary programs for adult learners. in Region IX. The

region includes American Samoa,'Arizona, California, Guam, Ba-waii4 Nevadac:1;

Northern Marianas, end Trust Territory.
aV

The increasing enrollment'of adult students has led to the develop=
...,.pent of a-variety of programs and materials. This, in turn, has ,led to

. ,.

'the need, to provide a coordinated, regidnal approach to *problenis such as...

.-<1.*Pestab-lish'ing:a long-range strategk for the development of exemplary
7...-.0.-- a

..,.. adultreducatloOrograms; 2) ,collecting and circulating resources and
,..

../6,, 'materials; .3 vOopilyvjuility mechanisms for inforMing psers; and 4)
.

fac*litati 'gaff cleyeldpment activities and resources;.~resources;.~ Acti-
.x.."----.

,7. '-',..,7 _, ,.... ,`,. vides include' cooedanating,a region consortium through _use= of an

.'advi-sory committee Of. state/territory Cult education dift-ctors;furntsh=
,..t

ing teprical assistance 'inn such areas'of staff training,. assessment; and -
:.-.

,_.... .

evaluation; providing-4" periodic` cal endr of regiOnai staff, d- ...-lopinent
J.."

activities; and prepari ng Panning documents fora reg lOnal appebacii to

adult education staff development: Funding comesdrom.states and

territories Irr Region IX under Section 309 of PL91:210.
r-4

*PrincipalInvestigator -Description of Participatory* Nature-,Of
.,

The Principal Investigator states/that practitioner. ga.-rtfcipation

helps'the'project have a -eeal effeCt. Participation insures that the.:

project is not working in a vacuum.

'The Pri ipal, Investigator said that d eloping paractitiOner

',MCA -
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participation is time consuming aWifficult; It is easier to work in

isolation.

A consortium of seven adult education directors meets three times

a year and; in addition, ha; conference?calls.%'They make group decisions

.L. regarding the kinds of services Far West Laboratory will provide and
°

they develop proeosalsfor the next year. Also sixty teachers Tet,In

response to a needs'assetsment and participated in a week-ong workshop.

There ere, s els of possible, actioner participation: 1)
,-

Directors of A -Education frochseven states; 2) Project Directofs in

the States and-Territories with Adult Education Projects;.3):Adult

Teachers; and'il) Adult Students. Participation occurs at the first

three-levels. Students participate by filling out an evaluation.

The fgroup of 7 Adult Education Directors is the Adiisory Committee

for Reg-ion.IX. *-14o other advisory committee exists at any'of the other

three levels. The P.I. deatS with the 7 directors indiviftally to

ascertain needs:and diVelop proposals :to meet those 6-444s. Each state/,

territory%hasmeOngs.between the state director and staff and the-pro-

gram directors. the program directOrs hire the teachers and run the

program.- Individual teachers do° not exercise much influe-nce, or partici-
,

pation. However,,it does depend upon the state. In Arizopat.the project

interviewed teacher-7 this year 'to find out their needs, Last year they

interviewed administration. Nek6earthey will interview siudeks.,

These, interviews are to-evaluate the Ari;ona Stte'Orogram'for the purpose

of i'miproving:jt; This same process is taking place, to an extent,'in
k

Guam- but not at the other.si b The state staffl.anclthe adult edutatipn

project tiff developed the instruments, co1eeted.the uata,.and,did the

wfittng. 1This evaluation ihcluded'8ata drom teachers and student-S. One
/
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was done in1976 and 1977 and the other in 1977 and 1978. This collabora=

tion mes an innovative approach. This is group data which by-passes

the state and regional directors. Otherwise the project's participation

is through the directors.

An incentive for the 7 Directors is sharing and exchanging informa

tionwith others who have similar projects. They make exotic trips to

attend conferences. Red tape for travel is cut in working with the P.I.

at Far-West Laboratory. They are al -so required, by law, to spend 10%

of the budget on staff development. Thisis an incentive. All 7 Directors

haVe a, high level of participation.
The P.I. discussed the role culture

plays in the deveTspi t of pract o er participation. The nature anct

-
frequency of meetirigs-Via satel l it= erence calls, requires the

rotation of spqkers. Otherwise, culture modes of assertiveness would

inhibit participation in'face-to=face groups. Letting them knowl9

advance the agenda for the conference call insures that eachwill have

something oiday.

TheW.T:lirentioned other' factors that have facilitated

in his pr664011-The .report '.and; tha Laboretory.P0"
puts out help to develoP effective participation. e-Ing a good,j4siener.

-and 'ascertaining tile' needs has" been helpful as an informed approach. You.

ctielpation

can't golnto the territories and tell them whatb do. You must first

learn about-them and deve-lop models appropriate to them. If you do,notS.

'do this; resentment develops.

Before beginntngyrotk on this project the ,P. =1. Was in American

Samoa'as the coordinator of.federaiprograms. Much of his'ex0eriencei

with participatory projects was- received there. To get thingsAione,therev'

,:reqUired procedures to be wrapPed in social interaction ihd not just be

A,
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business. Being able and willing to listen was'crucial in learning about

the islanders. They are polite people, but they;Won't wbk with you

unless you understand and work within their values and system. This

lesson has been validated overtime.

Although the satellite communications with board members has improved

participation, it is: difficult to make day-to-day contact with practitioners.

,
Mail to Samoa takes One to two weeks. Communication with California and'

_ .

Ari al-is much easier.. Staff turnover in Guam and Satnoaliaspresented'.
.,.... -

Y. ,

problems .

-\

Client Des ature of Study -, , a.

Becauie the prictitionerS. were evolved in negatiation§ithat.wCuld
.

.

effect'the future-funding of the project, the P.I. requested that illey
,

not be interviewedcfor this study. 1 Acs

\

89 -



ProjettSunnary

LEARNING COORDINATION PROJECT

+7,

,-,-,TFre urpor of the kearning_,Coordinatio Project w
._.r . -): .i.4,

materials to help train _t;eac rs at Sitthidary and postsecondark-
. . ....,

to facilitate learning in educltional programs that make useihof ex

ential learning procedures: The completed p ckage inCludes four brilitt :"
..\ -!;0,Vc

a Coordinator's Handbook, d a video=tape that, supplements.

the primed aaterials. The project was funded in 1977 by NIE.. The' hookS-4-

Were field tested ,in 1978 and,19-79.
2

Pri nci pa rilaesiigatar, .Description of> Participatory _Nature__of __Study

The reasons for participatery, involvement. in RDD&I ,activit es is

to insure proddct usefulness ,and tb refine the product,. accord to the
P.I.- of the LearnilCbordination Project. He alsk states its as finer=

tut, to involve clients- t'-o they feel part of the proj t. -At ,the

timeNttientlinvolvemeePt "Th pfoies the sensitivities of the professional
Starr'., 'firlicipants who were Used in this project included a ration_a1'

advisory;grOup hich me-atthree-times- a year to review materials and._
t7

s

.T4 'tiffeKreco dations a San Fraticlicii BayPCre-a review group of local' 4
col l egg ariku verity faculty; a:group,,Of secondary :teachers,. and a

gr-ouy of teacher.tra flees who us0)anck critiqued the materials. The

P.I. stated, that some*adviiory group membersnd'some of the reviewers

contributto_the4:levelopmentof the project by helping to design an

evaluation pTan a"i: well as ome of the instrumentation: This group./
...

significantlY changed the alnation approach and 'helped define the
-focus of th_z----e productsi.- i. :

. .,Because of past exi7ience with inadequate client review of
.. -
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products, the P.I. incl'uded a considerable=ithount of formal participatory,

review in this project. Throughkxtensive invent of others, the

training mater4als were designed to be adaptaijeto a variety of

situations. Thy` P.I. believes that in 'addition to the structured

inclusion ofparticipants, Providinedonsultaht fees-for this -work was

limpprtant. One hundred percent of the critiques were returned. Other

factors included the positive attitude of the staff toward participation

and the interest of articipants in-the project.

The P.I. believes that there were several reasons why participants

became involved in the project:
=

4Ahe reviewers were interested in the project

7-4;the field triaL§ro4Os'Were...intel=ested in learning-,new
41bchniques for teaching

credit was given. to one inservice ioup

the preservice group was released from a- regularly assigned
cla'ss

IA\ small stipend was given for completed pre 'and' post "tes:ts

elieves that much "up- front" time spent preplanningl

. to facany.g. admintstratitm and' prospective trthees prior ii thL beginning l -i.,

. ..
_

IP- .

of the co-- 1ped Produce a successful series of fietd.te '--)z-
=',i,

..

Prior to the begun-ling of the roject, the; staff had post tive

feelings about pradti 'oner participation -:and this feeling persisted.

The P,I. perceives -,practitioner participation as,time-consuming, but
s ,

essential.. , its also importanti-accordini to the P-.I., log be sure that,

the practitioneri 4c*.'i'mpresentative yoop: In this, study, the stAff.-

Would have liked .more ,'uter :involvement t colil§e caTe
cv: .

(a year in advance).' One difficultyGreat

practitioner participatiOnjs dea- ng wi
e bi"p.
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problem is keeping in constant contact with practitioners to, let them

know that their support and input is important. According to the P.I.,"

there must be "a critical level of involvement with each person. Th

must be comfortable in expressing their-ideas and feelings and know

that they are not being used as a facade. You must have a time schedule

and budget that allows for participation. Participation must be real.

and participants must be personally involved and have a stake in how

the project comes 'out. Progress reports and rewardt must b

them as

Olient_Deserieltion of Participatory Natdre_of_Study

One administrator, tivo teachers and one studik were interviewed.

All four found the participation in th project to have.been stimulating,

in term of the ideas and,materials encountered, the contacts with

others in.. e participant groups and contacts with the Far West Labora-.

QA
tory sta f.APtAll fourkwere involved in some way ith reviewing materials.

The administrator was also involv?d in.trainingcand evaluating.. All

four particio4kts felt. that, their comments had :impact on the materials'NW

and that changes were made as a result of their participation., All

were motivated by a deep commitment to experiential education. Two

mentioned being motived by money. As a reSUTt-of participation in

the project, one teacher has become' tore involved with consulting work

and two_haveektiandeid their already exist'ng networks of associates

-It
,

the field of experiential learning. The student, who Was' apparently

,kactice aching, began adapting some of the ideas about learning

centers $44 experiential learning to his class of seventh graders.
. . -

Onl-one ofIhtinterviewed pafticipants made any negative comments.
.

t that "the materials were a' disappointMerit
. werewere
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too much, too long, filled with elitist language, educational jaf;

and were impractical."

..;.;

4



THE RESPONSIVE 'EDUCATION PROGRAM.

Project Suntiarf

The"Retpontive,Eduation Program, in its twelfth year of implemen=

.tation, continued- to reflie Qastroom curriculum and formative eyaluation-

processes and to tonitAkeacher development prOcesses. The project,

currently being implemented in 13 school distHcts across the country,

involves approximately 35 rogram kdvisors or trainers, 600 adUlts

more than, a,600 chiidre . Using a model approath to teaching ana learn

ing, the program emphasizes cognitie .growth through problem=solvingi. the

development of a healthy Seli=concept,.'and the fostering of culturally
.

pluralistic behayi ors . funds :the preijett .

- Principal "Investigator Destiiptia_Cif_Participatary Nature of Study

The most important reasbn for participatory research is to foster
practitioner ownership of thirled-ject.. This helps make the Projeci

-dete`rmining, fair, eqUftWe and real it ,oriented. The dis=

-s

advantage to:rjractitioner pa

is not as 'eeicient, and that ai e. issues can ar#e, .

t it takes more time;

the practitioners in this project *-e the Local Educatio 9 ncia
_...

(LEA). .,Within the LEA arcc-FFie al-subgroups of pa ticipants which'

include'staff developers teachers, p ls, parent - 44.1.dren and
-

central administration .- staf one-of these subgroups.. influence-S the
s . , a

projet tically. Indi ..dual, teaciiirs=--and parents have been requested.

tbt--Tti
..\-...

.or -write arre.i.cUjunt.meterials.. IndiiVidUalS tan or write the...,

Project 'about test concerns oar district mandates and this influences the
project.

..-s'irACCOrdf the theOprOcesS of interaction ktetwepn the



project staff and participantspanty` insures partici ion, and provides-7 7:-

information that becoies a base for what the p does. This takes_

- place during two to four on-site visits,and a n.tio al workshop. The

,project- staff honors -and values diversepers ctives. They share -control.'

with theyractitioners. The staff focuses on building upon.an individ

,ual's assets to motivate participation. In addition, thr staff develops''
..

precise memoranda of agreement between the Far West Laboratory the
.,

school districts which spell !t each parties expectations and:', ,-,.,.
bil i ties'. This' has caused principals, superintendents a

- .directors .to participate more fully in the program:-='-The memo dum is

a strategy that the project developed to increase participation:. In
addition, districts were asked, to do mid-year impl ementatin, assess men ts

-1This process caused people to see how they supported ro low Through, and
Iprovi a-new; more meaningful .relationship, between the

e

project and LEA-.

Most. of the jCliangeStb at the,projeef has made, as a result. of
. .

practitioner involvement, have been_procedural and relate primartly4
in§tructions and field services rather,,t1ran_to policy formation:t".

dministration orevaluatidn. Some of these pra.cedure
..,

a contact person' has moled. from a cortimunicator o trdiEW
implemdntar and" now worIs with,a program Air grow p of pro

Project now includes content as well as p

ithe projet stiff models hoW the staff de
behave with teachers

LEA- caused the projeo narrowct t its focus to.. a'
outcomes. The.OE supported this change.'

district-miiidates have influenced changes

;

the OE's shift in evaluation plans influenced project
- .

The P.I. -believes that the Responsive froc s motivates Indtvldual __;\
-

TZ -
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,./-.'-'''""practilikkiP Ition and- 1. :hClt; i airy group- cotinsel ing-----,., . -.-
cart hindeAafticipation. Ski believes thai federal honey sustains-,.

- .

participation.- She thinks that the-. mount of face.-to-=face contact.-.
influe es practitioner involvement She.believes that the Far West

- ,, _

Laboratorzys.as ff -the beginning and more recently, because travel
`"t-

.

funds have' been tut, are not -on-site frequently enough.

The P.I. is not sure how mueh practitioner based work experience the 14
project "evaluated's had before they joined- the: project: Others on the
staff-had worked,in Head Start as teacher trainers. She believes that
the history of participation in Head-Start has caused staff tobe

o!
positive abllt'parti ci nation, For hersel f, the- 1:!: I . a-bel ieVes- mere Com=

_

, .

pletely in practitioner participation- now and worries less about the loss
in efficiency..

a

in the program had been influenced by the eliminat'iorp.
of programs with= which the ResponsiO Staff works.' Of the original°

three==Follow Threugh, Head Start arid Parent Iri4olivement--Follow through.

is the only one that remains and it focuses on 1-intellectdal growth of the
a

Child. pie focus of training. has shi ted .r..-- A

parents tpaC'hers to working primq'ly_with
,

Clienescription .Participatory Nature of the Study . ,

-Twa-p gram director wile interviewed about their involvement' With..'.4

ntdct with

aff developers.-

..e

e faeSPorisi e Eiuc"atiOn -Follow Through Pro-grantaf Both commented on the
a ,

--a- it , --.training- tkey-rfeceived,, and how they. adapted -the.'-the 'Retponsife Model to

.,'

meet al .n One program director has been regularly involirecl

oVer. tnt. past t(J years and has been part of tht network for01Cyears.
= He says that his sdistrict was morMnvolVed in -tf ir begenning en- tore;
zioneyitias-..avai . s lava vement Aecteased .when the find3 ng level -

fable It 1





,
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dropped. It is on the upswing again because money is available, The.

involvement has been hindered by 'locally negotiated teacher contracts

and the lack of state funds. Workshops, new ideas and visits from

other teachers have motivated his involvement in the program. Personally,

as a result of his involvement in the program, the director said that

the emphasis on people's assets, employed by the project, helped him

focus on the assets of children and families. is "was good for his

own development °. The other program director, whose district has partic-

ipated in the program for 12 years, reports that they were most active

in the beginning of the year. Then they participated in a pre-service

planning workshop and traveled to Far West Laboratory to participate in

it. His teachers, he says, were motivated by the philosophical. basiS of

the Responsive Education Program. They have been 'hindered, though, by

the turnover in the Far West Laboratory staff. The turnover has created

a lack of continuity and caused the curriculum to be changed. This

makes the program confusing for their staff. He perceives that she

ti

has had an effect on the progrr by keeping up their funding levels and

continuing the program.

e
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RIMED-BASED CAREER EDUCATION DpELOPER/DEMONSTRAtOR-PROJECT
7,"

t'
P4,7

1

-Based Career Education Developer/Demonstrator staff

works ci /state facilitators to disseminate information about

the mode and to search out prospective sites for tmplemen-

tatidn of 4.4e project provides planning aSsistance, training

and other.tenical helppto_new users of the program, as well as

1assistance.in1IlmA3atingvaluation processes. One of the major

dissemination.st&te9ies for.t f? project includes conducting a number

of "awareness ebnfgOnces" for persons who have expressed some interest'

In sponsoring a progra.M.;-.0therstrategies

_
professional newsletteTpartiVpating

Network. The projectis injts fq4 year of funding..

include placing articles in

in the National Diffusion

111-

Principal Investigator Description'_4=PrtIcipatory Nature of Study

The P.I. of this project sees the purpose of practitioner partici-

pation to be needs sensing and a means to insure that new, knowledge can

be used in a practical, feasible way. Practitioner participation also

helps begin the implementation process because the practitioner "buys

into the change concept itself and works hard to get it done" However,

he points out that practitioner involvement can also lead to maintaining

the status quo depending on who, gets involved and when they' get involved.

Other disadvantages to participation are that the-advisory council may

give advice that can't, be ,,implemented and or create expectations that can't

be fulfilled. Also practitioners may not be able to arrive at a consensus.

TeaCkers, counselors, building administrators and evaluation people

s
participate in planning by making decisions about hoar the model which

4-
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this project disseminates will be adapted. Parents and students exercise

influence in this process. During.the training there is much informal

talking, sharing and assessing whether the training is meeting the staff

needs. These grotOrdiscuss*Rns have a considerable influence on the

training. Second 00eation peopile relate to the project as individuals.-

They exercise 100% influence/participation. About 5 to 10% of the par-

- ticipants make extraordinary contributioni, mainly by being advocates

of the program. The amount of practitioner influence on project outcomes

depends on whether.a district decides to adopt or adapt the basjc EBCE

model. 'School district administrators who buy services from the Far West

Laboratory are powerful influences because they make the initial,decision

on the. program. .

The P.I. believes that motivation for involvement in the project

is primarily:philosophical. Interest in the project is sustained because

the training was designed to require heavy participation. After the

first training workshop, the local staff must design the subsequent

program and the procedures. There is no pre-set agenda for the second

training workshop.

The P.I. worked out a more convenient process with the Far West

Laboratory to help schools purchase the training. This encouraged

participation. She believes that with more funding, the Far West

Laboratory staff would visit adoption sites more often which would be

helpful. _Contact is maintained -in' "friendly telrhone" relationships.,

The: P.I. stated that her belief, Oat authoritative teachers do

not belong in the program, has been confirmed over time. Teachers who

are committed'and value kids are necessary for the program to succeed.

Cost constraints impinge on the project. The process costs more



and, therefgre,4tere are fewer adoptions. But they arebetter..

adoptions. In the DN, the number of adoptionrand involved students

are counted and "this becomes a problem ".

CrientDeSCriPtion of PartiCipatory Nature of Study

A Far West Laboratory trainer and a resource analyst were interviewed
I

abouttheir participation. The trainer has maintained his local school

EBCE model fofour years while helping to implement adoptions of the

model in other environments.' Re hosts hundreds of visitors each year,.'

travels to training sites in New Hampshire, Maine,.a'nd New York, and

participates in presentations and conferences,* Althciugh he doesn't

perceive himself as a decision-maker, he "provided the Far West Laboratory

with new techniques and ideas for activities in the field and developed

a learning.activities package". His participat4tehas caused personal

Alum out, but he feels that "it was worthwhile for his project staff

and for hiMsOf",

The resource analyst, involved heavily over the two years she has

participated,, sees her participation as providing high school students

with curriculum materials in community classrooms and providing

alternative educational strategy. She was involved in evaluation and

initiated administrative decisions about the types_of resources that

were badly needed locally. She feels that, as result of her involve-

ment, she helps to keep the program operatingin the schools. She was

motivated by the need to discover alternative ways for children to learn.

District administrative decisions, over which she had no control, some=

times hindered her involvement, She says that she derived personal

satisfaction from being involved in the program. She has found it

professionally stimulating to work with classroom teachers on a program

in which she philosophically believes.

, 100 1
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WOMEN'S EDUCATIONA' E QTY 1?'tb 0 AL DEVELOPMENT .PROJECT

Project Summary , -
'

;;P.'' , .
....- .-r. L.. . ,.

. . -.,.

The Women's IducatiOnal EquilYA:r0150§d?: DeVelopMent Projectsponsored.

20 tuition-free workshops In 20 states-.-r*Wg.swer 1;000 people

interested in developing-grants and projects-foe women's educational

equity. Local site trainers helped to,recruit potential workshop

participants. and identify the special needs, interests; ..and problems of

the participants. At each workshop site', project staff encouraged the

development of 4a support network of resource people. The projeCt staff,
7

developed a newsletter, workshop training package and selfLinstructional--

guidance materials. "One-year funding began in October,-1977-and-has

been 'continued for one-year periods through SepteMber, 1180 by the.U.S:O.E.

Principal_investigat,r Description of -Participatory Iiature of Study
,

.

The project P.I. perceives the-Purposeof.particIpation to be needs.

sensing and to provide credibilitY'and accountability with community

organizations. .Thelogistical probleat that:d6elop when attempting to

get feedback, especially from non-print-oriented intividuals, makes

practitioner participation difficult.

The participants; in this project are:

community-based groups (YWCA, women's centers, commissions
on the-status of women, RAPE crisis centers, battered
women's groups, minority women's Organizations)

regiOnal,eorkshop trainers

resource people

The resource people serve as a bridge between communit.rgroups .anchthe

project. They represent workshop participants.

During the first year of the project; trainers belonged to on

101



advisory council which reviewed'materials, workshop plans and recruit.=

\vent strategies. Since then all 19 trainershave been used to review,

plans. The trainers exercise individual influence by planniag and

conducting workshops. Between tWo and fiye percent of' practitioners
. .

suggested that the agenda or location of workshops be changed and

the project changed it. Evaluation forms and a telephone survey gather

year-end data from trainers and communitarganizations. The level of

return is 50%.

%--

As a result of evaluation information,.personal contact and braib-

storming with trainers-; two sijnificantchanges have-taken place in thez
project:

s-1..h.elength of workshops was Changed frairfone day to two days

the-locations for the workshops were mbved from"hbtels and
universities to YWCA's and-eommunity,centert

A variety of factors hay cbntribute to motivating participation and
- .

sustaining it according to the P.I,:.

the quality of training givenarid the resOonSiveness -of the
project to needs' -;

evaluations and s assessments.moiivate Community organizations

_Community co-sponsors encourage people to attend,-
-- .

one regional training task is to get people tobarticipate
P V

the P.I. uses an informal approach and baliev0 strongly in
participation and decision making by staff

all staff is open to suggestions and have established.good
-

rapport with trainer's and community :-people

the P.I. and staff give feedback 'totrafnersand-let tf-;ediknWei
what'has been done .

P.I. believes that trainers and community people became involved

because they believe in the importance of the work of the project. The

cost and time required y have hindered community people from attending

1.02
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'wokshops-and participating in the evaluation, The staff, too, believes

'-. that whit the-project is-doing is important. The staff is convinced that

a pftject thqt serves rural and minority women can't be cre iblewithout

practitioner input.

Some changes effected the project. Trainer's salaries were increased

to get,the quality Of trainers who would sta4with'the project. The news-

letter, whichwas suggested by OE, encouraged participants to give input

to workshop plans.

Two workshopparticipants were interviewed. One works for the NYC

Commission on the Status of Women. She was mOtivated to attend the

workshop because the commission Ras considered submitting proOosals.and

no one on the commission is skilled in writing them. This participant

was pleased with the way the workshop wasorganized. It was free and

the materials were excellent. The location was convenient and rs

woman: knew others who were attending. She felt that she had no impact

on the project, though she did fill out an evaluation. She felt a good

atmosphere was created in which to ask questions. The workshop rein-

. forced the basic ideas she held about proposal writing and helped improve

her writing skills. The workshop offered an opportunity to renew personal

and professional contacts. Ih fact, she subsequenlly worked with the

woman who ran the workshop.

The other woman, a Sex Desegregation Specialist for a Title IV grant,

attended the workshop because "in'the course of my job I might need skills

-in proposal writings'. She mentioned-two hindrances to her participation:

1) the materials did not arrive in time that they could besreviewed

before the workshop; and 2) transportation to the location of the workshop

103
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was a prbblemi, She felt she got a beginner's knowledge of proposal.

j
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WOMEN'S EDUCATIONAL EQUITY COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK

Project Summary

The Women's Educational Equity Communications Network is a nationwide,

communications information and referral service devoted to furthering

the educational equity of women. .During the second year of its funding,

the project continued, to collect, screen; classify, and store information

related to both the formal and Informal education of women. In addition

to its crucial networking function, WEECN publishes a free, weekly and

quarterly kuljetin reporting on current issues and activities relating

to women's education. Other useful materials generated by WEECN include

bibliographies, information guides relating to nontraditional job

opportunities, as well as information about specific concerns of women

in educational administration,'women with disabilities, women re-entering

the work force or educational system, and women who live in rural areas.

-
Funding began for the project In October,, 1977 and will continue to

September, 3980. U.S.O.E; is the funding agency.

Principal Investigator Description of_Participa -

In the beginning of the interview, the Principal Investigator

stated that the purpose of ODE was needs sensing., This could be done

formally by a quetionnaire or informally' "-when working with or talking

to practitioners. Howevera, in paragraph, She says that not

-only was a group of special interest women-put together to give advice

about a publication, but they went on to write it 'This.same procedure

was used to write. twerother special interest publications. Practitioner:
influence wmmdst-evident ifr it of 19 tasks including such functions

as linking and liaison, acquisition and_selection of materials,
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authoring papers and Meiling out brochures. The P.I., states that

individual practitioners do not set policy, but that transactions with

them form the basis for creating policy.: In response to each request

for-information, a postcard is mailed requesting feedbaciton services or

publications. Ten thousand people have interacted with the project.

The P.I. also defines participation as the "use of project services".

The'advisorY council which is chosen to represent broad practitioner

groups gives guidance on publications and reviews them. They also advise

on ways to reach additional audiences and review the appropriateness

of project goals. The council meets twice a year.

Accbrding to the P.I., the staff -is willing to work closely with

practitioners and to extend.itself. The helpfulness of staff has-been

mentioned by participants on the return postcards: All of the staff had

fteld-based'experience that involved practitioners before joining the

,1416 project. -According to the P.I., the staff tries to stay in touch with

practitioner groups by attending atleast one conference per year so

t they can have d'rect contact with users. "Since participation is

use of project services, ..the staff 'is becoming more skilledsin designing

approaches to encourage the participation of practitioners ". P.I.'says.

Client Description of Participatory Nature ofStudy

.

A publisher-writer and an administrative assistant and information

specialist were interviewed. The publisher-writer said that she partici-

pated in .the project by "writing a:bibliography on rural women". She

perceived of herself as a decision-maker when she wrote the bibliography.

-Jhrough her participation she felt that she.helped.represent the interests

of rural women and provided the project witqcOnteCts in that constituency.

The greatest hindrance to her participation_ has been the current workload.
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on her full time job. ,The benefits that she says she received from her
_ .

participation were learning howzto organize materials and enjoying the

contact with people outside her region.

The administrative aselltant and information specialist parlicipated

in this project by using it a s a resource for own work. She was motivated

to participate by her need for materials for the clbaringhouse whichshe

-

is putting in place in Michigan. She found the information to be useful

and sent it to other people in her state,involved in women's equity.

She was specifically` interested in the women administrator's , program and

sent the information to state legislators. She has participated in the

network less than a yea1.



TEACHERS' CENTEkSJEXCHAN6E

-PrOgrarn--SLMTaar-St-

In the Education;: Amendments Of,1976i Congrest authorized funds for

theettablithment of "teachers' centers ", local school dittrict-sponsored

locations where working teachers could pursue professional improvedent

directly related to their own classrooms and responsive to their defini-

tionof their own learning needs. Teachers' centers were established

within local school districts, IHE's, and as independent organizations,

starting in 1968, long before the Education Amendments of 1976 authorized

funds for federal support of teacher centers. The Teachers' Centers

Exchange was begun in 1975 aft& a 14=month feasibility study among the

then- existing informal network of teachers centers. Th6 Exchange is

in touch with approximately 400 centers and potential'centers==groups

planning to start centers==throughout the country. The Exchange not

only wants to facilitate communication among centers and individuals,

but also wishes to study the dynamis of this informal, interactive

"networking" as an educational exchange process. The Center gathers

information; destribes Centers' programs and services, exchanges informa.7-

tion, ideas, and opinions, writes informational and issue raising papers,

and, most important of all, puts people in touch with each other. The

Centtr also provides mini-awards to encourage and strengthen communica=.

tion links among experienced teachers' centers and individuals wishing ri

asistante to start one. Other_participatory activities include the 2

- sponsoring -of Workparties conferences that bring teachers'

center leaders together around issues of mutual concern. The Teachers!

*Center Exchange is, in its fifth year of funding..
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Pri a Participatory Nature of Study
.

. .

Arfirst, the principal.investigator defined participation to be,

advisory in nature: a process to clarify and enhance project plans and

'11 .

to build, into the early stages of a project, the beginning of an imple-

mentation effort. The ten member project advisory council meets once a

year and was described asa "sounding board". However, both the "in-

service professional" project participants and thd advisory. council

appear to be very 'influential. In fact, the.P.I. describe$ the teacher

center directors and staff; the main group of project participants, as

the "project's daily life"'. A core group of about 100 teacher center

professionals around the country'"strongly influence the project from
.

their experience and 'knowledge". The project staff makes contact with

one or two people a day. This contact occurs throughout the year with

people from the 400 teacher centers around-the country. About 10% of
P

the participants. in the project hve.contributed_th the deyelopment

11.

the project by:

's writing essays on teacher centers__

presenting at conferences, wor aand conventions

consulting to help other teacher centers get started

The incentives for participating in the project include publication and

professional recognition, possible consulting fees, and the support and

contact with the project staff; The project.has grown as a result of

the following individual and group influence:

advisory committee recommendations that the project help
grass roots centers relate to OE federal centers

o project became a clearinghouse and repository for publication.s'
about teacher centers as a result of its contact with network
'leaders

or project staff was increased to meet the response from teachers
and teacher centers

109
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The project P.I. believes that the following formal and informal

factors encourage, motivate and sustain project participation:

"s a warm, personal network enhances trust

o iolding small, intense conferences that build relations

o face-to-face visits by staff

a mini-awards to:sObsidize visits between centers

publication and use of leaders' ooiniont.

a published directory of members enhances communication

the collegial attitudes of staff-

a willingness of the: project_ to take guidance from the
inetwork, to revise its activities and to be flexible

the staff commitment to the project

the staff sharing of information about a client

all communications are recorded by staff

The P.I.-perceives-participants are motivated to be inVolved because of

the productive, practical, professional and stimulating contacts that

result from their participation. Some participants may be hindered

because they perceive the network to be too personal and may not feel

part of the "in-grouP".

Continued project participation has been enhanced by making the

mini=awards for travel easy to get and by putting project money into

phone calls and staff travel to be in touch with clients on "client

terms". The project P.I. found that Far West Laboratory supported

giving out small amounts of-money and this was accomplished with ease.

The mini-awards are a result of NIE's influence on the project, The

project staff, who were committed to a developmental approach to learning,

have become increasingly confident as a result of their experience with

participants. The staff believes that teachers need to be allow self-
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definition and they see this as a more widely held view than they had

originally anticipated. They' continue to believe that teachers need

to be involved in substantive learning issues rather than political

issues. Maturing network relationships have increased the staff's

knowledge of available resources. Individuals in the network have

gained influence in the profession over the passage of time.

As a result of practitioner participation in the project, the

P.I. has occasionally disagreed with the project'i director atNIE. The-
/

P.I.'s definition of the teachers centers movement is much broader than

that held by the-director at PIE. The P.I. believes teachers' centers

should provide an in=service programCfor all teachers 1n the service area

rather than to respond only to the interests and requests ofthose'

teachers who volunteer to be actively involved in the center. The P./.

Odinted_out_that_one of the disadvantages:ofl)ractitioner participation

it that practitioners'may not have the background and knowledge of

researchers and this may leadto mistrust and misunderstandings. This

is not a dis/adyantage experienced at the Teachers Center Exchange.

Client Description of Participatory Nature of Study

Three teacher center directors were interviewed. One director had

been involved with the Teachers' tenterS Exhange since theinitial

planning. One director has participated for four years-and onejor 18.

months. The Center Director who haS been involved in the project as

"a leader" lists a variety of activities in which she participated.

They inclUde giving workshops, budgeting, supervising; setting up

developing concepts, needs assessment, keeping up-to-date on professional

developments; contributing to professional conferences and publidatiOnt;

performingjanitorial and clerical services, organizing staff; working

11
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with teachers to help them devRop personally and professionally, and

doing research. This participant defines participation as "having a

part in whatever is going on". She does not appear to differentiate

between activities in the teacher center and exchange activities. This

participant takes responsibility for the original concept of putting

people in touch with each other" and stated that "this program is the

embodiment of everything I believe in. It is rewarding to see'one'S

ideas being implemented and surviving. Teachers' Center is a good vehicle

for the Laboratory disseminating what I believe in -- my educational

ideas". Her original motivation for participation in the project was

to Make things better for kids; "a commitment to kids and a way of

learning". She lists the hindrances to participation to be lack of

money, staff burnout, lack of understanding And a _need to constantly

-justify and explain. She perceives-herself-,-76bviously; as .participating

in decision-making: "I am decision-making everj' minute. I am accountable

to myself and my standards."
,

The Center Director who has been involved with the Exchange for

four years defined participation in terms of the activities in which he

had been involved. He, too, perceived of participation in terms of

decision - making; but in a more limited way, focusing on the decision-
.

making involved in suggeiting topics-for work parties and participating

in presentations at them. He also referred to the resources and contacts

that the Exchange furnished and the fact that-the "Teachers' Centers

Exchange is a phone call away". He said that any request he has made'

to the Exchange has been answered. He has made approximately 50 requests.

He thinks that because of his center's connection to the project, his

center has avoided much trial and error. In addition, because of his

112
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publications, encouraged and published by the project, he and his center_

have received national recognition. This has-bath motivated the staff

at his center and made the Board of Education Aware and appreciative of

them. Visitors fram all over the country have Visited the center. This

has-increased the local commitment to the project. Professionally, this

participant feels he has grown and his reputation has grown at the state

leVel. The attention and validation he has received gives him personal

satisfaction'and makes him feel appreciated. The Exchange was instru-

mental in helping him to expand his image of himself and has made his

basic commitment to teacher centers.a less fonelybattle. The only

hindrances that he perceives to participation are time and money: the

"amount of money that the Exchange can pay is not the full cost to cover
4

_Wticipant involvement". .

The third participafit who has been.involved.with the Exchange for '

18 months sees the network as a resource he can count on. His participa-

tion includes attending workOarties, using publications and materials,

using grants for travel, requesting assistance for help with a policy

board conference, and access to a_tremendous network.- He does not

perceive of his involvement as including decision- making. He refers to

it as "sharing". The motivation to be involved with the center came

from the fact that the Exchange is "far more realistic about the needs of

staff; particularly teachers; than anyone I,have ever met". The effect

that the center has had on him, personally, has been to make him feel

welcomed and nourished by the friendly contacts. In addition, the

quality of people he met at the workparties and the quality of informa-

tion he got was good.

II 3



EDUCATIONAL DISSEMINATrON:STUDIES PROGRAM

Project_Sumary
.

The Educational Dissemination Studies,component of The Educational

Dissemination Systems Support Program conducts two ongoing research

efforts. The purpose of one study is to design-methbdology and instru=

mentation for collecting and analyzing information about current linkages

supporting D&U activities within and between educatiO61 organizations.

The other synthesizes current inforMation from various social science

disclplines about the way practitioners' in education and related fields

acquire and use new knowledge. The Special Studies component of the

program provides a capability for mobi ng scholars, _technical experts,.

and dissethination practice leaders o work with staff to conduct probTen

definftfoni-eXploratory.studies r other kinds Of-analyses that may be

needed to respond to-unanticipated requirements, or opportunities.

Besides completing a numberotstudies during the year; workshops and

e-conferences were sponsored.: The study is in' third year of fuhd ing

by NIL
4s.,

Principal Investigator Description OfParticilatary_Nature of

:According to theP;L' of this project, the "views of signifiCant

others are representedin what=hedue. The Significant others are:

10 NIE sponsors.

i Far West Laboratory staff

researchers; evaluators, and scholars

S other federal sponsors who .have information needs

project directors of various dissemination programs across
the country

The benefit of this programato educational practitioners i the wide
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range of educational information distributed through this projects'

broker/organizer approach to dissemination.

All three staff people have previously worked with practitioners.

They feel a general dismay that change is so difficult to effect. Because

of this understanding, they are patient in their work. The staff has

tried to getiothers to differentiate between the roles of individuals

and agencies, the, information theycneed, when they need if, and how

they get it. The.project believes that disciplined inquiry will allow

them to know how to influence knowledge use by educatibnal practitioners.*

The P.I. believes that people tend to suffice instead of optimize when

it comes to solving problems. Yet* he also believes that practitioners

are professionally motivated and want to deal with the complexity of

real situations. The staff operates as though people generate from a

'rational basis. The P.I. believes that most people are intelligent

amateurs when it comes to educational dissemination and that there is

no formal study of educatiOnal dissemination. For these reasons, the

-staff's attitudes and beliefs have been specific to individuals and

organizations.

Over time, the project has been more effective dealing with

'scholars and less effective in dealing with project people. The value

.._.g.f.,working with other R&D projects has been reinforced.

The P.I. feels that the risk is low in working with practitio ers

because they choose carefully with "whom they will work. H er, the

risk is greater when working with agencies which might have internal

problems. The P.I. feels that communication and negotiation are needed.

Eventhough practitioner participation costs time and money, the project

gets broader support and a higher quality product.- The P.I. believes

I
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that participant equity does not happen. There are all kinds of

"participants". Significant participation tends to be rare; Few, if

any, critical decisions are put in the hands of practitioners, he

believes. Usually there is very little at risk in those decisiaps that
1

are participatory at the Far West Laboratory. Oniy advisory comments

are ,accepted: The project must stand or fall on the P.I.'s decisions.

Client Description of Participatory Nature_of_Study

Twawscholars were interviewed. Both project consultants felt that

their participation was "steady and that the' were involved in every

aspect of the respective projects. __Jotti defined their participation ai

the opportunity to develop further directions in their own research and

to extend their understanding throggh contacts with experts in the

fields. One Onsult4nt was motivated by the relative freedom to follow

his own ideas. The other said his incentive was the chance to develop

a "state of the art" work with other 'professionals. One con ultant

found hindrances to his work. There was not enough time for the

ri>

project and difficulty in determining'a uniform wOrk agenda for everyone

IL
working. on-,the project'

The effects perceived by the participants on them and on the

project were similar in,kind but different in de . One consultant

felt he lent the project needed leadership while the other felt that

some of his own ideas were visible in the project. One consultant said

that'it is likeiy he will pursue a course of study different from what

he. normally would have if he had not been involved in the program. The

other said his involvement "caused a turning point in his professional

career ". He said he earned a great deal of national recognition and the

preject allowed him to develop his own area of interest and to pursue it.

It stimulated his professional growt4./
b



EXPERIENCE-BASED CAREER EDUCATION.

Pr.ojeiciSmary

Experience=Based Career Education, a seven-year program, uses the

community as a School and provides the means for students to participate

in learning experiences that blend.growth in academic subjects, career

development and basic and social skills. EBCE asks competent adults

from all sectors of the community.to share their daily activities,-skills

(-- and- knowledge with students. The students play a central role in planning and

carrying out their own learning experiences: The instructional program

focuses on core "process-skills" such as'inquiry, problem-solvin§?

decision- making and basic communication, reading and mathematics skills.

,The-Far-West-Ca4oratoryis-EBCE-staff,--one-of-fOuratross-the dobbtf'-y,

provides direction, support, resources and evaluation processes at

selected centers. More than 150 EBCE programs operate in each state.

NIE first funded the program in 1973. Funds are available through

November,_ 1982. 4.

'Pri articipatory Nature of the Study

The most important and vital reason for participatory R&D, according

to the P.I., is to link the user of, the project Services with the develop-

ment of them, thus beginning to build dissemination into the dp, lopment

phase. Practitioner involvement also contributes to, the final usefulness

of the research. By involving practitioners in the'development, research

inquiry necessarily becomes less disciplined, a disadvantage the P.I.

considers to be outweighed by the adlAntages of practitioner participa=

I tion.

The participants in this project are students, counselors, principals,

11?
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community resource people, and parents. The followin§ groups met,

advised, and signtfTcantly influenced the project; a resource committe

a policy advisory committee; and parent, student and staff groups. A

high percentage, 67%, of parents-participated. The P.!. believes this

happened because the students who were involved talked so much about

the program that the parents wanted to find out about it.

PartIcipants-in the project have influenced the development and

direction of the project. In its early years, 1973-1976 the PAC met

monthly, pare s met three times a year, and students met more than once

or
a week. Administrators also met with Laboratory staff seeking help and'

advice during this period. During the first year of the study, groups

met to study how the project could be replicated. However, the groups

decided they wanted a dissemination of the project, so NIE ;hanged its

course and backed a dissemination effort..

At each site, there is a practitioner advisory council which is

built into the project model._ of thts group are drawn from

business leaders, parents, students and community leaders. According

'to the P.I., the practitioner groups influence the project but are not

decision makers. They help to solve problems and become advocates for

the program. Their netting times vary. They meet more often when there

is a problem. Individuals on these councils have exerted individual

influence in the areas of work ethics and dress. Two students report

to each advisory group meeting. The presence of students is a powerful

influence on\these groups. The presence of a variety of resources is a

-secondary source of power. The model provides for involvement. No

incentives or rewards are given to businessmen, parents or students.

Practitioner involvement has had several effects on the project.
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The staff reassessed how much time resource people could into the

project. Tbe mode as modifiedto reduce Its 6osts, A decision was

made to have students take their foreign language study at a community

college rather than at the regular high school. NO varsity sports are

included fn the model. Practitioner influence was most evident in this

project in-designing the model. In one case, the PAC structure was

changed to include subcommittee areas of focus. ,This wasa practitioner's

suggestion, and it solved the problems of poor attendance at PAC meetings..

Both formal and informal.structures are responsible for motivating
.

and sustaining participation in the project. The staff are good
.

,

listeners (and if theyweren't -- if they had'Ha mission or answers' ==

they would fail). TIT formal structure of.%the-PAC was built Into the

model. The-P.I. points out, however, that-a formal strUdture_for

-encouraging participation must follow informal- contacts: "You-mutt have

information to develop a formal structure". Me.goes 'on to say.that'

practitioners regard themselves as competent, independent and'proud.

Premature attempts to 'involve them in a structure may not allow them to

"give their speeches and give theiminput".

The P.I. believes that the following different faetOrs caused

practitioners to become 4nvolved and stay involved in the program:

the school principals believed in the program and opened
schools to it

the behavior of students effected the resource people-on the PAC

I the appropriateness of the subject matter to Students' socio-
political beliefs,

ployers belieyed the project would make students more employable
d thus make their job easier

parents saw change in their children -- they talked more at home
and ate with their parents



_0 involved parents sustained student involvgmentduring crises

students felt invOived.in planning; their own education and
career exploration

Bedause of-an inhibiting factor, at the Far West Laboratory, an

inabilityof students to_relate 'positively with the development and

evaluation staff; the P.I. moved his office to:Oakland to be near the

i5T-Oject for one year 'NIE's commitment to participatory research was

an important influence on the project., The- believes that the lack

of resourdes in., the contract restricted the Far West;Laboratory staff

jram being as involved as they might have been -However, this might

:have caused participants to solve their own prOblems. Staff changes

at-idsoE and NIEE influenced -tom -pftJject. Those_ people with structural

vision impeaded the project. Those who came on board and were interested

in the participatory process encourageithe project.

One of the short term risks; according to the P.I. , of participatory

research dinvolved the ripple eff-ct of,practitioner's talking to each

other about the project out in (the community. However; the risk of not

e0baging practitioners in th project is greater, says the P.I. Another

attitude that has impinged upon the project is the attitude-of some

-researchers. They believe that participatory research is "sloppy", A

barrier to adoption served as a catalyst for the project to-:develop .a

'workbook on adoption.

Client Description. of Participatory Nature of _Study

Two individual participants were interviewed: 1) a director of

parks and recreation who served on the Project's Advisory Board for

seven or eight years and 2) a learning coordinator and resource analyst

.

who implemented the model two-and-one-half y rs ago. Both participantS.
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felt they had decision-making poker in th.e participatory process and both

felt they had made considerable contributions to th.e project. The learn-

ing coordinator said he "gained Career advancement because of this

. experience". 'His participation in it encouraged-him to enroll in a Ph.D.

program. As-a result of ,this involvement he realized, that he is an

experience-based learnerrhimself. This type of learning 'brought a new

consciousness to my life" which motivated him'and sustained his interest
4

in the project. He began.training in 1976 and has become more and -more

involved. His involvement has been particularly heavy now that he is,

functioning on a statewide level.

The par4-director was consistently and heayily involved during the

-.,;. :--

.firtt four years. Other commitments on his time have become a hindrance

to his participation. In addition, he perceives that "when the schoOls

were committed to, the project, participation on the,part of-board

members was greater and generated more enthusiasm". Participation for

him meant "a greater relationship-between the schools in Oakland and ,

himself.and the Far West Laboratory". He felt that.because be knew

about the resources. fh Oakland and had considerable. experience with

youth, he was able to shire his expertise and bring stu,40mts into direct

contact with helpful resources in the city.: His own philOophical

beliefs about the importance of students committing themselves to

programs and having them guide their own activities were strong moti-

vating factors for his involvement.



PROJECT EQUITY- SEX'DESEdREGATION ASSISTANCE- CENTER FOR'REGION IX

Project Summary

Project-Equity provides public, K-12 School districts in Region IX

with assistance in eliminating sex discrimination. The project maintains

a Materials Support Center to- .select nonsexist resource materials. The

training staff disseminates the materials to participating school dis=

tricts. The following services are provided:

41 needs assessment_

development of a systematic, long-term plan based on the
needs assessment

technical assistance, such as consultation and planning;
to- chieve compliance with sex equity laws and regulations

in-service traihing, staff development, wor shdpsand
conferences

sample resource packets and assistance in,setting up sex
equity resource centers

40'

Princlpa0Aing.MtigatorAIescription of Participatory Nature of Study

The project P.I. sees participation as providi g needs sensing and

prodtIct and service refinement. Like many other P. . s, she states that

participatioheosts time and money. She describes he participants in

this study as the regional subcontract staff and th= school disteicts.

The regional subcontract staff of nine members-meet every two months.

Two thousand school districts in the region are i g served bythe

project:

The following changes have taked place in the Course of the project:

ihe regional staff requested the P.I. to make more decisions and
Rresent the decisions to them for mOdification and,evaluatibn.
They wanted to learn skills And not be involved in management.

one i fluential woman was changed from an advisor to a long-
term consultant
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the staff "rebelled" over excessive paperwork. Thar designedsimplified, standardized forms for evaluation, cost proposals,etc.

media presentations are now included : in - service
materials

The P.I. haseved that younger Peopletend to contact the programfor assistance more than older people. She believes that the older
people danot need as much

assistance. In addition,
staffmembers whowork in remote areas contact them more frequently than thost-with localfree resources.

Practitioner involvement at the subcontrict staff level varies.
One-third of the sub=contract staff contact the project frequently, one=third occasionally, and one-third rarely. Two out of the nine contractorsare involved in extraordinary ways. As a result of individual interestand involvement in a.particular issue, the project developed a film on
women and vocational

education. The only reward for extraordinary
involvement is "prestige", ,according to the P.I. Moi.t of the influenceon the

sub=contract staff comes from the requests of the main staff for
the development of packet topics.

The key factor that vates involvement in the project is the
desire for prestige gained by an a sociation with the network. Those
people Who have prestigious "other" ositions influence the group themost.

The iormal structure of the
project-allows participatory management.The P.I. of the main contract often

stresses tommitment of participants
. -to attend meetings. The staffmakes an effort toget

feedback and
)evaluations of the information packets that are developed: The coor-

dinators who distribute the packets have the evaluations. The staff
has not yet received this data.

123
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The P.I. believes that freelancers are philosophically motivated to

become iniolved with the project. The accomplishments of the project

sustain their involvement. They are also motivated by services that

1411-make-their-jas easier: They are hindered by too much effort for

too little return.

Client Description of Participatory Nature of Study

Two program coordinators were interviewed. One had participated

in the program for 13 months and the other for two years. Both use the

project as a resource. Both feel that they have had an influenCe on

the project. They each made suggestions which the staff implemented.

One contributes articles and photographs to the newsletter.

One coordinator was motivated to participate in the project because

her school district is committed to advocate sex equity. She said thdt

her awareness of resources in the field has increased because of the

project. And she has developed friendships with the Far West Laboratory

staff with whom she has consulted. She uses the project more intensely

when she is planning a workshop.

The other coordinator-says of the project: "they are saving me

many hours of research thdt I don't have to do on my ownu. She

is also motivated by the project's "participatory management" She says

the attempt to reach some consensus is very satisfying. It is a trade-
,

off for the long meetings. The project has made her aware of new

resources and has stimulated her to develop new ideas and to try

different strategies.

124



THE LINKING CONSORTIUM

Project Summon'

The purposes of,the consortium are to help local educational agencies

,solve locally defined problems in the 4rei of reading, to target a

major portion of the support to students of minority populations and

students livini in urban or rural areas, and to conduct active research

on linking. Linking agencies in six states receive support to help four

local educational agencies accomplish the following:

o identify specific problems in the area of reading

explore the applicability of relevant R & D outcomes

o select and install an appropriate program to address the
_problem

o evaluate the effectiveness of the adoption on the students
and school as a whole

Representatives from each linking agency meet and serve as an Advisory

Councial to the Network Coordination staff. The project is in the third

year of funding.

Principal_ITNIstigator Description of Participatory Nature of Study

Participation in this study was described by the P.I. as being

dissemination that provides teachers with curriculum materials and

consultants. The project P.I. noted the following disadvantages to

participatfon:

practitioners can become,dependent on the linking agency

o schools can become threatened when they see the Aal problems
that they face

o o. the school staff may not be committed to change

The P.I. said participation also occurred in decision=rilakthg.

Teachers; chosen for their leadership qualities in the schools, parents,
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,

and school administrators met to establish criteria for the program.
ft

This group later became the Evaluation Decision-M4ing Group, a group

the P:I. thinki will help sustain the project after the linking-agency

disengages. In the 4ginning of the project,loroject directors intended

to act as the advisory Council. However, this did not happen because

the linking agent worked closely with practitioners and made decisions

based upon this, advice. Two teachers in each school were recognized as

key people who could disseminate the program. The linking agent often

consulted with them. Each teaching staff met twice a month with the

linking agents. Group meetings of teachers, parents and administrators

took place twice a month during the first year and once a month during

the second year of the project. The linking agents formed their own

national network and called each other for advice and counsel. They

met twice annually.

Individual participation and influence is exercised on a regular

basis by one or two people in each school who make decisions and who

have become the informal advisory ipuneil. Extraordinary involvement is

seen by the P.I. as the ability to be flexible and accept change. The.,

rewards for participation are intrinsic: the teacher sees children

change, their motivation increases, their cognitive scores increase,

and their peer interaction becomes more positive. As a result of this,

the parents support the program and help to sustain the interest of

their children.

Individual practitioners were responsible for procedural changes in

A

the program. Teacher training times were changed at the Laboratory and

teacher aides were included in the program. Because of extraordinary

involvement on.the part of a liaison teacher, the prograd was started

126
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in her school in the lower grades.- The P,I, perceives parent involvement

as being the program area where participation was most evident, In one

school, 75% of the parents attended meetings in the second year and 80%

attended meetings in the tnird year. Prior to this, parents had not

been involved. The principals participated least in the program. The

participation of parents was perceived to be a factor that motivated

students and teachers. Parents participated formally in the program by

assisting in the. classroom. -The teachers were also motivated by the

cognitive gains made by the students. These gains changed the students'

self images and their behavior. However; the P.I. thinks that the

teachers would say they Were motivated by the following:

having access to external expertise

making a visit to the original demonstration school

o feedback from the original teachers and trainers in the project

o working only 1/2 day and being freed of paperwork and recordkeeping

Interest was sustained in the program because 66-teachers, them=

selves, originally chose to participate. A feeling of trust developed

between them and the Far West Laboratory staff: The teachers developed

a feeling of ownership of the project; according to the P.I.

Both the P.I. and the linking agent had previous experience in

problem=solving and in working with group process within schools and
IN ,

with administration. Ps a result of their involvenient with tlfis project;

the staff is more aware of the need to assess their expectations of

students and to take the needs of teachers into consideration. in the

course of the project, a supportive principal left a school. This -

influenced the Project. In another school, the projeCt asked for

-ftt1.0,413130.rt of the principal. He gave it by hiring someone to pull the



teachers together and'get the program moving...

Whether printed material, is available or not can effect practitioner

participation. Materials which had been used in one city were: depleted.

Now, because they lack the materials, they cannot expand the,prograM.

In the beginning;one district had to print the materials themselves,.

as part of the project because they were not available. On the other

hand, the Materials were not accepted in one district. Obviously,

materials can be a risk, problem, cost and barrier. They were an tmpor=,

tant factor in practitioner participation and influenced this project.

Client Description of. Participatory Nature_xt_f_Studi

Two teachers for the reading programs were interviewed. Both had

been involved with the project for three years. Both created learning

environments, selected materials, worked with children and teachers,

acted as liaison with the Far West Laboratory linking agent-and

recruited volunteers. Both teachers said that participating in the

project helped them rebile and develop their professional skills and

self=confidence as well as have new profesiional contacts. One. teaeher
-

said,her main motive for participating was to work with.children. -The

main hindrances to her participation inclyded job insecurity, lack of

initial district support, and the energy draining; politics-. She

she participated in most of the decisions that were made relating to the

running-of the reading lab. Her involvement, was const.ant. .She was paid

for 50% time but worked 75 % tiMe. Her tasks included putting the

program in plaCe, coordinating it, and teaching in the lab.

The other teacher, who also organized and coordinated a reading

laboratory, said, "I became.aTitle I resource teacher and so Ichanged

my entire job which had been, jiist a regular classroom teacher:. I also
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changed my outlook as a teacher from being dictatorial to allowing

children more freedom to make their own choices and to trust them with

the responsibiNfty for their own work and success. A lot of my attitudes'

were truned aroundas a result of my motivation in this project." This

teacher was motivated by her excitement with her new role and a chance

to do something new and learn something new. She says that one hindrance

she experienced to participation was that she wanted to make more

decisions. Finding funds to purchase materials which the Far West'

Laboratory couldn't afford was another hindrance. The divergent

philosophical views held by the staff was also a hindrance. She felt

that some of her personal qualities had an impact on the program. She

mentioned, in this regard, her insistanee on striving for high standards

of excellence; completing tasks and her ability to organize.



INTERACTIVE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT.ON TEACHING PROJECT

Project-Summary

IR&DT, an alternative educational R&D strategy, places teachers,

researchers, and trainer/developers together to inquire as a team,'.

beginning with the initiation of the R&D process, into those questions;

problems,gandConcerns of classroom teachers. The team is charged with

conducting research:and concurrently attending to the development of

training based both on their research findings and the research methods

and procedures employed in:their study: Decisions are made collabora-

tively. Each member of the team has parity and shares responsibility

for the team's decisions and actions throughout the entire process.

Though it might-not be possible for all six ftatures to exist in an,ideal

form, all must.be manifest in some way.

Two teams, each 'comprised of a teacher, a research, and a. trainer/

developer, spents 151/2 mohths implementing the IR&DT strategy and in

'the process served as subjectSforthe IR&DT study. One team,ocated

in San Diego, California, was comprised of employees of the San Diego

Unified School District. The other team, comprise of people from local

educational institutions, was locatedin Vermont. A National Advisory

_Panel, selected to reflect the perspectives of the variety of consti=

tutencies potentially affected by outcomes of the study, served as

,external critics and advisersto both the IRSDT study staff and the two

IR&DT teams.

. ion of Participatory Nature of Study

The P. I. stated that the purpose'' of practitioner* participation

*Practitioner here refers to persons whcOpractice the profession of
either teaching, researching or training/developing.

I 30
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is to ensure that collaboration between each contributing teacher,

researcher and,trainer developer is focused upon the problems of

classroom teachers -in order that solutions derived are real, pranical

and useful to the teachers.

Tvio practitioner teams, one in Vermont, and one in California, made

up of teachers, researchers, and trainer/developers were created to

address the problems or questions of concern raised by the public school

classroom teachers on the team. Each team met several times over a 15

1/2 month period to develnp the course of their project.

There was a national advisory panel. The panel_wai comprised of

persons who represented the three classes of practitioners; It had

advisory powers and approved the research toPic, both the research and

training development designs, and the final report. The panel met

twice a year.

The P.I. stated that the teachersmore experienced in educational

innovation participated at a higher level than less experienced teachers.

As a 'group, teachers gained the attention of their team more than the

other two role groups (researchers and trainer/developers). Individually,

researchers gainedthe attention of the team more frequently followed by

the'trainer/developers. Although the researchers and trainer developers

contributed more to discussions that focuted on their domains, these two

groups yielded to the teachers for the selection of the project question

or problem to be researched:*

The P.I. said that the Far'West Laboratory project staff treated

the practitioner team members as adults, equals and colleagues. The

P.I. believed that the'individual team6members trusted the Far West

Laboratory staff and respected them.as researchers and people who knew a

13j
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lot about clas;;:ooms.*

The P.I. believes that practitioners were motivated to become part

of the project by the opportunity to enter into and participate in a

caring relations lip with other team members to solve problems that were

important to them. The teachers enjoyed being seen tand treated as ex-

perts rather than as subjects'in an educational experiment. The teachers

experienced personal and professional growth which also motivated them

to continue to Participate in the project.*

The P.I. states that practitioner participation in his project was

insured because the following three strategies were used: Practitioners

were 1) involved in a tent composed of teachers, researchers, and trainer/

developers; 2) had parity in decisibn-making at all levels;land 3) parti

ipated in the concurrent conduct of research and development activities.*

Client Description of Participatory Nature of-Study

Both clients described themselves as researchers. One was active in

the project from the beginning; contributing extensively in the writing

and analysis phase. The other joined the project after a trainer resigned.

She continued with the project for over two years.

One client-said that participation meant that he gained additional

insights into classroom operation and learned more about participatory

research. He perceived that he was involved in decision making because
4

he formulated the initial proposed design for the research plan and the

procedures for the organization and collection of data. He was motivated

by the desire to pursue research and to develovnew concepts. He was

hindered by the time and energy he had to devote to another project in

which he was involved. He felt that-his participation was responsible

*These statements by the P.I. are based on empirical data reported in
the project's final evaluation report.
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for the systematic development of the research proce used in the projec

Also, a readily readable. understandable report Was a product of his

contribution. kHe experienced personal and profession41 growth in research

Skills and he learned a great deal about the politics of federal projects.

The other researCh4F defined a participant as "one who is actively

involved in a project". She said that her participation gave her,the
.

opportunity to work with'persons on a state and national level with whom

she would not normally have worked. She also developed new skills in.
q

research. She said she was motivated by the opportunity to learn news

skills and knowledge in'new researc areas. She felt some limitations

because the deadlines were difficult to meet. As a result of her par-

ticipation on an interactive research team, she was able to use this

project as the topic for her Ph.D. dissertation.



WORK. VALUES PROJECT

Project SuMmarY

Thi'S project seeks- to provide a set of substantiated recommendations

concerning the proper-role of the schools in fostering work-related

values among students and to assist the schools in performing this role.

It will review and,organiie information abbut the current issues,

problems and trends'that face workers. The values of significant groups

like curriculum developersi parentsi and labor and manageMent representa,

tives will bp surveyed. The project will review the social science

literature to determine the school's potentials and limitations for

generating: values in students compared to the other major influences such

as the family, public media and peer groups. Finally, the project will

select consultants with expertise g relevant fields to review the

reports and make recommendations regarding the role of the schools in

helping students determine work-related values. The consultants will

also evaluate the availability and usefulness of the current knowledge

about work that might be used in an educational effort.. The project is

in its first yeir of funding by NIE.

Principal Investigator Descriptiom of I . IP . I -

According to the P.I. of this project, practitioners can be helpful

in a number of phases of project, development: needs sensing, project

design, application, and advocacy. However, because of their involve-

ment, project time and costs increase. The project's coordination becomes

more difficult. This creates a loss of efficiency-,-- Although he feels

an allegiance to. practitioner involvethent, the P.I. has the following

misgivings:
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the practitioners dealing with a problem to be solved often

function in a rut and cannot see alternatives

o they may have set attitudes and partisan allegiances

practitoners may be too close to a problem to have perspective

practitioners themselves may be the problem. The reform may
be deschooling

To'determine the current issues and, problems in the area of work

ethics, the P.I. designed and sent out a questionnaire to 2,600. people.

The names were furnished by the Curriculum Information Center.in Denver,

Colorado. To insure a high rate of response, he offered a gift of

The. Work Ethlc in CareerEducationaLMaterials. The response rate from

the national sample of career educators was 52%. The response of

school board members was low. State deparfment people responded at the

highest rate. Twelve tojifteen hundred copies of the book were sent

out. the book and_ the questionnaire stimulated letters from individuals.

The P.I. explains the high return of the questionnaire to the current

concern with the work ethics among middle Americans.

The P.I."Convened practitioners and educators to discuss the role

that Schools play in develOping youths' attitude toward work. Adcording°

_to the P.I., they will influence the course of the study.

The project staff are both men with experience in career education

and with contacts among practitioners. ,'They have not given much-attention

to women and minorities.

In order to answer the number of spontaneous requests that came

into.the project, the budget was increased $400.

Client Description of the Participatory Nature of Study

The P.I. stated that he did not believe his project had participatory

Characteristics at this time and therefore did not think it would be

productive to talk to clients, 135



THE NATIONAL!;RURAL CAREER GUIDANCE .COMMUNICATION NETWORK

Rroject_Sumary_

A three=agency consortium including Far West Laboratory, New Mexico

State University (ERIC/CRESS), and the National Center for Research in

Vocational Education at Ohio State University, designed, developed,

implemented, and evaluated a nationwide career guidance dalunication

system for rural and small schools. The project determined the needs of

its potential users, planned and implemented a communication system to

transmit career guidance information to rural school guidance personnel,

designed and produced. materials, disseminated information about promising

practices and materials and compiled a list of small, rural schoOls and

a list of exemplary guidance programs in those schools. The project

provided a toll-free telephone service-, a mail consulting service and

a series of newsletters to the nation's 7,600 rural schools. The project,

was funded WU.S.O.E. in October-1977, for one year and was extended

three months.

Principal Investigator Description of Participatory Nature ofStudy

Participation in this study was perceived by the P.I. primarily in

terms of providing the project with information about the resources

needed in the rural setting and; helping the project refine its activi

tieS. In terms of_ these two fiinctions, practition6rs had

influence in the projedt.,The P.I. said that pAactftioner pirticipation

was "limited" in other areas. Early in the project 15,000 questionnaires

were tenebut. Less than 10% were returned. As a result of the survey,

the project wrote and circulated a newsletter and installed an informa-

tive hot line. The project also made a film st0 which was taken to
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a practitioner conference. After the conference the film strip' was

modified to reflect the suggestions of the practitioners. In addition,

as a result of the needs expressed by the practitioners; the project

develOped a variety of materials for use in rural settings and-made them

available for purchase. In addition to providing needs sensing and

project refinement, the P.I. saw participant's as "recipients or users

of information generated by the project".

The project advisonv-council, a national group of eight R&D people

and one practitioner, met twice. The role of this group was to provide

advice and opinions regarding project activities. They did not, however,

actually participate in deciding the specific nature of project activities.

Practitioner influence was_most evidentoin the development-of -a

newsletter and least evident in terms of developing workshop activities.

Practitioners had limited involvement in planning a, seminar workshops.

As a result, the workshop was scheduled just prior*to a major holiday.

Few people pre-registered and it had to be cancelled. The project also

attempted to-communicate with users by using the radio and%j2ewspaper.

These approaches were not effective and, were dropped.
o

The P.I. befieves'that rural guidance people have limited resources
7

for the,development and implementation of guidance programs. This may
, I.:

have motivated hem to participate in the project. In addition, the

P.I. believes the staff's .sensitive attitude toward practitioner needs

was another pbsitive factor that motivated and sustained interest in

the project. The P.I.,thiRks that the physical isolation and the need

for information motivated practitioners to participate in the project.
.1

Far West Laboratory did not help or hinder the project although, at

first, it was uncertain whether three separate organizations could

13
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submit three coordinated grants for one consortium project.

The. P. F. feels that there must be mutually beneficial experiences

in practitioner work.- She had been involved with career guidance

activities fora long time. The only other staff memberad limited

experience in practitioner work.

The P.I. felt that practitioner participation cannot be sustained

over a long period of,time unless the funding for it is there. She

felt that the grant's flexibility was an'advahtage to the.project

because it had the freedom to fail. Contracts do not allow, the same

freedom. They (contracts) must deliver.^Therefore a conflict betyieen

practitioner, sponsor, and Rand D organization may develop.-

Client Description of Participatory Nature of Study

One client, a high school guidance.counselor in a Nebraska high

school, was interviewed. Over a period of two years, he used the program

as a resource and contacted them by telephone three times. "They gave

me help when ryas up against a blank wall." The client said that the

hot line service "was an additional aid in my capacity, something

good I could fall back on". This practitioner was motivated to use

the service when he had a problem he couldn't resolve. He said he

originally learned of the service through a flier.
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CHAPTER FIVE

PERCEIVED EFFECTS OF PARTICIPATION: CONTENT ANALYSIS OF INTERVIEW DATA

How do people perceive practitioner participation? Do Principal

Investigators want participation? If not, why? Or if they do, 'why do

they like participation? What ci6es participation in RODE look like?

Opinions of Principal Investigators and practitioners related to these

and other questions are presented in this chapter. The opinions were

taken;from the interviews 'with P.I.s and practitioners described in

Chapter Two! The analysis of the interviews was clinical in-style and

initially conducted by a trained ethnographer.' Additional analyses were

"peiformed by the authors of this, report.

it became elear very early in the analysis of Principal-Investigator

and practitioner interviews that opinioni about participation varied.

The various expressed opinions and perceptions were compiled and sorted

in numerous ways. To bring order to the information, this chapter

has been divided into two sections. Section 1 organizes the inform-

ation under four general headings. SectioR2 organizes the information

into five topic groups and explores personal impressions of partici-

patory RDD&I.

SECTION 1: GENERAL NOTIONS OF PARTICIPATORY RDD&I

The topics discussed in Section 1 are:

1) ,Range of Attitudes and Opinions
2) Impact of Participation
3) Orientation toward Participation.
4) Participatory Functions

'The analysis of interviews and first draft of this section was completed
by Woodrow Clark
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1) RANGE OF ATTITUDES AND OPINIONS

As an example of the diversity of opinions held about participation,

two very different attitudes toward practitioner participation, held by

Principal Investigators are presented.

`The first example is expressed by an experienced P.I. with many

years of work in research and deVelopment. This P.I. 'wonders why there

is even any interest in participation. S/he recalls that.an assessment

of practitioners' needs used to be sufficient participation for good

R&D work. The P.I. says flatly that there never was "equity between

the teachers and the "developer."* This P.I. doesn't see much value

in practitioner participation and states, "Practitioners are clients.

S/he goes on to say that her/his particular project "has been more

effective in dealing with scholars and less effective in dealing

with project people."

The P.I. recognizes that some need exists for participation of

"project peopler.". But the P.I. is-skeptical. "There are all kinds of

participation, but significant participation tends to be rare." The

P. feels that "few, if any; crucial decisions are put in the hands

of participators. Most critical decisions are made by staff and admini-
.

stration." Clearly, the P.I. feels that this is as it should be. S/he

notes that a P.I. must "look at what is at risk to determine the extent

of participation in participatory decision making."

In support of this view comes'the voice of another P.I. "The

notion of collahoration 'and participation is oversold. Like 'mother-
.

hood'." The view that participation is not worth the effort, risky,

and even dishonest because it is not always legitimately sought, can be

Quotations are reconstructions of face -to -face and telephone interviews.

1 4 0
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seen in.theresponses of other P.I.s.

One P.I. summarized-this skeptical position on practitioner parti-

cipation:

No onelnows what it means asking-for group partici=
pation. There is a cost, .Compromise is the cost.
Gains are (made) in the long.run, but you can lose
individual judgements and points of view- -you must
be willing to give up something. There is a problem
of merging oneself into a group identity versus being
'able to be autonomous. '

Contrasted to the skeptical positiOn:just presented is.the opposing

perception that participation is extremely useful.- Thee vast ,majority

of the P.I.'s took this position. At least two P.I.'s view practitioner

participation so positively that they perceive the main focus of their

projects to be the promotion of and training for practitioner participa-

tion.:Asone P.I. put iti'"Practiticiparticipation sped up the

development of the project by three years."

One P.I. wants-to encourage future participation even though initial

Attempts werei Tess than fruitful; This P.I. entered-into a new project

with high hopes for the participatory aspects of the work. A two=day

conference was held with-participants-from many and varied baCkgreUnds.
. .

TheR.I. felt frustrated trying to elicit7information,from the group

and cancelled subsequent meetings. This P.I. was "frustrated in-figuring

out how to elicit. practitioner input...and discburaged from Wanting _

to talk' to them again." In retrospect,- the P.I. felt that tihe'should

have:met with Consultants before the meeting to provide focus for

braihttorming sessions with'students_and teachers. Herihis experiences

led the P.I.: to: add some interesting
(
Comments t- the interview:protocol

after s/hetad reviewed ft. In the own. words:
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Bice Use I was not 'experiencedi at ingiting practitioner input--
and because of the short deadlines imposed by the funding agency
in accomplishing projecttaskS -- the (participation) 'experience
was more negative than it should have. been. I. did firid it very
frustrating. .

. .

The small nurterof participanti on the Curriculum Review Board
was a drawback in determining how heavily to weigh individual.
cohtributicms,

We are "paying" for thejack of better practitioner involvement
at the'beginning of 'the project now,as We-try to find a publisher
for the materials.- Many' publishers feelithe-materials are not
sufficiently adaptable to a variety of ciastrbom settings.

This particular P.I.. admits; "I did ',not 'know hoW-- to treat- practitioners

and had no patiehce 'for, itf-then,after reviewing the interview protocol,, .

. .sZhe added, "but Pm learning." Despite the-initi4I fruitration this ?.I.

strongly endorses practitioner participation and plans to incorporate it

in future projects.

Some P.I.s are skeptical about practitioner participation. Others

's,trongly endorse'it. MoSt fall somewhere' between these two posi-

tions. These P.I.s seem to feel that practitioner participation is good,

they try it in varying degrees, and often find.poth satisfactory and
4

.unsatisfactory outcomes from its use.
. ,

-Clients on the other hand are universal in their praise for practi-

tioner participation. They feel they have personally,-gained from it,

seem .to seek more participation,, appreciate the chance,to Participate.

arid complain when anticipatory option is not given or given half-

heartedly. One thing. is clear: P.I.sbaVe more trouble with increased

participation by practitioners in RDD&I then do:the practitioneri.,

themselves. This conclusion is supportecyv the statements presented.
.

2). IMPACT OF PARTICIPATION

View of _Pr .' If participation is to have.much meanin
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its impact must be felt most by the practitioners. Almost every one

of the-telephoned practitioners reported a positive impact from theft.

participation. One practitioner w attended work partiessaidjhat

t/heenjoyed the high quality of pe pies the quality of the infOrMation

given; and s/he felt good about the. sessions and found them stimulating.

Another practitioner reported that !!participation has meant going to

meetings and.interacting with people, group discussion, and group inter--

'iCtion.!" This practitioner-then went on to say that s /he got broader

knowledge and enjoyable experiences; met interesting people and expanded

his/her ideas as a result of participation; MOst practitioners received

good information from project staff, met new people and extended their

social and professional. networks. As one practitioner put it,_hAr/his
. .

participation in a work conference "reinforced basic ideas on how a

vproposal could be' presented" and "improved my own writing skills."

S/he "dev ped materials," fouild'ways to approach private funders and
- .

was "able td' reinforce personaYand professional contact."

By participating, many practitionerv'increased their contact with

FWL staff. One even said, 'I made a new friend of FWL." The contact

and continued relationship with FWL was apparently very valuable. At

least one-third of the practitioners reported an increase in personal

prestige as a result of their participation-in the project. The prac-

titioners were often singled out for special project work. This

enharpied their status within their organizations and atIlhg their col=.

leagues. kany saw their participation as _advancing their own careers.

Another benefit that practitioners derived frog their doniadt with FWL

was .a newfound or expanded professional network. At least a third

of the practitioners felt that they were now "plugged into" some



sort of ongoing information system. At the very least, most respondents

now knew a resource to call when they had an'educational problem. Practi=1

tioners felt that a relationship with the research and-development

community had been established which could continue.

A few practitioners described in some detail hpw their participation

affected t 6 FWL project with which they were associated, One of these
. _

practiti ners told about a particular workshop to review materials. The

group participated in small ways and then "complained loudly to FWL

staff and leader that 'that's a boring exercise; we won't do it!" The

-Staff chanled the activity-so that It was more appealing to the group --

"so that it betteiz met the needs of the group." This practitioner noted

. .

the workshop was to be on "experiential teaching butwas taught non-

experientially." -The "materials-(also) were elitist With:educational
.

jargon." Thee group process led to 'a change in materials.

--Other practitioners cited how they influenced change' in projects

through their participation.. Considerable and profound personal change

occurred as a result of the indivjdual's participation. As one practi-

tioner put it

A lot of my attitudes were turned around as a result
of my participation in this project. I moved-from
being dictatorial to allowing children more freedom
to make their own choices and to trust them.Wth.the
responsibility for their own work and success.

Another practitioner felt that his/her participation had an impact on

his/herteaching:"Participation means that my ideas are incorporated.

with.the research ideas to make).a really workable technique-in teaching.

It is giving my all in order to reap the benefits." This practitioner:

reportedeeing areifect results in the Classroom:" -.),17

Two practitfoners were disappointedor angry over their lack kcd



influence in the projects. Both felt they were willing tR participate

extensively but weren't given the chance. One of ,the practitioners felt

misled.. S/he initially believed that s/he would have more input in

determining the model plans. Instead; s/he felt that the FWL staff drew

up the plans and only gave her/him the choice of accepting or rejecting

them without considering her /his network's feelings about the plan. S/he

felt the FWL project staff "made all the decisions" and this led-to some

:conflitt. This practitioner believed that the P.I. was the source of

the problem. The P.I. "doesn't know how to facilitate a_project_and

made=no effort to get network participation."

Views of Many P.I.'s felt that practitioner'

participation was crucial for their projects and that the impact of partic-

ipation was ongoing. The amount of practitioner participation, however,

appeared to vary. The reasons for this variance cited by P.I.s ranged

from lack of fundi to lack of time and energy. As one P.I. described the

situation, "The federal government funded the project which broadened thee.

dience of interested people and legitimized the (participatory) concept.

,The program was to grow from a little-known program to an influential and

resourceful practitioner-based information center." A subsequentlack of
, 4

funds meant severe constraints on practitioner participation.' One P.I.

had to cut back to "a friendly telephone relationship with sites through-

out the country." Some P.I.s felt that when funds were cut the first

part of a project affected was the funding for contacts with participants.

This of course lessens the impact of participants on project activities.

Major practitioner impact seemed to take place when practitioner

participation was integrally built into a project from day one. The

P.I.s who did this felt that it helped practitioners become co-owners
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of the project' concepts: Less impact was apparent when the design and

implementation of the project rested solely, with the FWL staff. One

P.I. presented a variant on both these positions. "School staff do not

directly affect our policy; procedures, or'the basic .model. Yet, all

training sessions were designed to allow for considefiable flexibility

and resinsiveness to local needs." Slhefelt that participation should

be heavyat the local level but not in establishing project policy.

.

Finally, some FWL P.I.s and staff members_ reported that they had

________received benefits from their own pdhicipation in the project. One FWL

Staff meMber stated that sihe had been very skeptical of .practitioner

participation. iAs time wore on, slhe developed her/his own "skill

in participation" and then practitioner participatiOn seemed to work

more smoothly.

YAs the reader might discern from the 'general comments made by the

practitioners and the P.r.s, participation seems to haVe away of

becoming defined by each rpondent and directly eelated:t6 the type of

project conducted. Some projects lend themselves to ,partiOipatiom

Some more formally designed research projects find it harder to accomo-

date practitioner input. The following sections present views about.

practitioner participation held by practitioners and P.I.s in varifous

types of projects (research, training, disSemination, etc.). The orien=

tation of the project staff toward participation seerls crucial to the

amount of.participation that occurs.

3) ;ORIENTATION TOWARD PARTICIPATION

It seems clear after analyzing the interviews with.P.I.s that the

type of project (research, development, dissemination oe--implementation)

does, to someextent, dictate the flavor of practitionee,participation

X46
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but the amount of participation, particularl,i"in the area of decision

making, is'dictated by, the Orientation or philosophy of the P.I. with

regard to practitioner participation.

The way in which P.I.s encourage practitioner: participation depends

to a great extent upon their own'beliefs and values. The P.I.'s encour-

agement of practitioner participation det nine to a great extent, how

payticipation workt in a project.
.

The beliefs'and values of P.I.s containedin this section illustrate

4low-an-orientatitm-toward-participation'sets thb7ttIge for participatory

activities. A)ne M; stated her /his project is currently doing research

and "not yet ready for Participation; PractitiOnert will be involved

later. It's'premature now." Another P.1., also conducting research,

sees participation differently; "All staff and'teachers (practitioners)

are involved in the process of invention." The.P.I; detdribed how hit/

her own background as a practitioner contributed greatly to designing
.

and implementing the-project; Furthermore, the P.I. noted that as a

result of participating with practitioners her/hisown attitudes about

research broadened. Now s/he conducts "interactive" research with prac-

titioners. IP 110 I Si G IS Aaecausesof their

orientation toward practitioner participation conduct that research in

very different ways. This finding held for the other aspects of

RDINII also.

How much should people participate? Some P.I.s providing training

and technical assistance limited practitioner participation to feedback

on the impact.of training sessions, modifications to already-planned:

meetings and to participation in the prescribed training. Their beliefs
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about:Oppropriate participating roles precluded additional practitioner

participation. One P.I. took ..a more participatory.api;roach to training.

The PI. states:

A tabol staff gets together_during training and
works out the local.: design oftheir_program.:-Staff
should make decisions about size, student selection,
type.of credit, and_size of prOgraM, .TheSe deciiions
shOtild not-be made by central administration alone.

Thit_it an_ongoing procg'ss of-planning that is part
of -the training giiieh

Some of the projeces studied'provided services. These projects put

on confEF6ftteS, workshops, and meetings and provided technical assistance.

Practitioneri usually participated by'leir attendance or by completing

reaction sheets or participating in debriefins sessions. Yet even in

service projects,-some P.I.s are inclined o a more pervasive partici-
,

patory approach.

'-*-Three P.I.s who,direct Training and Technical Assistance projects

have different attitudes toward practitio participation. One P.I.

expresSed concern about:the consequences of giving power to practitioners.

A risk is that if you say you want participation you
haveto deal with it. This is bath a known risk and
costly. It is not necessarily a problem. In work
with individual practitioners you must watch -the amount
of power you are willing to let thenkhave. They can
exercise undue influence'and eiprets biases that may

r: ,not reflect the majority view. This project has "safe"
practitioner involvement. Not a.lot. There are not
many risks or costs therefore.

What is the appropriate amount Of practitioner
Ment in a_contract"like thit it a question I ask myself.
I. CIO not_have an answer. The project produces products
and Would like more reactions but it_does not get them.
The project changed the format of the last newsletter
and requested.feedback on the change. It was sent to.
800_people and_the projectgot_four_replies. Most
people do not respond unletSiMpinget very dirpctlY
on what they are doing.

Another P.I, doing technical assistance .expressed a willingness to

give power to=the practitioner.' S/he remarked about the results of
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Aiving that power. The project staff knew th'ey. were to respond to the

needs of the field. They didn't realize that as a result of the responses

they would have to change the focus of the project sO..much. But they
,z1

Were willing to change.

A third P.L. of a Training and Technical Assistanceproject stated

that s/he and the staff believed in-practitiOner participation.-

A belief that Practitioner
has been stringthened over
Since the staff works with
they believe they can't be
practitioner input.

participation is important
the course of project.
rural and minority groups
credible without

, The acceptance of practitioner parti-dipation by the two P.I.s of

development projects is qualffied. Both43.I.s reflected concern about

whIch practitioners-,should be given an opportunity to participate.

The first P.I. shared his/her puzzlements and convictions:

A problem is deciding which resPons*from pracii=
tioners (reviewers) is the best lvic or, the' project
to follow. This:is the most.di f

t :roblem.
Having

them meet as a group would not necessarily solve this
problem. ,

Selecting the right representatives andAeeping in
touch With them is important as is making them know
their input is important. Staff accentedrthis impor-
tance by engaging in phone calls, corresiibndende,
individual meetings and group meetings.

Participation can be cosmetic and do nothing for a
project. There must be .a critical level of involve=
ment with_each person.. They must be doMfortable in
expressing their ideas and feelings And know that
they are not being used as a facade.- You must have,
a time schedule_ and budget that allows for partiti;--
pation. Participation must7be real and particiOnts
must be personally involved_and have' a stake in how
the project comes-out. Progress reports and rewards
must be given to them as well.

The second P.I. elucidated his/her ambivalence:

My feeings,about practitioner participation are mixed:
Practitibriehvolvement is good if practitioners have
their heads 'in the right place. But there are. those

1 4 Q
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who should, not be in schools nor in4his project: Yet.
the project is committed,to practitioner participation.
Practitioners who do not value kids are not wanted in
the program. Neither are thoie-4ho have conflicting
attitudes, who won't let high school studentt
call-him/her ,bY his/her first name or ask questiOnt'.
Thise authoritative types are not wanted in the adop-
tion program. These project staff belieft have been
reconfirmed over time.- There seem to be good teachers'
and bad teachers. The right kinds of people are neces
sary for the program to succeed; Practitioners must
be qualified and want to be involved.

Two P.I.i.who are directors of dissemination projectt, expressed

different attitudes and beliefs abOdt-Ofdefiffbner participation. One

talked about the give-and-take required when working with practitioners.

The notion of collaboration and participation is
oversold. It is like_motherhood. No one knows
what it means to ask for group participation. There
is a-cost. OomPromises are the costs. The galnt are,
in the long,run. You can lose individual judgements
and Points of view that are idiosyncratic to your:own_
setting: You must be willing to give up something,
otherwise you-are a poor participant or on a_soap box.
If not, participation then is .superficial. It is the
problem of merging one's self into a group identity _

versus beimg able to be autonomous. There is a problehi
of balance betwien-Self.and.group. A certain amount
of distance iSneeded,'yet you must collaborate.

The second P.1-. 4f a dissemination project reflected a growing confi-

dence in sharing the control of the4roject with practitioners.

As the_roject has gone Oni%fhe staff has gotten a ? '-*

faith that to help teachers, you, must allow..them Alf-
definition and the freedoato define what.therieed to
work on. In the beginning the staff thoughtthit view
was not generally held. Also, the.staff sees theneed
to involve teachers in substantial ways --- involve
teachers in talking about learning issues rather than
just placing% em:Lon governance board:

1.



The statements Of the various P.I.s quoted in this section are

illustrative of the influence of the orientation toward par-

ticipation. The-attitudes of one P.I., who tees the practitioner as

"co=developer withthe staff" and staff as people who must "listen to

practitioners," obviously influence the shape the work will take. So

too does the attitude of the P.I. who states lhat "there are all kinds

. of participation but significant participation tends to be rare."

It seems that participatory functions of one type or another will

be influenced by the inclinations of the people carrying out the

functions'. 'Thit common sense statement,adds to the complexity of

analyzing the success or failure of participation in projects labeled

participatory.
.

Who should participate? A second area crucial to an underttanding

of the.impact of the P.I.'s orientation to participation of practitioners

is the judgementuby the P,A. as to who Should participate. People were

selected-to :participate in various ways. Payment was made for partici.--

pation bated on judgements of expertise, availability of contract funds,

supply and demand, expectation of the practitioner, pre-planning of the

project budget and amount of time spent on tasks
-

Three groups of practitioners can be identified: those well -paid,

those low-paid, and those not paid. The first category of practitioners

were paid well for their work on the project and were seen usually

expert consultantsor adjunct project staff. Some, however, were on

line personnel. OrieP.I: was certain that professional consultants were

the most knowledgeable people on project issues. S/he said, "Scientists

last because they are more objective." AtIleast six of the twenty P.M'

saw on-line staff aseexperts deserving a financial reward. They were
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viewed as advice givers and task workers that deserved remuneration; Of

the practitioners interviewed'by telephone, twelve stated that they,

participated as.paid experts; They felt their role wis to support and

advise the FWL project staff. Most of these paid experts held high-level

educational.positions. They saw themselves as decis onmakers on many

aspects of the project. Some stated they helped wri e reports while

others noted their influence on design and policy issues. Most Of. these

participants had a long-term relationship with the project;

The low-paid practitioner participant constituted the largest single

group of participants contacted. Perhaps half of the participants inter-

viewed by telephone fell into that category. Some had received a :Fall

fee for their work. Almost all cited their work as pleasurable and

personally meaningful. Most felt that they were volunteering their time.

They realized the monetary compensation was not great. Some practitioner-

participants even noted the prestige factor and the status that partici=

pation brought to them.
4-

One thing that appears to be significant about this group is the fact

that:they were only participating in theproject for a very shOrt period

of time a day; a trainingsession,.as a reviewer, or for a few4reeks as

a contact at a test site. Each had limited input in the project '`whereas

the expert practitioners may have been: involved for months orlears.

-Another noteworthy difference between low-paid and high=paid practi

tioners was their role. The low-Paid practitioners tended to be receivers

of products pat needed to be facilitated. The high-paid practitioners

were transmitters of information to the projects. Some notable excep-

tions exist. The P.I.s of four projects attempted:to mallow-paid
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practitioners partners. One P.I. of the four said that "involvement

of all practitioners is heavy and equal." S/he went on to characterize

the relationship-between the practitioner and the project as A "family."

In these projects,- even though the monetary reward was low, practitioner

"ownership" of-the program was high and participation heavy == in one

case so heavy that one participant states, "participation hascaused a

personal 'burnout' but I felt thatit.was worthwhile for my project

staff and myself." The practitioner then listed a significant alteration

that her/his staff made in the original project design.

Although low-paid practitioners from these four above-mentioned

projects 'seemed to have a great deal Of impact on the projects, that

impact is not representative of the total low-paid group. Their partici=

pation and impact seemed based on the strong, convictions of the project

P.I. that participation is important. A climate was created that called

for further participation. Interestingly, only a few of the P.I.s

mentioned students and-parents as participants although in two projects

parents and students were low-paid participants.

The non-paid group of participants were usually recipients of ser=

vices. Projects'were designed to meet the day=to=day needs of this group

or to study issues related to its functioning. Six of these practitioners

were interviewed by telephone. This group represents an important practi-

tioner constituency. As one P.Ii put it; "the most crucial participation

(is) by administrators in schools. What the local program looks like and

how well it operates'iSdetermined by teachers." This non-paid receiver

group appeared to be of pivotal importance to some project P.I.s. These

A _
a

_

imple-

mented

felt that this group must e
is
sold',if project ws to b p

effectively. Participation was seen by this group of P.Iis to

15J
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consist of- believing in and endorsing a project. One P.I. said f'School

principals were crucial -- they had to believe the program could take

place."

In many projects the receiver groups had di rect,-continuing and

lasting contact with project staff. Their participation did not 'usually

involve decision making but concerned the implementation of the project.

Some of this non--paid group expressed statements of-personal growth and

professional satisfaction. Others complained that they were given too

much work to do or "weren't consulted.'

In general, highly paid practitioners were seen by P.I.s as part of

the project. They had regular and frequent contact with staff. Low-

paid practitioners were seen as people paid to accomplish a specific

short=range task. Almost all cited examples of brief encounters with

FWL staff. However, the quality and intensity of personal contact some-

times produced "lasting friendships" between staff and practitioner.

The non-paid practitioners who played a role in implementing a project had

a long=term relationship with project staff. They felt positively about

their participation when they experienced personal growth or noticed

student growth or institutional. growth. They felt negatively toward -the

project when they felt it was not responding to their needs.

PadicipatoriAludgetingi Placement of a person into the hi gh=paid,

low-paid or non-paid_group seems to -reflect .habits that come from non=

participatory training-and experience as well as the orientation of the P.I.

with regard to the value of various types of participants.

Institutional messages, either from funding sources or 'host organi-

zation sometimes s from,,wHting, a large participatory
. -

.,, section into their budgets. HotccOmmitted are funding agencies -and-host

organizations .to the notion of partiCipitory RDD&I? Theauthors -of' this

15-4
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report feel in retrospect that an additional quest' n should have been

asked during the interviews With\the P.I.s: "If you wer rced to'cut

your budget what advice did You receive regarding participatory items

from,the funding sources and host organizations?" Answers to this

4 \_
question. would have helped the researchert tap the irnstitutional

commitment to participation and gauge the underlying: orientation of

the P.I.'s institutions.

Regardless of institutional commitment, it did seem cleir that

those P.I.s who brought to their work the conviction that practitioner

participation was a crucial part of that work built a project budget

that, In-song:way, reflected that conviction. One new P.I: stated that

in future work he/she would design-things to allow for ilore practitioner

participation.

Se-lett-ing--Particioants. One final area related to the participa-

3tory.orientation of the P.I. deals with the selectio4 of-the partiii-.
. _

pant. One P.I. stated: "Rho is the practitioner? You must get the

right type of teacher to help develdp the p gram". The implication

is that some teachers are the wrong'type to s ccessfully advise program.

Another P.I. remarked, 'Selecting the right representatives -or group

and keeping the group together is important to make sure this project

is iMplemented." Control seems to be the crucial issue4vere. How a

P.I. feels abodt trusting some of the outcome'of his/her program to

others he or she'has-notselected has a direct implication for the

participatory flavor prograM. Remember from the literature

review chapter the positive correlation Holfon and Gemmilll found between

Orientation toward interpersonal trust and participation in decision

making; inierpersonal trust and job satisfactioni and trust's 'negative

4- 100



correlation with job.tension.

.

The issue of selection itself comes into question: Should participants

in RIMI be selected by P.I.s, or should they be representatives of people

affected-by the research? Who'selects the participants?

The timing of selection can-also influence participatory activity.

StldoM are practitioners requested to participate in the initiaI-draftind

of proposali. Most often practitioners are asked to participate'only after

a program has been funded. Participation that begins after-funding limits

participatory activity.

Very often then, participation of practitionersis limited not

only by the method of 'telection but by the timing of selection. Therefore

participatory functions.are influented not only*by the P.I.'Nlrientation

but also by institutional dictates and habits. Various participatory

functions are discussed in the following section.'

4) PARTICIPATORY FUNCTIONS

Some of the more formal functions of practitioner participation are

based on,requirements set forth by binding sources. One suchrequire-

ment is that some practitioner pakicipation must take place. Funding

agencies often require an advisCrY committee, a materials 'review commit-

tee or some form of practitioner approval of project activities. The

function filled by participating practitioners may not necessarily be

the function seen as most appropriate by a but-one that meets

mandated requirements. One P.I. believes that this situation has

caused pro4lems for his/her project. S/he is skeptical about tht :value

of practitioner participation and does not like being required to include

it in his/her work.



Other frequently mandated requirements,often call for regional,:

ethnic, parent,and student representation. It is possible' that practi=

tioners are asked to participate in activities to meet these

requirements, rather than beCause they are valued. No.P.I. mentioned

this as a problem.

A most Controversial function of participants is decision making."

In this atea the most complaints,were voiced by participantsinterviewed.

In most projects, practitioners.'*ere primarily seen as, advisors. Few,

Pis or practitioilers claimed that practitioners had decision=making.

power. Miny-FWL staffbelieved decision making to be their respOntibi-

Almbst all the .practitioners who felt they -had power to make

decisions had been paid as consultants and viewed their paid assignment

as helping make decisions.

':Ok The informal functions filled by practitioner participation

more difficuit
.

to identify than the formal functions. Table 2:Contains

a list of some of the participatory.functionS that-practitioners

performed in the projects studied. The way the tasks -in Table .2 are

conducted and the choice of who conducts these tasks are influenced

by the orientation of the P.I. and staff toward participation, insti=

tUtionalluidelines and Practitionel" interest. These three 'variables'

. interact along with other less salient variables;:,.: such as the type of

the project' conducted,- toshape the functiohs of participants. These :;

and *Other variables win be discuised in Chapter Six.
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Table 2

Participative Act i Menti oned by _Practiti oners Interviewed

in Twenty-one Parti cfPatory 'projects at Far West Laboratory

Phase I - Creation of the Project-
'

1) SeoqiiWiactivities:

-A Needs-
B Wants

14, C
D Images 4-",

E Fact Findidg,
F) Staff Consciousness Raising

PI =Ill Possible'
..---Research Questions

3) Conceptualization of Project:

A)Orainstorming
B) Developing Researth7Questions
C) DesignIJmplementation Plan

Generation_oT6oals_S_Objectives
E) Type_i_Style_of_Deltvery Systems
F) Model Adaptation 2

_InfoisationiProyision
-.Ai) Instrument Development

Phase II --Pilot Teiting (Optional)

Phase -Ili, - Conducting the ProJeSi

1) Isplementing Prolect Taskf: .

: ; Training..,, _.;..

C) Data'. ecttOO'--
1
2

... ... 3
4

use stud --
interviewil'-7
observations .

surveys -

questionnaires
'0) Literature Search

Product Development
F Model Replication
6 Regional. Implementation
11) LocalAeplementation____
I) Use Products or Services

2) -Determination Activities:.

Needs
B Wants
C . Feasibility-

D) Problems

E) Design
F) Research: Questions

6) Staff Selection__
0):. Budget_ Allocation

I) :thoiCeLof Model
J) Selecting Policy- Board:

__Consultants; etc.
Policy- Setting -

Instrument:Setting
Subject Selection
Collegialitole with Sponsor
Materials
Activitiks$.
Level,C14daptation Or
Adopt

K)

0)
P)

Q)

- Similar Activities to.Phase III

2) Project Advocacy:

Al Local Endors_cment_

B) Host i Welcome Project _
Visitors

C) Introductions to Principal'
_Actors

D) Communicate Project in
Positive-Manner-

E) 00W:tient to Project

2 process
3 constituents

concepts

F) Guarantee Access

Phase lr - Project Critique (can take place Simultaneous to Phaie III)
`

1) .Progaliateview

Formal- Review Boards
6 Informal Advice
C Advisory -Panel Membership"-
0 folicy_Review '-, :. .

E Clarify_Project_Focus
F Design Modification
G Formal Feedback Groups

3) Evaluation

A Independent Evaluations
B Consultants -(Paid tUnpaid)
C 'implementation Strategy_
D Informal Evaluation Exchanges

2) Materials Critique

Phase V - Dissemination
.

1) Expiided_Use of PP0AUCts £ Services
2 Distribution
3 Marketing.
4 Network Oevelitt -.

S Conference ProAuction and Attendant*
6 terminal Camatiatimi

_1-

A
B
C

E)

Field_Testing
Consultants_
Publications
Formal- Feedback Group

Product Testing



'SECTION 2: PERSONAL IMPRESSIONS OF PARTICIPATORY RDoSI

A major objectfe oethis study has been,to determine what factors

affect practitioner participation in field-based ROHL The review of

the literature, Suggested that-three broad categories of variables'can

,either encourage or inhibit practitioner participation: the behaVior of

the leader or change agent, organizationalPstructures, and the values and

attttudes about practitioner participation:heldby key personnel. ,In this

section'an anlysis of the interviews held With the practitioners andPrin-.
A

,AA

cipal Investigators of field-based ROBE projects at -F,WL adds to the

literatureOn practitioner participation by shedding light on two of those

three- broad categoilthe behavior of the leader and the values ands'.

,.

attitudes of key personnels,' ,

-4,,Anihalysis of the interviews heldwith-prO.kect practitioners revealed.

severaljactors-that seem to be responSIble for encouragin , sustaining,

And reinforcing the involvement of the client/practitioners. The-following

section illJlist and define the factors\that motivated practitioner partic-

.,

ipation a will provide representative quotes frpm practitioner interviews

to illust te'each factor. The following section will also include quota;

.t;ionS that rep sent-the perspective of Principal Investigators who dis-

sussed these factors.

The factors mentioned by-the practitioner as' being responsible for

-encouraging, reinforcing, and sustaining their peoject participation fall,

into the following categories:

1) Personal Interest or Belief in the Project s Purpose or_Notion

2) Perception of Perional Impact

3) Enjoyable/Productive Relationship with the FWL Project Staff

Personal/Professional Gain

-'5) Perceived Impact/Gajnsfor Significant Others

159
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PERSONAL INTEREST OR BELIEF INIME PROJECT'S PURPOSE OR NOTION

One of the reasons most-frequently mentioned by practitioners for

their Participation was an interest or belief in the underlying purpose,

or idea of 'the project. Some of the practitioners say the prbject was a

vehitle for achieving a long=held personal and/or professional goal. Other

practitioneeS developed an interest'or belief in the project's purpose only
_

after participating in-the project foltawhile. Whether the practitioner's

interest in the project's purpose devloPed before or as a result of the

project itself, personal interest or belief- in the purpose of the project

represents an important factor motiVating;Oractitioners. The importance

lies in the personql/affective nature of top motivation._ Motives fOr

participation seem to be energized by the establishment of amatchbetween

the practioner's persOnal, felt beliefs or interests and-the project's

specific objectives. When this happens; theproject becomes a bridge

between the practitioner's personal commitmenti, beliefs, and interests

and the expression of them in the world ofiwork. The practitioner thus

sees project as enabling him/her to express, fa4 an employee, personally

held val ues and beliefs.

PrattittonerLInterint in .the Project.

The following quotes, from interviews with the practitioners, reflect

a personal interest or belief in the project's purpose or otion.

This__programis the embodiment of everything lieve in.
It is rewarding to_see one's ideasbeing_tmo emented and
survi vin .*, It offers an-alternative style of leadership
that I lke, an alternative e-approach to education th'at
allows for individual ways of learning to be capitalized
on. It emphasizes the continual learntng of an .adul and
allows people to create and study and grow intellectUally.
Teachers_Center ts a good vehicle for the Lab disseftating
what I believe in == my educattonal_tdeas.

* Emphasis added. 16o
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I-am-student-oriented. The Executive Coordinator
at a council in Washington asked me to participate.
This prestigious invitation, combined with my_
interest in networking and in_students,_is_Jwilat_
motivated me. This is a way for_rae_to_promote_m_y__
'area which is = student and academic affairs.

I was motivated" in participating because I_believed
in the concepts and philosophy_e_the_programi.

I have derived personal satiSfaction from:being
involved with an alternative learning program. It
has been professionally stimulating for me,to work
With classroom teachers on a program that.I believe
in philosophically

This part'ofLoUr.proCedures and-ourlarger involvement
With Project Equity and-our commitment to advocate
Auity that:We-use this service.

Research and development really f-s important. Itls-
important in_that R.& DAs increasingly seen as having
value by the clients and that the many millions of
federal monies are going to make a difference because
of the interest that we as a laboratory, are.. creating,:
among our clients.. I have a background"` in diffusion

--reiearch. With that as my professional interest I am
very interested in the power of national network...
to be able to deliver in a systematic fashion the
results of research and development to educational
practitioners who need those outcomes.

What motivated my participating in the projecticas__*
interest in the erogram_content. I had been interested
in critical viewing skills prior to my participation
in this project. My-ongoing motivation was interest
in_the-influenceT.V. has in America and the impTica=
tions for change in American society.
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Comments of Principal Investigators About Interest in Project. Several

Principal Investilators stated that4.beIief in the purPdse of the project

affectect.tha extent to which, practitioners became involved in it.

ct-give wamen 'without skills in grant writing the
nformation they needed to have control over what

y wanted to 'do motivated involvement. What
tained interest wasthe quality of the training

giVen and responsiveneSS of the project to what
was needed; Intrinsically it is motivating - and
sustaining to work with women committed to -women's
issues. What caused them to become involved was
the that they believed in.

The major incentive for involvement was that teachers
would get smaller classes. The Oakland classes had 34
kids and looked forward to having less. Teachers saw
an opportunity to get advice and help for things to
try in-the classrooms. They wanted advice from pro-
*ject staff. They participated because they wanted to
get help and ideas for clasiroom discipline, learn
language arts curriculum ideas. Having made the
commitment to do it sustained their-participation
in the project. They said they would do it and did.

Interest, in the project was iniportant.. The reviewers
felt it.,w'as,3 worthwhile project and had 'enthusiasm
for the-project. With regard to the four field trial
groups: They.,wereinteregted in learning new tech-.
niques for teaching._

. _

Many individuals rely 'on our servIces end die-them
repeatedly. The content area of theroject_f_tself
that it is usef_ul_an
in motivateci_their_invavement.

PERCEPTION OF PERSONAL IMPACT -

The interviews re;iealed that participation is reinforced and

strengthened when practitioners are able to achieve work goals that they

judge to .be worthwhile and the result of their own personal effort and

investment i.e., When their- work-makes a difference. The allegiance to a

project's purpose and participation in project tasks seems to be strength-

162



ened when the practitioner recognizes that his /her effort_has__made_a_signif-

icant contribution_

_practitioner.

The practitioner's perception of Personal impact is given added.

strength and .vaiue when the practitioner's effort and achievements take

place at the beginning of the project. _Although the perception of impact,

per se, seems to strengthen practitioners' particiPktion;special impor-

tance when the effort breaks fresh.project ground,. Provides first

experiences, marks first achidvements or provides,a model.for the course
. .

and conduct of laterproject work. The .perception of contributing to

and having a personal impact at the beginning of a project_does_appear_

to.be an important_factorthat_cantributes_to_wstataills-practitioner

participation as revealed in the practitioner-interviews:

The'following quotations-are grouped.into two categories. The first

group includes practitioner quotations that illustrate an impact on the

_practitioners. The second group includes practitioner quotations that

show impact on practitioners at the beginning of the project.

Impact on the

(
actitioners.

3.

The project provided me an ortunity to pursue
two areas of interest. I wit' motivated by the
relative freedom fOr me to follow my own ideas
and work area...my own interests are visable in
the project and the ideas I generated are utilized
at this workplace.

I _influenced the form of the pro 8 d
_

1 1 O I 1 I- I

My participation.ha§-contributed to the continuous
growth in the number of students.:enfrl lli in the
program. -1__helpeti with setting up key co acts.in

.4



the local area and made it possibie to expand to the
county level. I helped establish collaboration and '
sharing of ideas between rival schools locally.

My principal told me it was a wonderful program and
that it would be good for me to participate and I just
accepted rily princi pal 's enthusiasm. I thought they ,

were going to give: me some wonderful. things that would d
help me to keep my children'i attention. That was not
whatwas,happening. The presentation ed_not clarify
what one might expect from the, program. Gradually; as
I participated acrd talked to B.& staff, I began to
understand. I changed mY math .grbups because I had

:Apegun to may atterition.to my children in a different
way. I was-noticing their success levels and regrouped
them by success 'levels. It worked very well. That%
reinforced my motivation.

The impaCt on the program that resulted from my participation:

I .pirshed for, qUalified_teachers i n the'reading lab
setting, rather' thachilh school graduates as aides.
as designed in PCUi

The- envi ronm i" upgraded by me above and beyond
whit' pAc- Oped.- 'Rcibm environment meant a

lOt 'to me' designed thefe was no, central theme.
I made ,the room more,'attractive and inviting:

I develoPed a. process of 'communicating with class
room teachert" and lab teachers that facilitated -the
project's goals

= I worked direatly with children using skills. as a
teacher and my commitment 'to learning and individual
growth.

- the program served,as the energy that:
kept the program alive in the second year when the
on Prime -movers were no longer-present in the
district and had moved on _

.

- I opened up comm- unication- lines. between staff and
parents ,i n order to- faci 1 itafe chi l dreh!s growth..., --..P

1.-- I held in.service for staff, training them in the use
of materials, and gave informal inOutinto the under-
standing of children and ways of working with them..
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initiate 4 acqUisitions of materials and inservice
for the use of Materials. I developed and perfected
materials.

I disseminated my teaching concept -: positive

reinforcement through rewards, a behavior
modification system.- to other school staff.

4

Impact on thi.Practitioners at the

°I was involved in the initial planning and conceptualizing.

The entire concept of the project is to keep_putting people in
touch with each 'other around the initial concept which was developed.
by me and to-encourage ideas, get help,problem solve, give support.

e project contributes more and more, specifics t6 the development
of this concept-which is a fairly new one:

4

I helpedset up the network from scratch. I hale been involved since
the beginning of the dissemination project. was significantly
involved with the concepts presented, reading materials, etc.

, a
433 0

I helped choose the pi-ogram. I was excited by the idea: of doing
something new.- my greatest participation was when we were observing
the program and being trained in how to deliver the program. My,

involvement with program has grown since we chose it and I have
gotten to know it. better. I would spend all day in there Ithe REP
Center) if I could. I lgve it.

The first yeai-- was the most intense because I was setting it up
and-there" was a lot of §round-breaking and ironing out of wrinkles.

- I kept the project goingl. Organized everything. 4 made
sure that procedures-w followed. I. made sure that the.
program model_was f905Wed exactly._ I supervised the
preparation of materials. I set up the -center physically;

- I scheduled regular meetings so that stef,wou4d be'
coordinated.and'ontask. .

I problem solved;

I recruited .parents as volunteers.

e.

I served as liaison to FW1.3staff linking,agent.

gave direct service to childrepta claSSroodteacher.
- 0 0 t
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C mffents-A Principal Investigators

Although none of the Principal Investigators mentioned that the

practitioner's perception of his/her impact motivated or encouraged their

participation, two Principal Investigators diddiscuss the importance'of

. 4

gettingpractitioner participation at the beginning of the project. .The

following quotations are from.- two Principal. InVtstigators who learned.; by

not doing so the importance of gaining prac-titjoner participatibn at the

beginning of the project.

We are "paying' for. the lacic ttgt ctitioner
involvement at the beginnign)f now as
we try to find a publisher for -Ott
many publishers feel the matersi 'suffi,
ciently adaptable to a .variety' Tassroom setti.figs.

The participation of Title -1:-Directors Was Iii-hderecr-
because they- did not understand the ceittract..SoMe
opposed_ project. When it began none,iere asked
to be part of the, advisory group. Later' they changed
their minds because.uninvitedi the-project 'staff
attended and made g pretentation at orie- of their
Meetings. This got them interettecrarid they are now

a ENJOYABLE/PRODUCTIVE RELATIONSHIP WITH THE FWL PROJECT STAFF
.. ., .

The quality of the relationship that practitioners have with theFtkr
.

project staff Seems to affect practitioner -participation. The followin4;

quotations from the 6tervieWs show that both the quality of the practi-
o <

tioner's.kersonal or informal relationship with staff members, and the

;quality of the. task- oriented relationships were seen as important by

th0;practitioners. Practitioner -19articipation is influenced_._b_y__the.

degree to which practitioners see _their_re_lationshi_p_with project staff

members friendly and accepting, and 2) profes-

_s-i-anally useful and productive. Practitioners see encouraged when they
6

HI 111.1
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,perceived that .the projectstaff couldtelp: tom achieve their work goals

in important ways and could do'so in a friendly, non-judgemental manner. The

Principal Investigators also recognize the importance to the praject of

dive:loping productive and friendly relationships between practitioners and

the project staff members. ;The combination of a friendly and productive

relationthip helped to'eitablifth a collegial relationship bLetweenprac-
.-

titioner and pro/Act-'staff members. This collegial relationship motivated

practitioner-participation. The following representative quotes from inter-

views with practitioners illustrate the value and importance of_an enjoyable

and productive work relationship between the practitioner ariNthe Far-West

Laboratory project staff.

Project Equity-has-given-us-assistance. They_are_supportive,_,,

nice people.

They have assisted me in"my job. I have developed friendship
__and _we have done some

consultlagAorgeth'

I enjoyed the contact with-FWL staff. It made school more

interesting when I was involved in a. sp jecialproect. I

enjoyed the contact with Marilyn. I Teamed something.

Thetenter at Far West LaborktorY does an extremelygood job
and the staff of Diane McIntyre-in particular are' outstanding
and the new ideas they give to us are most-helpful. We are
involved 'because the center staffis so competent.

The only- important factor in our participation is the credi-
bility of'people at the Far West Laborator . They (F4CriFi
always on top of things, they get materia s that are asked
for immediately and'send them, out fast.

I personally--en

was very' organize an
I.learned a great deal
through her.

She (Rita)
d it was stimulating working with-hem

about how to organize materials-

byI have been motivated
West Laboratory staff

Far West-Laboratory's
been key.

the willingness on the -part of Far
to receive suggestions. Openness on
part to meet my-regional needs has

.0



What excited me as a person is achievement. The Far West
Laboratory presentation±game
that I I . 1 It

IC 8 II I II SO

. . -

be_more_successful_i-n-thei-r -work; . I -di do rt necessarily
b'elieve._it,but=l-was-willing to try. I'. feetryoU always
_have_to--be open to new:ideas. The_Orogram :worked -and fed my
motivation.

Comments of P ri ncipa_i__Imest_i_gators

'The Princi

the practit

practitio

that awarenessi-,.

vestigators recognized that the relationship between

the,Far West Laboratory project staff influenced

lcipation. the folrowing quotations are examples of

The staff is Inv -Wit[t.:eractitioners. They
are willing to .wo ' mow the practiti oners'..
They exte0 t Staffattitudes are-- t'
17mportant"--.- The `participants. have- commented
about staff helpfulnets 'via return postcards and
letters._

Most staff are encouraged to attend at ,least- one
conference- per year so they can have direct con-
tact With users. Practitioners also ,are-invited
to tor %test Laboratory tizinake presentati-ons about
what their organization-TS' doing and how WEECN and
their organization can work more closely. together.

This project is practjtioner-ortented.' Staff is
concerned about isblatioh frokutctitioners and
tries hard to .avoid., this by' jetting in touch with
practitioner groups, attendin§- meetings; and in=
viting individuals to Far west Labor4ory.. The
staff is becoming more skilled in designing
approaches. to encourage the participation of
practitiOners. .

'.It is the process ofathe interaction between pro=
ject staff and participants that ensures petici-
pation; however, the project is designed to train
participants. .A responsive process deWands inter-
act on. That i nteracti on gets i nfOrm/t from
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participants and that information becomes the base..-'
-for what the project does.

There is a willingn6s to :make this a network of
friends; A ,wermIt personal network has been
responsible for phe trust that exists. The:stiff

- and practitioners have face-to-face visits....
-.People are personally in touch with one another::
1We hold small intense conferences to build per
sonal relations. The mint-awards to subsidize.
:`visits to other Teacher Centers. Or to bring people:

consultants to their OWn. _ center helps a_great'
dea4 The use of their writing in our publica-
tIons and drawing upon their opinion-helps to
foster -participatian. A directory of members is
published and distributed free.. My leadership
style, is informal regard the prattftioners
as peers and,_colleigues. The substance of the

ti

project comes. from them. We have a nonlinear ,

way-ef--.operating. We operate on_ the, basis: of
lateral thinking. There is a willingness' to

.

take our priorities from the network, to revise
Stid-to be_, flexible,. $taf f treat practitioners
inc4p1Teglal iliiineiThe client is not divided
ifit,OFLtaSeloadS:;Staff "services are overlapping,
all?pa&availabl-e:to helP:.64- share. This
alscitkiivtdei'the thance-for:iteff to experience
personk=040. ,-There is:_a.tbiliqiitMent- among
staff ,toc,104t:theare dPi ng:' ._All communication
is recoMeirikigr#aff roembei5:- Much sharing
of information" Wdi.ei paeIEuTar client takes
place: Some iiractitioners mad Perceive the net-
work to be too -person think they 'are not
part of the "in grou-.". This may hinder partic-
ipation. Otherwise the latk of a formal struc- .

tdre and the ease of access,to the project, with
liarL.:* its support and friendship, encourage partici-

pation; There is a high commitment to teachers
being able to learn; What sustains practitioner
participation is they find it is productive,
practical, professional and stimulating....
The_detision to put money into phone calls and
staff travel also helped. You need to- put up
the money and do- what it takes to be in touch
with practitioners on their terms. Practitioners
must be_provided with personal as profes-
signal rewards.

ts

Staff makes it a poi' . to travel and ge
first-hand information on' Teacher Centers in
parts of the country -.- face-to-face:
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As the project has gone on the 'Staff has gotten
a faith that to help teachers, you must allow them
self-definition and-the freedom to define what:---1-7
they need to work on. ,In the beginning theU,Offl---
thought this view was not generally held owl--
inservice professionals. Now they seeit as much
more widely held.

The addition of staff has made it possible for
more practitionersto be involved. The OE-funded
Teacher Center program has broadened the audience
of.interested people and legitimized the concept.
of Teacher Centers. From a little-known program
it has grown into an influential, resourceful,
practitioner,based informationcenter on Teacher
Centers.

Staff interactions have-motivated, retarded, and
sustained participation. The staff have different,
interpersonal skills and often,clo not establish

`-as,wide,p base of interactions as the project
needs. Sometimes the quality of.that-base is not
so good. Staff do not always probe participants
to get extensive and detailed feedback.-

The lack o;f on-site contact with clients is
detrimental to the project. Brit it is the way the
project is set up. Assa result, staff use their
time at meetings to start and create relationships.
Then they_ build upon these starts.

There was created a feeling of ownership and trust:.
.

between Far West Laboratory and the,schools
(teachers'and principals) during the initial'phase
of the program. The project promised to leave the
schdols if.theylWere not wanted. The project staff
let the project_ be a choice for teachers. The
teachers were not chosen for the project by the
prineipal. There was no coercion.

4) PERSONAL/PROFESSIONAL GAIN

Many of the practitioners interviewed inthis study's aid: that, as a

result of their participation in-the project, they realized personal and/

or professional rewards. Thepersonal rewards achieved by practitioners

varied from,changes in attitudes orways of behaving to increased satin-!
i

faction. The professional gains noted by practitioners varied from the

money, status and recognition received.to-career advancement and change;.

The personal and professional gains or rewards were seen by the practi
,

r0
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-tionerS and the Printipal.Investigators as encouraging and sustaining

practitioner participation. The following comments were made by practi-

tioners.and ireflect the personal or professional gains they perceived,

themselves to reap as a result of their participation in projects..

I learned to appreciate whatl_was_doing,more._ I

began to see 'myself _as a creative;teacher. I have
been a teacher for fourteen. yearn and I am a.good,
teacher. This] project ,gave- -me- support-

ti-On for -::,. -.4' 40'OG- I learned to
label and categorize my techniques. It was an
opportunity for.,instructors to share ideas_which_
we do not ordinarily have. I_learned a lot about
my style of teaching. _I teach-what I value.
I_think that:What one teathis is_a projection

-of one's values. The project helped me to clarify
-what my values are. It game. me some strategies on
how to approach a prolllemdefine it, find resources
and solve it. Therole playing was:very practical.
I did not,_however,_enjoy_acadeMic theory. The
brainstorming, problem solving sequence enabled me
to get clear:on my own earec goal Ofdoing private
consulting work;

This program gave me the chance to have contact with
stimulating people outside of the school district.sh
I met peopTe from athaver theLcountry_who_shared

. . ' - . Id . d I II

- GO de Li' a n M

able_to_impTement_new -technikues and ideas. I started
to look at children differently. really focused my
attention on them. As I. kept my journal my entire
awareness .of what children were doing increased; as we'll

-.as.Who 'they were, which enabled me to be more sensitive
to their needs. As the atmosphere in,the classroom
loosened and became more relaxed, the children formed
a close-knit group; The space in the room-increased.'
There were more kinds of materials available and there
was now space for an- individual child to go off to'a
corner of the room alone. The children's feelin s
about themselves were better and they_also
about- Ate_school_. These improvements affected me in
positive ways and Wound my work more enjoyable and
rewarding; This petect wasan,oppertunity to learn.
It was new energy coming in. I liked it. I will
continue to implement some of these techniques.'.

171
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L_wat originally a first grade teacher and became director
of-the program. Involvement-in the project caused; me to
retormto_schaal_to__receive-an M.A. and. continue profis=
sional training. It has-motivated me tblearnand to

:continue to open vistas in the field.

Participation gave me the opportunity to develop further-
directions in my own research and to extend my under=
standing through contact with experts:in'the field._ I
have been associated with major advances in_the field

. and ant working with influential professionals.

Involvement in this projett caused a tmlii_mg-point in nw
profe_tional career. I earned a great deal qt recognition
nationally because of the work and it has allowed me td
develop-my-own area of interest and pursue it...it hash
stimulated my own growth professionally.

I have. writ te
" -I I. et - sat

Welhive
'Viola for what we are doing

because_of_this-''This attention and visibility has
movivatedAis. Another bY-product-of this attention
is ihat It hat made those in our.tervice area such as
the Board of Edudation, teachers andadminjstratort
more aware and-appreciative of what-you arc doing and
therefore of what they have in their own backyard. i

Also, people come from all over the country to visit,.
This has meant increased local commitment to the
project including moral and financial support.

Professionally - I have been asked by other organ-
izations to be present aetconferences because of-
my-intolvement in this project. :rhere is also
more recognition, by state people as someone who
has expertise. I am more: prominent. My reputation
is growing.

1.

Personally.- more personal satisfaction because of
all this attention and validation. I feel that I
am_doing_somethilig-valuable; I feel' appreciated.

I have been helped through some frustrating.times
.when I was thinking s it worth it?" by people
calling anda.sking_me_for_lielp,.

My_image!of-mhat I could be and what I could do
had-been very limited. The Teacher's Center
Exchange was Very instrumental in helpirgme

I /2
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to expand m image of_myselfAhrouji_their
su ement

My; individual ideas have changed by my partici-
pation.. However, by basic commitment to teacher
centering was reinfOrced and strengthened. I had
always and the concept of teacher centering as an
approach to staff development but for awhile it
was a lonely battle.

Comments of Principal Investigators

The Principal Investigators mentioned that several. different types

of personal gains or rewards motivated practitioners to become involved

in-projects. The following quotations by,Principal Investigaros pro-

vide examples of their views 'and note the various personal rewards
,

provided by Far West Laboratory projects.

40

The three pealAe whozdeveloped the-va1 idatiotc
process wanted to .make sure them
Were kept, recog
for their_creations.

. If " ..

Therget their ideas used and become part of an
inner circle that they:see:as:important for them.
They get visability with the funding agency
because the Principal Investigator purposefully
credits their ideas. They get to work with,a
Principal,. Investigator who has a lot.of contacts.

ing with the project gives practitioners
er in working with networks and influence

over the direCtion of networks.

Anhpnorarium of $1(10 per person last year was
.given to participating teachers. _:Exte-pkionAredit.'.
isalso givenJor Credtt_toward degrEt0Afgher
pay from the district. _Some=teachers.Volunteeri.
some _are volunteered. This makes a difference.'
One is self-motivated and interested and the other,
'though not openly hositle,_has more:rwrow limits
of participation; The willingness_to,participate
can:change_depending_upon teachers' expectations

.

.with_regard to what they will get out of the project
for themselves and their classroom.

1'3
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The main reasons practitioners.lteachers) became
involved are the principal's recognition and the
support given to their own interest in,their

classroom. And their:own.interest in interactton
with-another-adult about what goes on i.n their
elementary school classroom.-, They liked being
"inlolved in researcW. They want to:become
involved with other adults in relatiortto their

Professional work. They-desire self7knowledge.
They also want to do a better job with:helping
the children learn who are notidoing so well in

school..

They Were flattered to be asked ..= curious -about what

people at Far West Laboratory .do.

t.

Teachers had .a trip to San Francisco. They
..an increase in status when asked to participate.,

has a big influence on'their students and
'thus its impact and the projedt impactwas impor=
tant to'them.

Parents were given $100,per day and a trip to,San
,Francisco. One parent visited friends in San

Francisco. They were flattered to be asked.

For consultana the project deals with their
-professional content area and participation
gives them recoghitton, The $100 was not an

initial incentive. The $100 was what sustained

their participation.

PERCEIVED IMPACT/GAINS FOR SIGNIFICANT OTHERS

The analysis of practitioner interviews showed that Practitioners

were encouraged to participate ifl field=based RDD&I projects when they ,

believed that the project and/or their involvement in itwould benefit.

people they wanted to help or further:a cause in which they believed.

The practitioner interviews reveal that this belief served both to mai-.

vate and sustain practitioner,,participation.

It should be understood that this category of motivators may, in

part, be related to Personal Interest or Belief in the Project's Purpose

-071,



or Notioni The-dfrect purple o *several of the projects studied for-

this report is to serve certain 'classes of Thierits'.. ,1-emay be*,*thereefore,

be that the practitioners, Who said their participation in these projects

was reinforced by the project's 'purpose uriderstood that the purpose
N

included achievi ng gains for significant others. 'However, there is al, .

difference between the intended, purpose of a project and the perceived

impact of- it. It is forstfitS reason that the presni. category was

created. The-following quotes by practitioners provide examples of

comments that address the project's impact or achievements on behalf

of people or causes perceived. as important by the practitioner.

The class-was so difficult and so large that I
was willing to do anything and the reduction of
the class size was a big motivator. They-watching
the dynamic effec
derful things a.

contact and that I-could give parents positive
feedback instead, of only dealing with them
around problems of crisis was very inspiring
to me.

TO- IM od broaden the
_horizons of the chi l--dren by zproviding them with
enriched, programs. _ _.F..or example, I extended, .
creative.writing, Ii6rary work, reading and
sharing, of ideas. I was able to teach math in
greater depth. In fact, there _w
work in all- areaf_ n
b-ec=e_mareAn_v_olved_with_theirwork4 There Was
more creative play. Thus, because of the decrease.
in number of children the curriculum became
much richer. Children's motivation increased
because they did not get angry or discouraged
having to wait for help or attention.

The project gave me different says of lodking
.--at how to get students involved in real=life
41 earning situations and different ways that

you can learn from those situations. I saw
how one's approach might differ based on what
you want to learn and also how you most
effectively learn.

1 75
it4



q I contributed because I was knowledgeable about-
. Oakland Op resources and' had exte6Sive expert-

3ence with youth in the past-and was-Able to share
ifik_expeitisei-nit-hat Area. I was able to bring
students in direct contact with "helpful resources
in the city as a r suit.

.

I requested and rec ived materials on Oregon's
women adaiin trato program. L sent material
to, my state egis tors, twho needed information
on women's it

The information which I -received through partici-
pation_was_useful and was ,sent. on to other people
in the state involved In women s, equity.

,My schools had voiced certain needs _which I then
voiced- to_the,staff of Materials Support enter;
They developed materlats_toAteet_that_need_And
they have__beem_clisseminated_to-other-school -districts
as wen;

Convents Of Principal. Investigators

Seyeral

tria\ted

make a pb

al investigators mentioned"that Oractitoners were

ate in a -project because they could, thereby,
. .
ct on the lives Of other.-people.. The f011owing

quotes bY Pri ncip- Investigators are exagiples Of that viewi

. ... . ,The reward is intrinsic - seeing children change,
increase their motivation, scorecognitive gains,
interact positively with .peers, excitement about
going to ,school. This rubs off-on parents. Par-
ents become supportive and this sustains children.
One Iarent transferred her child into our school
andsail marked change in the child; The cognitive

igans of students ri enforce the teachers and ,

.

change student -attittidels about themselves and'
.. ,their behavior..

Their commitment to this as an educational practice
that they believe is 'good for students; Other
teachers and administrators without the commitment

.simply withdraw from the program.
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. , .

analysis of the interviews Id. -r ject practitioners revealedtql. P .

,

?i'everal factors-that seem to, be responsible discouraging,. 'inhibiting
,

or punishing theinvolvement of practioners. Thee following section will

lit't-and define the factors that were seen t'o retard practitioner -parti-

cipation and illustrate each factor byyproviding representative quotes

7from the interviews.

The factors mentioned by the prictftioners as being responsible for

inhibiting, pupishing, or discouraging their, project particiOation fall

into tbg following categories: 5

1) Violation of Practitioner's Expectations'

',/ 2) Insufficient Time .and Energy Or Conflict with Other Work.Tasks

Violation of Practitioner's Expectations.

Several:Practitioners stated -that the project's goals or Methods

for achieving them. did not; in fact, coincide with what they were told

and led- 0 bel i eve. Whereas these practitioners may have initially y

looked forward to participating in° project activities, they

thedsel yes. losing interest when, after several months, the project

did not provide the anticipated services, products, or opportunities'

to become involved. The following quotes from' interviews with

practitioners,provide examples of statements that reflect this

:violation of expectations.

I was teaching a very_ clats and orginally
under the-impression that the Far West.LaboraOrY
.staff would. assist me_ in the classroom and,lift

"some of the teaching .burdep. -This-did not. turn
out to be the case.

I was disappointed 'n the level of-participation.
Though I enjoyed te,king to -r_!ople from all over-the
nation'.4hd liked exchangis...00C-mation with



them, I felt that my contributton'and time on
the probleM was wasted. My-idea,siyere not cOn-
sidered (my-Arbup's). The Far We St Laboratory
project liar& d all these questions in
advance. ved no feedback. I was willing
to participate: 'extensively and waset_given the
chant*.

Participation.has been confusing. Originally .I

lwas,led to believe that my' region_ or network _

would have more input in determining the model
plans that were drawn up. Instead I felt that
the Lab staff drew up the plans and gave me'the
choice of accepting or not accepting without

.:considering feelings about ;the plan;

I want very much to participate more but have
not been asked. 'Not being asked to participate
has _been the major factof in .my lack of RI
pation. I am still looking forward to pantiti,
pation and exchanging views with 'others in the
field. I am still waiting for information'from
the first meeting.

I had hoped that it wctuld give me an idea of very
::specific steps to follow in writing a proposal.
A lot of excellent material. was presented there
but I 'was not able to apply thee principles being
taught because I did not Kaye a proposal .in mind
or have the_experienee of _ever having-written a
proposal before. The staff critiqued proposals
if you:.had something developed. As I did not I
was unable to benefit from this. I guess
use the 'books to -hammer out a rough proposal but
it is all more nebulous than I had hoped for. The
materials '-did not.arrive_on time so -that-I-did not
have the opportunfty to look at them and I had no
ideas or preparation for the wort...whop., KT-Te7gr
of experience with: proposals, was so lbw that it
was difficult forme to understand what Was going
on. I was sitting next to smile wpmen..who had .

written two proposals and fejt the opposite.

.Insufficient Time/Energy or 'Conflict vilthAther Iork--T--asks

A number of practitioners ,stated,., in their interview, .ihat they ,.
did not have, enough time or-energy- to participate in the project to

the extent they wished. Many of these p"r:actitioners, nevertheless,

Z(.3
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. were mai vated-tdpatticipate aq found-WaYS--to 0 s9. . The,fol Towing _

qugtes provide examples of the statement-S4113de by Pract4.tioners during
vb,..,,..

,

the 'interview:

The quotes addresi-the piactitionet's thoughts atiou .zihe time anquotes

energy needed to participate in project activitieS.

To do this over an extended period of time would
burn out rrrost professionals because of the intense
kind of interaction with .people required.

My 'el Onstraints were a hindrance.to* partici-
pation cause of my own cqurritments ail a student;
It wastthe,third quarteriand I was-tired. It was

. hard,io coordinate everyone's schedules and, find
time for neetingt.

The -time to really si"
all tote things mailed -4
was very tight. I found
up to date.

an and Ray attentten to
ne, the many handouts;
.it difficult to keep

Participation, has caused pgrSona
I felt that it was worthwhile Op
staff and myself.

-Personally and prof--ionally it was a hardship
due to the time havi _to work iweekends
...mmamaliommuri5ilinmanwrimzimmam- I

" but
project

_

I was hindered by the limit _of resources in time
and energy. I was 50% time on another job and'
the time and-the project was quite demanding. I
was motivated by the experience of pursuing
research and developing new concepts.

I was hindered by plotmt of time I' had to:devote,
to role. as aoard member and many other time
commitments.

experiences. Also I was .able -to :the project
with this particular type of research- team as
the topic -for my Ph.D. dissertation.

T e biggest hinclerarice to part pation has beep. .
current-overload oni-resent j

119
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SUMMARY OF PERCEIVED EFFECTS OF :PARTICIPATION

. The-interviews-with FrA,s and pracOtionerszcohtain logical and'common-
,

senl advice for understanding participatory activit . Attitudes vary.

Some P.I.s see partiCipaiory RDD&I as an unnecessary frill that can signifi=

cantly slow down or alter-important educational work. Others see,it..as a

most important:andliecessary Opmponent of,researcii that ensured releNanOy

etk.
and enhances commitment; Most P.I.s feel that participation is pportani",

RDD&I but they vary in their beliefs about the extent-thatet10#0tion-
,"

stpuld be part of their_project and in the skill and knowledgethat would

fiad to Successful pirticipatorY experiences. -Practitioners-alibi:oit r=

sally feel that the-more chances they have to participate the better the

RDD&T product will look., Two drawbacks to participation expressed

practitioners were time and lack of impact. Some felt hardipressed.t6-kid

participation in RDD&I to an eady full work sehedule. Others felt that

their participation did no

expected.

the effect on outcome they,had hoped or

As the authors analyzed the ;Titer ews, certain- mesEajes became clear
A

that could hep guide future participitly RDD&I activities. These mes

. sages are presented in as' brief_ a form as possible. They are the author's

condensation of sections I And 2 of this chapter. Readers are invited to

'reread those sections and draw their own conclusions.

cit Message 1 For participatory RDD&I 'to be successful the pract-itiPhers

must feee,t-hit they are making an impact 'on something (project;:thrust; child

, .

outcome, classroom climate, etc.) and that in some way.they.personally gain_,
)

4p,

recognition,gnitio, merSonal satisfaction, growth in Profession, etc..) from their-)
:.-,L.

partidipatiOn. ,
p.
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Mes_sae 2_' The most enthusiastic participan the RDD&I programs.-

C.

were those.who, in addition to making a.contribution.to the field, rea"kizd°

per;onal and ,professional reaardp

Message 3 A personal belief or interest in the project's purpose

participants can be a strong factor moti_vatins and iorolonging participatory

activity,

Message 4

jects when they believed that the proSedtand their involvement in it,cwould

benefit people they wanted to help or further a cause in which they believed.

Partidipants were `eia uraged to participate in RDD &I pro--

"' Their participation was sustained when they 3udged that the project had a
, . ,

-positive-impact- on ,the people or the cause. s -...
.

,

!,
. ,- ..,' .:'

Message 5 .., Participation in -a PrOject4duringiis beginning stages, 4 *,

,particularly in shaping ictivities, seems to contrtbua to sustained practi-.?

ti oner, participation.
,

Message 6 :PerSonal, informal relationsfiipi between practitiver and

_,
project staff inclines the Aactitioner to feel, part of the ylow_ commiun-

-16

it3 and personally appreciated.

Message' 7. The personal beliefs the Project Director and' key change

agentsl-hre toward participatory RDD&I at the onset of projedt activities

color_and direct all subsequent particip4tory activities. They define the

initial parameters of participation and in uence the quality and quantity

of participation.

Message a The orientation of the host institution and funding agency

toward participatory RDD&I influences participatory activities.'
.

Message 9 Of-all the 'Participatory fUnctions participatory decision

. . .

making seems to be the function that generatesfthe most apprehension. and
. . - ..

,

conflict between Troject staff and parti al pants, ,

1 Si

41.
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Message 10 Participation was inhibited when projects violated the

practitioner's expectations carry through on Promises, didn't

provide feedback, didn't 'follow suggeitions, etb:f and: When tims:was

not set aside, from other tasks for.- participation tri:RDD&I.

A logical ordering ,of, evehts46.this-iirliOtimal participation folldws.

Its seems that optimal ,participa ion in RDD&I comes whtn:

is Key project staff are-cognitted to the notion of participatzTj
RDD&I.

Thethost institutions and funding agency share that commitment:

3) 'The participant Is value _bar project staff.
.

4) Participants value the purpose of the project.,

- 5Y Participants shar4 in the early shaping of the project.

6) Participants'are "committed-to serving the pe.ople or cause the. project
serves:

cOb -

_"--7) Sufficient time has been set asite for participation.Gr.

.

..._

* cq

,8), Personal ..relationships -ire established between practitioners 'and
. target staff.' '. , ,

9) participants feel the 3aye an .impaction project.

10) Particiciant.s assesstheLprbject as having a positive iinpact.,

professionally as a result of-their participation;

11) Participsts_ feel, that they have been: rewarded person r

12) .:.-Partici pants -expectations have been



CHAPTER SIX

:110s
DEFINING MU CLASSIFYING RDD&I PARTICIPATORY ACTIVITIES

., The purpose of this chapter is' to define and classify participatory
. .

activitiet. The 'notion of producing a taxonomy of -participation was

'initially seen as the appropriate'. work' of this chapter. That notion was

rejedted. The taxonomic rigor of thegbiologists will not be found here.

Participatory activtties have been arranged and assigned to groups. The

,IcriterttfolaSsification by group are not igreedrt -upon and
.

accepted diagnostic criteria similar to. thoie used by J)4016gists to

assign an organism to a kingdo phyluni,. division, etc.- The logic of

"the authors, rather than diagnostic criteria accepted _among educe

was used to classify, group and define particfpatory activities:

.
work.-should be seen4As exploratory And hypothesis -gestating., It is

hoped that future work will lead to a taxonomy of participation.

Much of. the work of th'4'ichapter deals 'with definitions. The

study of participatory l DC is in its infancy Whele

interviews fp?" this study! the single most striking per

iviewers was the lack of agreement among those interviewed w

4Ikhe

of the inter-'

h regart.to

a working- definition of the term " rticipatiOn." There was no debate, about

- definitions; but rather .the ::_assumption was made that a dorfimon definition was
i. .

. ... _

shared by most people. This lack of precision adds to the confusion surrounding

. participatory activities. Different 'People; defining participatory 1.

RDD&I differently, evaluate its worth and reach varying concUsi-onti
. .

A ,presentation of the various ways to defi,ne participation is seen as a
. . ,

..

lorded first step, 0 the study of partictpatory RDD&I;

r-\
Action Own

.
i

- - _ . )

.A perfect starting point. fdr the work of this chapter i the'dictionary
6

'

ti

4 '4
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definition of the term. The °most general definition of "partiFipate"

according to Funk and Wagnalls40 is "to take part or have a share in.

COUDWAidtb-Dthers " That definition contains two very interesting notions

useful to understanding the various participatory RODE activities. The

first notion, to take part," assumes action. The second, to "have a

share in common with others; assumes ownership.

Action defihitiait-of- participation can include no ownership at

To "take part" can Mead: to collect data for someone else,luse of an,

educational product, engaging in a school evaluation, etc. Some people

feel very comfortable with these nonownership definitions. Others feel

th ue participation must include ownership: Those people usually.
,.

include % their defiiiitions some sharing of power; To

"share-in-common with others "' could mean:, selection of research
.

questions, decisions about :the, particular form of interventi*, 'a feeling

of responsiblity fOr the004Odudt, etc. One Ofthe WO causes of friction

uncovered among Principal InVestigators ina prattitioners -is: the-"MiScm

.ffunication of thexte .,-1,,e . ch. , ownersh i p and .action .are expected "of
,

_
. practit i oners. _people genui nely' bel i eve that ,they 'are .participati ng

.,

or encouraging participation only to be shoaled When confronted by someone

whose definition of 'partiCipatfOn excludes their activity. Others who feel

,....
. i' . ,

that they are not participating may find therhave 'been re active than
.

-
:, .

.

many who consider themselves participators. ColImunfeaiive fierce
, .

among the peop=le-often-breaks down because personal perceptions of

plikicipation do not permit. afrother,da4lItiOn to be considered.

f t

Table 3 contains 'many of the activities gleaned from interviews 'with

Princi61 InvestigatOs and pr Oft-loners that were,used.as evident p of

_
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participation. This table. separates =the jactivitiet into action and
-4

A 0. ,

ownership activities. Wi.th just a 'little creative - effort the reader

Al.can generate combin -`ens of action/pwnership activities and create his/her

own. personal definition f participation. Clarity of what_ one means by

participation seems crucial to the implementation Of any participatory

RDD&I project. Attention to action /ownership distinctions at -,the onset of

participatory actiiity will certainly cllarifSf communications.

.:Tabe 3

Reported ParticiOatory Activities Grouped by Action & Ownersficip

--.:

Action n *Acti vi ties

. Needs sensing
2,to. Identifying research questions
3. Pol icy "advising
4. Materials critique': h

5. Decision implementation &Ainagement
a. e,-of materials =

b. C iuct'.... activities
Fol ..roject design

mo.- method]
Local implementation

e. ,Use"of budget
6. Model adoption'.
7. External evaluation
8. -PrOgram RevieW
9. Brainstorming - creative

10. Fact finding
11. Informal evaluation exchanges
12. Use of services
13. Product testing
14. Conducting project_ tasks

a. =case studies
b. trainings
c.. interviews
d.. literature searches

(etc.)

Vii.

.ti

-

Needs determination g's?
. -Deciding,research

.PoLUy.-setting- .e-*i
matfai.

5. Dedisi

b) TIM- vitie conductesk
c) .gn "&
d), Form o al implementation
e). Use of _budget;

6. Model 'adaptation -)
7.. Internal evaluation:'
8. Program Revision .

9. Brainstorming - creative = l'ormatiYe-
10. Use of fact fi nding missions
11. Use of _informal evaluation exchange
12. Selection of service
13. _Product, selecting .

14. nelineition of project task's
a. case studies
b.- training
c. intervi
d. literature searcheS

(etc.)
r

-Figure contains examples of- the range of activities of the 'owner= 4

ship component of 'partici pati on. No th4 a fi tvt three46vel s j_en
2i. 8



PARTICIPANT

OWNERSHIP

No Nnerthip.
P rad opers

views

not 'Valued.'

Partiiiliatory

activities_
cosmetic, for

shop, fir pol

liticaT

reasons.

Conducting

assigned

activities.

Being told.

how, when \&

where to,

assigned/

tasks,. No

knoirledge_

of pu

t,asks or

orproject.

Conducting

'assigned

activities.
king told -

how, w en &

Where da

a ta,s ridgy:

knowirgrthe

'purpose

'tasks'and

announced

objectives

Gi -014
project.

. ,

)

Leven

Major activ=

ities pre=

scribe.
ParticipAion
in planning

the 'detail s

of implemn=

tation. No

impact on

objectives

or program

rpose.

Level 2

Advise;

consult,

critique,

review

program

objec=

tives '4tid

purpose.

Deciding

the how,

when and

where of

Project

ac ivities
1'b

Level 3

Adaptation

of RODE

model.

Modification

of pre-set

objectives

to fit a

particular

setting or the process

Level 4 Level 5

FULL

PARTICIPANT

Creation Co=devel op

Of sub= program

unit objec- objectives,

tives and purpose-and'

tasks ,pi'ocesSNi.th

to be per- 101)&I

formed. 0ff.

Planning

situation.

Planning the

impl ementa-

tion of the

modification.
es.

OWNERSHIP

L

Creation

of on

goals &

object i yes

of the

project.

Hiring

RDD&I

staff to

carry out

a :project

or part of

a ,project.

0

,4
6



the figure contain no ownership activities. They are included as part

of the continuum because they represent the way some ROD is
- .

E
conducted. The last six levels in the figure 'contain examples of project

ownership. This continuum was constructed to-Allustrate ownership only.

It contains activities related to ownership, not rce tion oviinership.

It does not deal, for example, with the fact that people 3:76- can and

often do carry out RDD&I activities sucliots data collection, Arai ning,,

etc. We have found that .pe nership varies -fritt peryin to person.

People at ,the same activity le ownership cont'i nuumf May perceive

their Ownership' differently: ople take assignments that are given

them as their ownAuch more willingly than do others, and this could affect
.

the quality of ca fig and personal investment a practitioner brings to

any pill-titular act listed on the range of participant ownership. For

example, a given practitioner who is-told hoi4, when and. Where to do an

assigned task to meet an .announced objective can carry out the assignment

in a careful and thorough manner thatisrespects, and fosters tt e announced
_a

objectives; or or a;lother practitioner can carry out the less nment half,

rt-tea edly and without car6 and respect for. the purpose ,,the.task..

These two practitioners will produCe different qualities of services
.

.
or products even' though management., treats the participants siemilarly.

The difference in the outcomes is partlY a product of the different. quality

of personal investment in the task made by 'the two practitioners. Although

_
it is pos.:'hle for a practitioner to be careful and thorough or careless

and half-heafted when doing any of the activities listed along the continuum

of participatory ownership, it is more likely, as Weikert 41 has pointed
. .

out that practitioners will invest.-more care and thoroughness in activities



_

they pereeive they have created.

The study of the action component of p

decisions about optimal mix of action and ownership

n should lead to

enhance quality.

t is possible, and likely, that the time spent on a proje

tioner will involve the practitioker in more than one type 6

For example, in any one week a practitioner mightspend five hours partici-

pating in adapting pre-set objectives to fit a ii..;:;tular setting or
jr

i.n, 10 hours participating in planninghow; When and where tasks

will be conducted to meet object' =s and 20 hours doing an assigned task

to meet the announced objectives.

Studying the amount of time spe t by each -practitioner in a project
, ..? . t::

on different activities -::, trhelp researchers understeld the relati -on
- ,. 9 - --

ship betwen participation in various activittes7_ anirthe-otcomei -of the-
z -

project. A T.),.rd of time spent by each practitioner fn various ner-)

ship and nonownership.activities would create a _profile that cou
. %. T.

compared with dependent outcome variables. Zhis could lead to judg milts
.. . .

about optimal activity paste nifos various ypel of partiCipan:
....

7 -

Evidence- of Paqi_coat:ioni

n additil* to action/ownes;shipliefinitional confusions 4 seCon#-
-.0-... -

, -,F
definitional issue was uncovered during "the intew process .that`teemed14

0
_

to need clarification. That issue

stituted
. .

was lack of- agreement as to What ,con=

Varying perceptions of, the esseict

partici patiOn seem to be h key .t-& thissecond major of
-r,

A distinction can be made betweeri\two .very,diffeiseif 'perce i o s of

evidence -of participation: One perceptiotr erson0. Some,Teople
a -

.

define evidence of participation-texperientially: a per opal investmen.4

i nterest ri n outconfe, responsibility for ,act i on , cri ng for wbrk.
-

rs
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eqUate evidence of participation with the existence of formal participatory --

'vehicles. Tir..y\;qee. the participatory vehicles not as transportation to.

a destination but as the destination itself. If the formal participatory

_vehicles are Present then participation is assumed to have happened.

Communication 'wrong wople holding.thesetwo different percepti of of

participation often results 1n accusations and attacks revolving around
.

issues like the following ones: "I call. meetings and you don't come"

formal participatory vehicles): ' should I- go to meetings when

nothing important ever happens at them' (experiential): Table 4 separates

,:examiAes of personal participatory experien

vehicles.

Table

from formal participatory

1-16'-forms of Evidence of7,p jpation, in RDD &I
"Y.'"

ersonal 'Participatory Experiences

Fhendttito
vice -ested '-g .

rest/needs lbel i efs
eptiOns or compatit'lle

attitudes /goals
IderVfication with "the of

person/clients -)
Interdependene '

-Pai 1 onvers ifri on

)Ventificafion wit -ciust/purpose
Interpeysanal atta hoi.#

:!*ormal Participatory Veh'icles

=:Ftarent conferences
Advocacy meetings'°
Staff meeti rigs

Review Bbards.
Elections
Conferences
Feedback metitanisms
Annual meetings

d Sensing Committ s
istribution of mate ials

Call ferr papers., crit- ues
Requests for.questi-ons,

problvs, complaints; etc.

:One of .the interview questions posed to incipal Inyeitigators

asked what factors, formal or informal, were responsible for endvraging,

motivating and sustaining practitioner ce /or participation.
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4. -1, -
.._. ,-

e answers to this question :illuminate- the interpersonal nature of'the
_

priatitioner p _Ration process; The answers_ also rnforce the notion

that the presenc a participatoly form should-not be mistaken for the

existence of pa ici atory content. Some statements frbm P.I.s:

The Policy Advisory Board emerged as a formal
structure as a result of the project's informal
engagement' with reSoirce people. Aformal structure
for. encouraginiparticipation dust_ follow informal
contacts. You:must, have. information to develop a'
formal structure. Pra ioners regard themselvesNI*as competent; independe ......, e ',.

..--aire_proud. They -have
an internal ized struct ge. Premature ,

. °.:-.4* .attempts' to. invot i.4.1-4,- nature do not allow:
4.44--1.4.

: them .to .give th- -.40; , 4.,i,F4e thei r 'i nput.
An important:el eaders p behavior is `to

, .

listen andAraw out d not be 1 rt,cdmpeti ti on:

Attitudes ab ut and :toward each other (prOject
staff-practitio have teen more important pan
formal Ist ructar41 arrangements. .The i nformal'
sonal attitudes and behaviors are the mostImpOr-'
tent facto-rs'-fn:,encouraging practitioper.
partiaipation. .

-?' 4, \
The lack of formal tractu're, and the ease of

V
:acCess- to the project with saPport. an*friend-
-ship encourage participation. The willingness to
make-this a network has_)een reiponsible for the-

:trust-that exists. F4C-ek43kface vi_sjts,,, people
'..t.belng personally, to totte,11,,with one another.

_.°.
The res onsive proces for facilitating learning

a- major ctor in'getti-g practitioner participate-
tion.- This s a formal: rocess ithough it is r andlgd -

i nf, ormal iy. 'prod s fintses1/4)11.
(participan e a sets)' arid bar.
practitto . ct~ fonor, and
tives-a ways:0---do-t h4nls

-demonstra e p t le
are n6i4-440s...by. w th
other.

iaar _e.

One Principal I vsti-gator meniioned that s/he had attempte
,.

set theImage of -FWL ?large instituti.on Joy sending inforrat notes _/`f1

1'91-
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\` ,
to. practitioners. 'It was clear; from--ana.lisi%- 6T''`thre interviews that the

f;R,-;als'" "*';
17---partici5ator3 vehicles was not enough to ensure partic-_,

ipation S practitioners felt that some of the vehicles even

participation by 8hanneling participation into:particular areas and by

formalizing agenda that limited participation. -Yet some researchers

-perceiVe;that their only responsibil.ity to participation is the creation

of participatory structures. Others feel t if the structure i?;-...;;% place
-

a
z

nyversonal action push participati Ruld be ci-mitamiait-i ing
-zww

- 4

.
free-choice process and could unnecessarily -1-essure people who have

-every right noteto participate.

()tient-y=6f . I.

If a.P.I. -9 afraid that the encouragement of participation of .the part, -

of practitioners,. reci,pienti of. service an others ;might; lead to`confusion:-
# . I__ . ,-,4- : ..,extra work, loss of control Of project- thrust or cOntafnatIon-of a project

- s .._ . .. ., .

process,' then the intention of that.P.1,ff's participatory messages will..,..t,

.beifffictpd. Th ese fears will lea to a_Ar-different participatory'
,

message. than tlisme emanating from someone without such fears. SimilarTY,

practitioners :who view piitting time and energy into some new effort as
-N:thel being traik ntage

,

of,=:used or Manipulated will participate 41117'
F..1

.

far d'fferent than practiffoners whO don't hold those = views. ,The

,C

Anteiition of the person giving Participatory meseS 'and taking participatory%ag

action seems to be a ,key to the quality of participatory activities. An

arfaly"sis Wow this intention is influenced led the authors to.a plotting..

many
'' ..V .,

of 43 sources of i of 1 uelnce. . E i Ore 5,c4.1itains .a graphic -representation-
. , . d

of some of the variables that influence the intention of participahts to
-

participate, This figure. i.s based on .infOrmiti-on'obtained from the.

project interviews and from-the arialysis.of the literature.
.



Figure 5

Variables that Influence the Intention of Participants

to Participate in RDD&I Activities

IVariable I'

Perception of

Project Worth

Variable III

Perception of

Project

Ownership

IntentiOn-of an Individual

-in a Participatory System

to Participate

Variable V

Perceptions'of

Participatory

'Vehicle

s.,

Variable II

Perception of

Possibility of

Positive Impact.

193

VaHable IV

Contacts of

Practitioner

with Others

Variable VI

Perceptions about

Cooperative vs.

Individualistic

or Competitive

Activities
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ai
s ,

Participation of practitioners is influenced by the

r
ons.of F-

the worth of the project. If the practitior1r feels that ct is

very worthwhile s/he may participate actively even in spite-0

C

Variable -- Perception of Project Worth

'4.
> ... : ','

... .

barriers to participation. If people feel that a project i in} '-* --
;A

ffl..,:
':*;-.

...NP.
intention to participate is often high. This estimate 'if wo ;=''' IV 1,.,:fu.

.1no-
at many levels. Participants might feel that the project is wot0While j .

:,,,

N.0.-personally, of value to the community or to clients,-of value. p
.

V.onally
'

or of general service to mankind. Usually personal and professio0411
;F.

asperations.are reflected in programs perceived to be of great woof- h..

Variable 2 - Perception of Possibility of Positive Impact v.,

A practitioner's intention to participate is also influenced by

estimates about the expected impact of projects. Practitioners have

felt that a particular project had great worth, important goals and

sound objectives and yet held little hope for the success of that project.

a. Statements such as "they,will never get the School Board to agree to

that" illustrate attitudes about possible impact. Sore practitioners

feel that projects-might have an impact but they as individuals might

not have an impact on a project. Others feel that projects might have

local impact but no lasting long-range impact. Negative and positive

perceptions of the local, professional and global'impact of projects

and the personal impact that one might have on a project influence the

desire to participate.

a
Variable 3 - Perception of Project Ownership

practitioner's desire to participate is also influenced by an
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understanding of whose work is being done. This variable is related to

variable I ye't -distinct frowit. Can the prac\itioner call the work his

or her own? Can the practitione share in the_Project? Can the project

have personal meaning for the practitioner? Is the practitioner more

than a laborer in someone else's vineyard? The shift in perspective fAilkT2:,

,doing someone's work to doing one's own increases the intention of ,

practitioners to. participate.:

Variable 4 - Contacts of Practitioners with Others

One very important area that, affects the intention of practitioners

toward palicipation in a project is contact with others. Is there

'perceived agreement among project staff, Project Director, educational

colleagues, supervisors, professional groups, community, :funding agents,

personal friends and family about worth and impact of the project and

about the value of participation?

Variable 5 - Perceptions of Participatory Vehicles

Once engaged in the project does one's view of the formal vehicles

established for participation incline one to continue,participating? Are
.-1

the particiPitory mechanisms seen as supportive and facilitative of partic-

ipation or are they seen as thwarting participation? Doe the partis,

ipatory vehicles make is or difficult for people to participate?

Variable 6 - Perceptions about Cooperative vs. Individualistic or Compet-

itive Activities

A very personal. motivator that affects the intention of people to

participate in projects is the view a person has toward cooperation.

This variable is closely related to variable.3 and affected by all the

other vari4bles, yet people have varying inclinations toward cooperation,

0
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tfte sharing of power and individual vs. collective functioning. The

degree that someone is willing to work with another and the degree of

identification of one with others inclines one to close the classroom
`'

'door or invite others inside. If practitioners feel they can do

their best work alone and that "Too many cooks spoil the broth," then

participation in cooperative ventures is less than appealing. This

variable more than any of the others represents a world view that has

a general effect on the practitioner's interaction with all human

beings, groups and institutions.

'These six variables interact in interesting ways to influence the

intention of individuals to participate in projects. For exampe,-aS

resistant to change as variable 6 is, those perceptions can be changed

by altering perceptions on one. or more of the first five variable.

Framing Participatory Functions
-

A final grouping of participatory variables includes the above-

discussed variable (intention of the practitioner or,- as it was called

in Chapter Five, practitioner interest) along with other variables that

have an interactive effect on the conduct of participatory RDD&I.

'Two additional powerful variables are: institutional guidelines and sup-

port; and orientation of the P.I. and project staff toward participation.

One less salient variable that is also considered to affect the form

participation will take but notthe degree of participation is the type

of project (R,D,D, or I). An example of how these variables might interact

to frame the participatory nature Of a project follows. Thousands of

combinations could be generated. This example was created by the authors

to represent an actual project experience and hopefully is illustrative

of how participatory configurations are formed. The example has beeh

simplified to illustrate only one set of interactions. Figure 6 presents

.19R
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=FIGURE 6

'Variables that Interactively Frame
Participatory RDD&I Functions

Practitioner Interest
and Intention

toward
Participation

Host In itution
and Fund jng. Agency

Rules, G idelines
and Bure ucratic
Habits

197
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a graphic representation of how -foUr participatory variables ,influence

'the,form and function of participatory RDD&I. These variables establish

the limits of participation and color all Rroject activities. Some of the

iluences exerted bythese variables are so.subtle that they are not

apparent yet they.Shape the form participation takes. Forexample if
411

1) the P.I. feels that practitioners should decide how to implement a
project but,feels that sjhe has the right and responsibility for.defintng

project objectives and' 2) the roles and regulations of the funding.

agency call forroject.goals, objectives and'staffing to be finalized. -
.

when the proposal is submitted and the agency has a_short turn-around i.

':Eirrie and 3)-the host institution doei not encourage the participation

of practitioners in proposal writing and 4)-the practitioners have had

little experience in participative RDD&I and see-their role as

'completing tasks--assigned-to them in a project and 5) the prOject is a

study-Of per interaction in the classroom, then 1) no input from practi

tioners will be received prior to program:Implementation; 2) little

friction will result from this situation because of similarity in

interpretation of participatory role; 3) practitioners will be heavily-
.;

involved in project implementation; and 4) research objectives will be

decided upon by the P.I. and hisiher staff.,

If, however,-the position of any one of the agents- changed, for example

if -the funding agency required that practitionersparticipate in program

design, then_a ripple effect would take place influencing the orientation

of the other agents and affecting the, participatory nature of the project

changing form and function. It is easy but unnecessary to create many example's

to shew this interactiveeffect. Suffice it to say that the form participatory

RDD&I takes is susceptable to influences initiated by a number of different

agents. 193



CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUSIONS
.

Miro, of the conclusions reached regarding part.i.c4patoryRDD&I have
,

.,, . ,....,... .

been presented in.previous chapters. This brief chapter 'will restate some

of those conclusions and'present some additonal- conclusions not presented

earlier. The most obvious conclusion of this stugyis that P.I.s and project

staff have'great influence over the form participation will take. Once that

form-is settled upon', the practitioner has great influence over the quality

of participatitn. 'Less obvious is .the finding that if participants havea
.

.

role in detwing the'form.participation will take the probability is greater

thft them participation will be of a high and enduring quality. Dien less

-.obvious tsthe subtle yet powerful influence of host institutions and

funding agents on the form participation in RDD&I will take. The impli-

cations of rules and regulatioris.related to proposal develoOment, contract

:specificity and budget - priorities deserve future study. Institutional

procedures could possibly be one of the major barriers to greater practi-
.

tionerparticipation in RDD&I; particularly in the areas of proposal -

development'and decision making. The specificity_ of accountability activity

,called for by-most funding institutions demands noisily a delineation of

expected outcomes and major objectives but also the delineation of specific

objectives,. specific activities and a detailed accounting of how-funds%will

be spent. This pre-project specificity leaves little room for alteration

in project form-while projects are in progress. That situation coupled

with the habit of not including practitioners in the RDD&I process until

funding takes place limits practitioner participation.

One encouraging finding was related to the power of P.I.s to influence

project form. P.I.s who really believed in participatory RDD&I seemed to

1,99
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find ways to include practitioners in many of: the RDD&I activities.:_

These P.I.s seemed to influenCe not only their programg but also the thinking

of other P.I.s at Far West Laboratory and the thinking of funding agents-.

The, conviction of the P.I. and his/her staff that participation was important

seemed to correlate with contented 'practitioner's, i.e., practitioners AO

enjoyed and felt rewarded' by participation. These few P-er.s seem to be

altering traditions defintions of RDD&I.bY moving the 'subject" into
, .

.

more of the "active!' 'esearcil activities.. Participationyas also greatly

affected by the-practitioner't belief -in the pUrPose ofthe-project,as
: - . ..

,
well as by. his/her- judgement. of Trobable impact. Informal -aild -personal

partiCipationeemed to facilitate Oactititner intereSt.as.dfd-perceived

ownership. 7
a.

ProfessionAl consultants were .given a larger part in decision making

than were onlline practitioners, -and they were better paid. Decision

making was the-area that generated the most heated debate among P.I.s.

Not being'liStened to, and not having time put aside from other work

activities so that participatory RDD&I could be-accomplished were

two topicsthat Practitioners most often complained about. Definitions

of pat ticipation.varied-greatly and in a few cases formal participatory

vehicles weft confused with actual participation. It seems that varying
4

definitions of participation among those assessing its value create an

unnecessary confusion and often a troublesome research climate..-

It is clear from the review of the literAture that participatOry

RDD&I has great potential. It is clear from interviews With practi-

tioners that they enthusiastically support'participatory activity. It

is equally clear that funding agencies and host institutions have not

yet altered their grants and contracts procedures to encourage full-
%

200 (
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scale-Pra.ctitfoner participation in RDD&I. This seems tO be the

. case-even-06n the

:

:engsurdge its use.

aboutthe worth of

agencies and institutions endorse the approach and

P.I.s and project staffseeM the most conflicted

participatory RDD&I. Most acknowledge its powers-

. to strengthen local involvement and community commitment. Many see

that. it helps.to make RDD&I more relevant and.useful. Many feel it

slows down the RDD&I.process., Many are confused by conflicting voices

and don't know how to use practitioner advice or whb to select as

partiCipants. Some feel that participation blunts or contaminates the

research 'process. A fewfeel that practitioner participation takes the

power of projects out of the hands.of trained researchers and scholars.

Various orientations toward participatory RDD&I of the people

influenced the tenor of participatory activities. Each participatory

project looked unique This uniqueness was due-more to the expectations
.

and sets of principal" actors than to objective evaluations of the

impact of participation.

The final conclusion .drawn from this study has to do with the

interactive effect of project staff, host institutions and practitioners.

It seems that a catalyst for more or less participation interjected at

at any point would influence participatory RDD&I function and form.

0

S.
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